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1

CONSIDERING THE PLACE
OF ICT IN DEVELOPING

GOOD PRACTICE IN
PRIMARY SCIENCE

Paul Warwick, Elaine Wilson and Mark Winterbottom

Good practice?

Let us think about a science lesson for primary pupils. In our fictional class-
room the pupils are aged between 9 and 10 and the lesson has two central
foci – understanding the insulating properties of materials and under-
standing the importance of fair testing procedures in experimentation.
The teacher ensures a ‘real-world’ context for the practical investigation,
linking it to ongoing design technology work on creating insulated cups to
keep tea warmer for longer. Initially the teacher talks about fair testing,
drawing on the children’s understandings from recent work and thus set-
ting the lesson within a framework of children’s prior learning. Having
set the procedural framework of the investigation, she encourages the
children to express some of their initial ideas about why some materials
may be better insulators than others. She demonstrates part of the task,
deliberately ignoring some of the fair testing principles that have been
discussed and inviting comment on her procedures. In doing so she uses
the interactive whiteboard (IWB) connected to data-logging equipment
and reminds the children of some of the functions of the data logger.
Throughout this introduction the nature of group discussion around pro-
cedural and conceptual aspects of the task is modelled in the nature of the



 

exchanges between the teacher and the children and in the guided inter-
actions between the children themselves. In setting groups to work, the
teacher emphasises that she is looking for a group consensus on what to
say about fair testing in this experimental circumstance and clear evi-
dence for asserting that one material is a better insulator than another. She
provides a writing frame as a guide to thinking and discussion in the
groups and, whilst most groups use more conventional equipment,
one group is set to work using the IWB and data-logging hardware. During
group work the teacher circulates, trying to ensure that group members
have the opportunity to have their voices heard and challenging groups
to justify their approach and findings. In drawing the lesson to a close
the work of the group using the IWB is used as the ‘springboard’ for discus-
sion of the results from all groups and differences between results are
considered, primarily in terms of how investigational procedures might
influence the nature of the evidence collected.

We have chosen this approach and context because it is familiar and also
because it illustrates how ICT has become embedded in primary science
teaching. Importantly, we also believe that this Year 5 classroom illustrates
how social constructivism is informing pedagogical approaches. Social
constructivism suggests that learning is a ‘transactional’ process which
takes place through a complex interweaving of language, social interaction
and cognition (Vygotsky 1978; Bruner 1985). These theories propose that
the learner must be encouraged to make sense of newly developing knowl-
edge within an already established personal knowledge framework. In
our Y5 classroom pupils are encouraged to engage in actively constructing
their own meaning through orientation, elicitation/structuring, inter-
vention/re-structuring, review and application (Ollerenshaw and Ritchie
1993; Howe et al. 2005).

Wells (1999) goes further and suggests that pupils also need to have the
opportunity to talk through their ideas and be allowed time for conjecture
and argument. He believes that students need to be able to articulate
reasons for supporting a particular concept and provide justification to
their peers. The desired co-construction of knowledge takes place during
this group interaction. Cooper and McIntyre (1996) describe the teacher’s
role in this transaction as providing the ‘grammar and scripts’ needed to set
up the circumstances that will enable the learner to integrate this under-
standing through the process of ‘scaffolding’. Cooper and McIntyre’s defin-
ition of ‘grammar’ is the way the pupils behave in the learning situation
and ‘scripts’ are the specialised language being introduced in the classroom.
Science teaching can therefore be conceptualised in terms of introducing
the learner to one form of the social language of science, namely school
science. The teacher has a key role to play in mediating this language for
students. Bruner (1985) draws attention to this central role of the teacher:

. . . [the] world is a symbolic world in the sense that it consists of
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conceptually organised, rule bound belief systems about what is to be
valued. There is no way, none, in which a human being could master
that world without the aid and assistance of others; in fact, that world is
others’.

(Bruner 1985: 32)

Alexander argues that it is the interactions which take place in the class-
room which have the biggest impact on learning, and that ‘classroom
discourse gives purchase, provides a balance and exercises power and
control over the teaching and learning’ (Alexander 2004: 424).

Mortimer and Scott (2003) draw too on the Vygotskian constructs of
internalisation of concepts where the learner makes personal sense of the
new social language with the active support of the teacher through the
Zone of Proximal Development (Daniels 2000) from assisted to unassisted
competence. They argue that it is through this interaction for ‘meaning
making’ that learning takes place, and define the challenge in terms of the
need to ‘engage students in the patterns of talk, almost of argumentation,
that are characteristic of science.’

This last notion is important when we consider what we are trying to
achieve in science education more broadly. In the debate that surrounded
the publication of Beyond 2000 (Millar and Osborne 1998), it became clear
that ‘educating for scientific literacy’ must necessarily include a focus
on scientific understanding, not merely of content but of the nature of
science. From this perspective consideration of the ‘how and why’ of
scientific approaches to enquiry, together with the development of an
understanding of science as a social process, can be seen as fundamental to
science education (Driver et al. 1996). In trying to define just which ‘ideas
about science’ may be central to a science curriculum for 5- to 16-year-
olds, the Evidence-based Practice in Science Education (EPSE) project has
identified the following elements: science and certainty; historical devel-
opment of scientific knowledge; scientific methods and critical testing;
analysis and interpretation of data; hypothesis and prediction; diversity of
scientific thinking; creativity; science and questioning; and cooperation
and collaboration in the development of scientific knowledge (Osborne
et al. 2001). It will be clear that the approach taken in the classroom is
fundamental to the development of such components of scientific under-
standing and that the approach taken is also likely to have a substantial
effect on the attitudes of children towards science.

Placing this discussion in the reality of a ‘target-oriented’ education
system Murphy et al. (2001), in looking at effective science teaching in
Year 6 classrooms, confirm that the most commonly accepted measure of
effectiveness used by schools, local education authorities (LEAs) and gov-
ernment is the end of Key Stage test results. They note that in the quest
for this ‘holy grail’ two effective teaching models can be defined. The first
is a teacher who might be described as a social constructivist (Light and
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Littleton 1999), seeing the relationship between members of the class,
including the teacher, as collaborative. Here, even though the curriculum
may be subject structured, subject boundaries are often crossed by the
teacher’s approach as s/he looks at ways of making learning meaningful to
the children by connecting knowledge that is presented in meaningful con-
texts. Concern about children understanding is of paramount importance.
The best of such teachers get high end of Key Stage test results.

The second teacher type identified by Murphy et al. is one who repre-
sents science only as knowledge to be acquired. The subject is presented to
the children as disconnected ideas and learned as disconnected ideas,
which are re-inforced through revision testing. The teacher is in authority
and the children tend to lack autonomy. Essentially the teacher inputs
and the children output in the form of responses to the end of Key Stage
tests. Interestingly, this is also a very effective model for achieving high
test results. In the light of all that we have said so far, however, whether
the children in the classes of such teachers are actually receiving a science
education – let alone a good science education – must be strongly open to
question.

In other words, what teachers of primary science do in the classroom,
and how they do it, matters. In presenting our Year 5 class vignette we are
arguing that good practice in primary science envisages learning as an
active process of genuine engagement with the world, involves the teacher
in scaffolding learning (Wood et al. 1976) through acting sometimes as an
instructor and sometimes as a guide and facilitator, emphasises social
negotiation and mediation between the children and the teacher and also
between the children in group settings, helps children to become self-
aware with respect to the intellectual processes that led them to specific
conclusions, and encourages them to articulate ideas, explain, postulate
and argue because the idea that ‘scientific reasoning is a linguistic process’
(Wollman-Bonilla 2000: 37) is taken seriously.

Where does ICT ‘fit’?

If this is our view, in what ways might ICT be seen to ‘fit’ within this
framework, and perhaps develop through providing new perspectives on
pedagogy in primary science? Harrison et al. (2002) have shown how dif-
ficult it is to arrive at clear evidence of ICT directly enhancing teaching
and learning, but there does now seem to be a gathering body of work
suggesting that ‘when teachers use their knowledge of both the subject
and the way pupils understand the subject, their use of ICT has a more
direct effect on pupils attainment. The effect on attainment is greatest
when pupils are challenged to think and to question their own under-
standing . . .’ (Cox et al. 2003: 3). Clearly, the use of ICT employed in our
Year 5 lesson was influenced partly – as ever – by resource constraints, but
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most importantly it was influenced by the subject understanding and
pedagogical intentions of the class teacher, with a clear emphasis on
encouraging the pupils to challenge and develop their science under-
standings through collaboration and talk. The teacher demonstrated an
understanding of the relationship between the ICT resources being used
and the science concepts and processes that were the basis for the lesson
objectives. She appreciated that the presentation of information using ICT
can have an impact on the pupils’ ability to engage with the subject matter
of the lesson. And she recognised that the ways in which the pupils might
be organised to collaborate in response to the lesson activity was, in part,
influenced by the ways in which she wanted the ICT to be used.

This vignette therefore reflects some of the pedagogical principles for
science education within ICT classrooms that are identified by Linn and
Hsi (2000):

• that teachers should scaffold science activities so that pupils participate
in the enquiry process;

• that pupils should be encouraged to listen and learn from each other;
• that teachers should engage pupils in reflecting on their scientific ideas

and on their own progress in understanding science.

Recent developments in our understanding of cognition and metacog-
nition seem to add weight to the prevailing assumption that the use of ICT
is changing the pedagogical role of teachers and that it may have the
potential to act as a catalyst in ‘transforming’ learning. One aspect of this
may be in the development of the teacher’s ability to develop powerful
explanations (Moseley et al. 1999). In the classes researched by Moseley,
primary teachers employed examples and counter-examples and involved
pupils in explaining and modelling to the class as part of an emphasis on
collaborative learning, enquiry and decision making by pupils. Even
earlier projects (Somekh and Davies 1991) identified some transform-
ational possibilities in the use of ICT, emphasising teaching and learning
as complementary activities, with ‘communicative learning’ seen as cen-
tral, and with technology seen as just part of the complex of interactions
that takes place with learners.

Within our Year 5 class the use of data logging might be seen as simply
replacing the existing technology of thermometers and removing the
necessity of recording readings manually. Yet McFarlane et al. (1995) found
that, with the use of data-logging hardware and software, the direct phys-
ical connection drawn between environmental changes (such as heat) and
their immediate representation on the screen in the form of a line graph
had a profound effect on pupils’ later ability to note significant features
on such graphs. Further, the pupils seemed more prepared to behave in
a genuinely investigative manner, changing independent variables and
analysing the effect of these changes, because they knew that it was com-
paratively easy to do so. Consider this, combined with the potential of the
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interactive whiteboard for opening up findings immediately to the whole
class for discussion, and it begins to become clear that the nature of ICT
tools themselves may have much to do with the quality of learning that
may take place.

Yet it is clear that the tools themselves are only part of the picture. All
that we have said so far illustrates that it is the mediation of those tools by
the teacher, and the pedagogical practices adopted by the teacher in rela-
tion to those tools, that is likely to determine the extent to which the use
of ICT in primary science is ever likely to transform learning. For example,
Jarvis et al. (1997) evaluated the effect of collaboration by e-mail on the
quality of 10- to 11-year-old pupils’ investigative skills in science, in six
rural primary schools. They found that the influence of the teacher was
the crucial element in whether learning is enhanced.

Several themes thus seem evident when considering teachers’ pedago-
gies and the use of ICT in science. A focus on developing a student-centred
environment (Boyd 2002) seems to be connected with effective use of ICT.
Linked to this, the development of new behaviours (Cox et al. 2003) to
support collaborative learning in the classroom may be necessary in
maximising learning potential for pupils, and this may include developing
strategies to give pupils space to work with one another without the con-
stant presence of the teacher. Indeed, Hennessey et al. (2005) found that
the increased use of ICT did provide scope for such practices, with the
teacher becoming more involved in supporting learning, keeping the
pupils focused on the subject matter of the lesson and encouraging analy-
sis. Some demonstrable cognitive benefits do seem to be associated with
pupils sharing perspectives and understandings in collaborative learning
supported by ICT. Fundamentally, the development of a conversational
framework (Laurillard et al. 2000) seems central to developing learning
with ICT in primary science. Different software (for example, for mani-
pulating data, modelling or simulating activity) and different hardware
(IWBs, video connected to the computer, data loggers) all require a differ-
ent, carefully planned approach. Yet it is our view that the story of devel-
oping science ideas needs to be articulated in the classroom. As Wegerif
and Dawes (2004: 86) suggest, ‘children need to be given the opportunity
to make their ideas public, that is, to participate in extended stretches of
dialogue, during which concepts are shared and vocabulary put to use to
create meaning.’ It seems to us that developing and extending learning
through using ICT in the primary science classroom has to be linked to
this central pedagogical intention.

Contributing to emerging understandings

In this book we try to illustrate where we are with respect to the uses of
ICT in primary science and to indicate, through chapters with specific
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foci, where we may be going. We have done this by combining chapters
that are more practical and more theoretical in nature yet which are all
founded in some way on existing practice and which broadly reflect
the perspectives expressed thus far in this chapter. The book can thus
be taken ‘as a piece’ and read in order, or individual chapters can be
read in isolation depending on the reader’s interests. To aid readers in
their endeavour, the following outline of the book’s chapters may prove
helpful.

Chapters 2 and 3 are primarily about ‘where we are now’ and provide
readers with a clear introduction to the uses of ICT in primary science
education. In Chapter 2, Colette Murphy draws upon her recent work for
NESTA Futurelab (Murphy 2003) in evaluating how ICT is currently being
used to support primary science and in doing so provides another perspec-
tive on the ‘good practice’ themes of this chapter. She focuses primarily on
how ICT might aid the development of children’s skills, concepts and
attitudes in science and on the development of primary teachers’ con-
fidence and skills in science teaching. She calls for specific and systematic
research into various applications and their potential for enhancing child-
ren’s learning in primary science. Finally, she suggests implications –
drawn from her experience, research and reading – for software and hard-
ware developers who are seeking to serve the needs of the learner and
teacher in the primary science classroom.

In Chapter 3, John Williamson and Nick Easingwood argue passionately
for the need for work in primary science to have a substantive practical
base and illustrate how various forms of ICT use can be central to such
work. They thus re-emphasise the need for active learning advocated by
Murphy and then set about illustrating how the teacher’s planning and
classroom interactions are essential in promoting effective science learn-
ing in contexts where ICT is used. They give a clear overview of the
numerous ways in which ICT might be used to enhance primary science
learning, with their illustrations focusing primarily on applications that
are concerned with the storage and use of data – databases, spreadsheets
and data logging. In a piece that has practical examples of existing good
practice at its heart, this chapter thus links with the previous one in pro-
viding a clear outline of practice and associated issues for those who may
be relatively new to this area.

The central issue of inclusion is tackled by Derek Bell and Adrian Fenton
in Chapter 4, where they argue that the key to genuinely inclusive science
lies in the extension of existing good practice. They focus particularly on
catering for the needs of those children with learning difficulties, demon-
strating that science education can be enhanced where the development
of pupil choice, self-advocacy, confidence and autonomy are promoted.
Emphasising the central role of the teacher, they provide vignettes that
illustrate how ICT might be used to boost physical accessibility to tools
and ideas, to increase engagement with lessons and with ideas, to extend
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and develop the teaching dialogue, to aid the recording and reporting
of work and, for the teacher, to extend the professional community’s
consideration of inclusion in science. In so doing they make a strong plea
for appropriate and extended continuing professional development for
teachers.

Chapter 5 introduces four chapters based upon the authors’ personal
research. In it, Ben Williamson considers how ICT might facilitate child-
ren’s ability to create and manipulate visual illustrations and drawings of
science concepts. In reporting on exploratory work with ‘Moovl’ software
created by NESTA Futurelab, he aligns creative thinking with both con-
ceptual and procedural thinking in science, showing how young children
can be encouraged to engage in collaborative enterprise around drawing
tasks where physical conditions such as air resistance can be duplicated. In
the ‘Moovl classroom’ ideas are provisional and the iterative process of
resolving approaches to a problem can provide real insights into children’s
scientific thinking. Links between notions of creativity and ICT are consid-
ered, as are the pros and cons of simulation software, before the potential
of the Moovl software is explored. The multi-modal nature of representa-
tion and of thought is central to this chapter, as is the alignment of creativ-
ity with the development of understanding in science. Those interested in
how a greater emphasis on children’s creativity and visual literacy in the
classroom can impact on their ability to become scientifically inquisitive
will find this chapter provocative.

Continuing and developing the discussion about simulations and mod-
elling in another context, Patrick Carmichael uses Chapter 6 to analyse the
value of computer models to develop aspects of the ‘characteristic and
authentic’ activity that scientists engage in when addressing positive, nega-
tive and neutral analogies in developing theory. Whilst noting the poten-
tial problems associated with the almost inevitable over-simplification of
computer models, this chapter re-inforces the notion that ICT can prove
to be a powerful tool in enabling young children genuinely to ‘think like
scientists’. The nature and role of analogical modelling in science is
considered in a piece that is illustrated with excerpts from transcripts of
interviews and conversations with young children who used a variety
of computer programmes designed to represent individual animals, com-
munities and whole ecosystems. The surprising sophistication of children’s
thinking in these circumstances, including an awareness of the computer
itself as an ‘active agent’ in control of the simulation, reveals the value that
such engagement might have in developing the capacity for a ‘meta-level’
of learning about the significance of modelling itself.

In Chapter 7 Paul Warwick and Ruth Kershner examine work carried out
with pupils who used ‘mind mapping’ software to negotiate procedural
and conceptual understandings in science lessons. This chapter looks in
particular at the types of interaction and collaboration associated with the
uses of such tools as interactive whiteboards and laptops within science
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activity in primary classrooms. An examination of the differences between
pupil groups working independently at the IWB and on laptop computers
allows a consideration of the affordances and constraints of differing
hardware. In considering the affordances of the software, the focus on the
use of mind mapping software enables a discussion of specific aspects of
communication – such as questioning, explaining and pointing – together
with an examination of how teachers might use a range of classroom tools
to mediate learning. Interestingly, in examining the differences between
the uses of the IWB with younger and older primary children the chapter
emphasises this mediating role.

In asking for contributions to this volume it seemed essential to provide
a contemporary account of the development of science and ICT in the
early years. Though a volume in this series deals exclusively with ICT in
the early years, we wanted to include a perspective related explicitly to
science to give readers a sense of how ‘pre-primary’ learning in science can
be seen as allied to, yet different from, later school experiences. In Chapter
8, therefore, John Siraj-Blatchford provides an analysis of the conjunction
of ICT and ‘emergent science’ in the early years. He notes the problems of
defining science learning for this age group but then takes the reader on a
journey of discovery, pointing to the kinds of early years experiences that
are likely to promote in children a strong orientation towards later scien-
tific endeavour in their primary schooling. The strong link between learn-
ing in science and the ‘playful curriculum’, the centrality of the role of
supporting adults and the importance of educators appreciating children’s
personal frameworks of understanding are all highlighted in a piece that
then illustrates the relevance of ICT use from these perspectives. This
chapter reveals the incredible capabilities of very young children and indi-
cates that many of the uses of ICT suggested in other chapters for primary
pupils are likely to be well within their capabilities.

In Chapter 9, Nick Easingwood and John Williams get ‘a second bite of
the cherry’ within this volume. Here, they consider the development of
science education outside the context of the school – specifically, they
look at the science learning opportunities provided by museums and
review the possibilities for enhancing this learning through the use of still
and video digital technology. If science education is indeed a ‘journey of
enquiry’, then this chapter reflects upon how that journey can be guided,
recorded and developed through the dialogue that surrounds the plan-
ning, filming and presentation of experiences and activities with real
objects in museums.

Chapters 10 and 11 look firmly ahead to possible futures. In Chapter
10, Helena Gillespie explores the possibilities inherent in the use of
virtual learning environments (VLEs) for extending and developing chil-
dren’s work in science in the primary school. She considers how such
environments might be used in compiling and cross-referencing ICT tools
into subject-based or cross-curricular learning tools and notes the clear
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potential that this may have to develop Laurillard’s (2002) intriguing
notion of technology-based ‘conversational framework(s)’ that support
learning. The key word in this chapter is surely ‘imagine’ – imagine how
the capacity of such environments, now used increasingly with older
pupils and adults, might impact on the primary science classroom in the
future.

Finally, Chapter 11 gives the thoughts of someone with an international
reputation in the world of education and ICT. In it, Angela McFarlane
argues that the conceptualisation of the science curriculum has to change
if we are to fully exploit the benefits of development in ICT in schools. She
argues that if we are in the ‘knowledge age’ then education systems must
change to prepare learners for this age. She notes that science is central to
understanding the work of developing societies and yet the established
science curriculum seems to do little to encourage reasoned, evidence-
based discussion of science and science-related issues. The potential of ICT
for developing webs of communication to support such discussion seems
only to be partially exploited and one reason may be a somewhat slavish
adherence to work based upon the three traditional school science discip-
lines. Angela thus provides a highly individual and thought-provoking
piece to end this volume.

We hope that all readers, of whatever background, will find something
of interest and value in this book and that it fulfils our intention of raising
issues, debates and even arguments about the ways in which ICT can and
should be used to enhance science learning in schools.
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2

THE IMPACT OF ICT ON
PRIMARY SCIENCE

Colette Murphy

Introduction

This chapter reviews ways in which ICT currently impacts on the learning
and teaching of science in primary schools. It evaluates how ICT is cur-
rently being used to support primary science in terms of how effectively it
promotes ‘good’ science in relation to children’s skill, concept and attitude
development and to the development of primary teachers’ confidence and
skills in science teaching. In doing so it focuses primarily on ‘where we are
now’ and reflects some of the broad perspectives on science and learning
that are given consideration in Chapter 1. It also seeks to highlight the
relative lack of research into how, when, how much and how often ICT
can be used to enhance the development of children’s science skills, con-
cepts and attitudes. It calls for specific and systematic research into various
applications and their potential for enhancing children’s learning in pri-
mary science. Finally it suggests implications for software and hardware
developers which are aimed at enhancing children’s learning experience
in primary science.



 

ICT and the improvement of children’s scientific skills, concepts
and attitudes in science

Primary science is centrally concerned with developing a beginning under-
standing of physical phenomena, materials and living things, laying the
foundations for an understanding of physics, chemistry and biology
respectively. Whilst these are the broad areas of study, primary science is
not just concerned with knowledge but particularly with scientific ways of
working and the ways in which these link to the development of both
procedural and conceptual understanding. It is therefore ‘child active’,
developing both manipulative and mental activity; and it is child focused,
concentrating on the world as experienced by the child. Further, primary
science education intends to develop an array of learning attitudes, some of
which are shared with attitudinal learning intentions in other curriculum
areas.

So, primary science has three central aims: to develop scientific process
skills, to foster the acquisition of concepts and to develop particular
attitudes:

Skills

The process skills are:

1. Observation – a fundamental skill in which children select out infor-
mation using all our five senses.

2. Communication – the ability to say clearly through many media – e.g.
written, verbal, diagrammatic, presentation software –  what one has
discovered or observed.

3. Measurement – concerned with comparisons of size, time taken, areas,
speeds, weights, temperatures and volumes. Comparison is the basis of
all measurement.

4. Experimentation – children often experiment in a trial and error way.
To experiment means to test usually by practical investigation in a
careful, controlled fashion.

5. Space–time relationships – ideas of time and space have to be devel-
oped. Children have to learn to judge the time that events take and the
volume or area objects or shapes occupy.

6. Classification – children need to recognise, sort and arrange objects
according to their similarities and differences.

7. The interpretation of data – the ability for children to understand and
interpret the information they collect.

8. Hypothesising – a hypothesis is a reasonable ‘guess’ to explain a
particular event or observation – it is not a statement of a fact.

9. Inference – based on the information gathered, a child, following
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careful study, would draw a conclusion which fits all the observations
he or she has made.

10. Prediction – to foretell the result of an investigation on the basis of
consistent, regular information from observations and measurements.

11. The control and manipulation of variables – the careful control of
conditions in testing which may provide a fair test and give valid
results.

Whilst it is desirable that children acquire these skills it must be said that
it is unlikely any of these skills can be taught or acquired in isolation but
are involved and developed in many, if not all, science activities.

Concepts

Examples of concepts fostered by primary science learning are:

Time Life cycles
Weight Interdependence of living things
Length Change
Volume Adaptation
Energy Properties of materials

Children will gradually acquire the above concepts, primarily through
practical, scientific activities.

Attitudes

Science can also develop important learning attitudes and, some would
argue, a child’s character. Specific attitudes which are highly treasured
by teachers and society and which can be achieved through hands on,
enquiry-based investigations are noted in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Attitudes that might be developed through science education.
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The National Curriculum documentation for primary science in England
and Wales interprets these skills, concepts and attitudes in the four sec-
tions of the Programme of Study as Scientific Enquiry (Sc1), Life Processes
and Living Things (Sc2), Materials and their Properties (Sc3) and Physical
Processes (Sc4) (DfEE/QCA 1999). The skill areas are identified as plan-
ning experimental work, obtaining evidence and considering evidence.
There are variations in the Programmes of Study for Northern Ireland and
Scotland. The Northern Ireland Programme of Study for primary science
has reduced to two attainment targets: Exploring and Investigating in
Science and Technology (AT1) and Knowledge and Understanding (AT2)
(DENI 1996). The skills areas are planning, carrying out, making and inter-
preting, and evaluating. In Scotland, science is a component of the national
guidelines for Environmental Studies (SOED 1993). Here the skills are
categorised as planning, collecting evidence, recording and presenting,
interpreting and evaluating, and developing informed attitudes.

How do children acquire these skills, concepts and attitudes?

If the development of these skills, concepts and attitudes are central inten-
tions of primary science education, what kinds of activity are children
likely to engage in to acquire them? The following would seem to be
fundamental:

1. Observing – looking, listening, touching, testing, smelling.
2. Asking the kind of question which can be answered by observation

and fair tests.
3. Predicting what they think will happen from what they already know

about things.
4. Planning fair tests to collect evidence.
5. Collecting evidence by observing and measuring.
6. Recording evidence in various forms – drawings, models, tables,

charts, graphs, tape recordings, data logging.
7. Sorting observations and measurements.
8. Talking and writing in their own words about their experiences and

ideas.
9. Looking for patterns in their observations and measurements.

10. Trying to explain the patterns they find in the evidence they collect.

The teacher’s role

Chapter 1 notes the centrality of the teacher’s role in facilitating the
emerging understanding of science primary pupils. In practical terms this
means helping pupils to raise questions and suggest hypotheses,
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encouraging children to predict and say what they think will happen and
encouraging closer and more careful observation. It also often means help-
ing children to see ways in which their tests are not fair and ways to make
them fairer, encouraging pupils to measure. For many practical enquiries
pupils need help in finding the most useful ways of recording evidence so
that they can see patterns in their observations. This may lead to the need
for help in seeing the uses they can make of their findings. Central to all
of this is the teacher’s role in encouraging children to think about their
experiences, to talk together, and to describe and explain their findings
and thoughts to others.

The teacher’s role in facilitating children’s learning in science is explored
more deeply in the next section which reviews the research into vari-
ous aspects of children’s science learning, particularly those linked to
neuroscience.

The role of ICT in enhancing children’s science learning

Recent studies of the brain, such as reported by Greenfield (2000), have led
to ‘network’ models of learning. Such models consider ways in which
computers appear to ‘think’ and ‘learn’ in relation to problem solving.
They describe the brain behaving like a computer, forging links between
neurons to increase the number of pathways along which electric signals
can travel. As we think, patterns of electrical activity move in complex
routes around the cerebral cortex, using connections we have made previ-
ously via our learning. The ability to make connections between apparently
unrelated ideas (for instance the motion of the planets and the falling of
an apple) lies at the heart of early scientific learning in terms of both
creativity and understanding. As children explore materials and physical
and biological phenomena, physical changes are taking place in their
brains. These physical changes help to explain Ausubel’s assertion over
35 years ago that ‘the most important single factor influencing learning
is what the learner already knows’ (Ausubel 1968).

In the context of this discussion recent work in this area carried out by
Goswami (2004) dispels three ‘neuromyths’. The first is that the two hemi-
spheres of the brain work independently – neuro-imaging has shown that
there are massive cross-hemisphere connections in the normal brain and
that both work together in every cognitive task so far explored. Secondly,
it is not the case that education in certain tasks must happen at ‘critical’
times to be effective. Although there are sensitive periods for learning
language, for example, this does not prevent adults from acquiring com-
petence in a foreign language later in life. Thirdly, new neural connections
can be made at any time if there is specific environmental stimulation.

The ‘network’ model of learning predicts that the active learning pro-
moted by constructivist teaching approaches – in which children are
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actively engaged in knowledge construction – enables more pervasive
neural connectivity and hence enhanced science learning. Of course, con-
structivist approaches present many challenges – the unique ideas and
experiences 30 individuals bring to each new science topic; the challenge
to these ideas that is presented by established scientific understandings
of phenomena; the level of involvement in scientific enquiry required
for each child; and the role of collaboration in group work that may be
conducted with limited resources. So what role can ICT play in helping
the learner to develop the skills, knowledge and attitudes associated with
science and in helping the teacher to develop a constructivist approach to
learning in her classroom?

McFarlane (2000a) illustrated the relationship between the use of ICT
and the development of children’s science skills (see Figure 2.2). Technol-
ogy moves quickly, and, although McFarlane’s scheme is still valid for
mapping the process skills enhanced through using ICT during practical

Figure 2.2 The relationship between the use of ICT and the development of
children’s science skills (McFarlane 2000a).
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work, it might be usefully updated by including the recent increased use of
multimedia in the writing up phase of science practical work and the
extensive use of presentational technology, such as interactive white-
boards or active slate systems. Perhaps the approach towards integration
of ICT into primary science should focus more on functionality rather
than specific ICT applications, for example: content versus content-free
software, data logging, information handling and control technology.
Which types of application, therefore, are best suited towards the develop-
ment of the range of skills, concepts and attitudes outlined above?

O’Connor (2003) describes a methodology for implementing ICT into
the primary science classroom which is rooted in constructivist pedagogy,
‘where the children are agents of their own development’. She describes
how multimedia is most effectively used as a tool ‘to construct knowledge
with’, as opposed to learning from. She argues that the effective use of
content-free software enables children to assume control of their own
learning and illustrates this with a description of 10- to 11-year-old chil-
dren creating PowerPoint presentations to demonstrate and communicate
their understanding of electric circuits.

ICT can support both the investigative (skills and attitudes) and more
knowledge-based aspects (concepts) of primary science. Recent approaches
to science learning, particularly social constructivist methodologies, high-
light the importance of verbal as well as written communication as being
vital for children to construct meaning. ICT use can greatly enhance the
opportunities for children to engage in effective communication at several
levels. Communication, however, is only one use for ICT in the primary
science classroom. Ball (2003) categorises four ways in which ICT is used in
primary science: as a tool, as a reference source, as a means of communica-
tion and as a means for exploration. There is little systematic research on
the use of ICT in primary science teaching, other than reports of how it has
been used to support specific projects – for example, those included in the
ICT-themed issue of the Primary Science Review in Jan/Feb 2003. Despite
this, Chapter 1 has already made clear that the effective use of ICT in
primary science is strongly linked to an understanding of effective peda-
gogical practice and in the following examples it is hoped that this link
will become clearer.

The following section comprises an account of instances of practice
derived from different sources in which usage of ICT in various primary
science contexts has been reported (Murphy 2003). The author provides
commentary on these from two standpoints, first, from working with
students and teachers from a range of science backgrounds in the role
of primary and secondary teacher educator, and, second, from directing
a research project funded by the AstraZeneca Science Teaching Trust
(AZSTT). In the project, science specialist student teachers co-planned,
co-taught and co-evaluated science lessons with primary classroom
teachers, using ICT to promote collaboration between students, teachers,
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teacher educators and subject matter experts (including curriculum devel-
opers, advisors and ICT specialists). The data from confidence audits car-
ried out by students and teachers at the start and at the end of the project
indicated a highly significant increase in students’ confidence in ICT use
during the project but less so for the teachers (Murphy, Beggs and Carlisle
2005). The ICT used for this work comprised a virtual learning environ-
ment (called Blackboard) which facilitated communication and document
sharing between all participants, and training in software (called Black
Cat) which could be specialised for primary science. When they were in
college the science students had further opportunities to develop their ICT
skills outside the classroom science context.

ICT as a tool

Spreadsheets

Spreadsheets are mainly used in primary science for data entry, tabulation
and graph production, and form an essential element of fair testing and
seeking patterns. Children at primary level are expected to use spread-
sheets but not to create them for themselves, enabling concentration on
the science aspects (Ball 2003). Poole (2000), however, warns that primary
children have sometimes used spreadsheets without going through all the
preliminary stages such as selecting axis scales and deciding on the best
type of graph to explore patterns in the data. He suggests that the key
issue is the pupil’s ability to handle and interpret the data, so that the use
of ICT for graphing needs to be part of a well-coordinated programme for
teaching graphical skills. When the use of spreadsheets is considered in
terms of the skills, concepts and attitudes summarised earlier it might
be argued that the only added value of using a spreadsheet in terms of
primary science is the speed with which the data can be presented
graphically. This could indeed prove to be problematic because, if the
children are not drawing the graphs for themselves, they may experience a
‘conceptual gap’ between measurements and their graphical representa-
tion. McFarlane and Sakellariou (2002), however, argue that using the
graphing applications of spreadsheets can allow the teacher or pupil the
choice of data handling to focus on presentation and interpretation rather
than simple construction. The issue could be analogous to that of children
using calculators routinely instead of mental arithmetic.

Databases

Ball (2003) is fairly dismissive of the value of databases in primary science,
especially in relation to the fact that data or samples collected by the
children are not often suitable for effective interrogation of the database.
Feasey and Gallear (2001), however, provide some guidelines for using
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databases in primary science and illustrate two examples. In the first,
10-year-olds were building up a database about flowers. For some, much of
the data collected may seem inappropriate for children of this age (length
of anther, length of filament, length of carpel), raising questions as to the
benefits of such an exercise in terms of scientific understanding or indeed
for the development of ICT skills for children in primary school. However,
in terms of understanding how measurement skills might lead to a greater
understanding of variability in plant populations – raising questions as to
why this variability might exist – this work might be seen as perfectly
reasonable for such pupils and may well lead to the kind of discussions
characteristic of the ‘constructivist classroom’. The second example was a
similar activity for infants who were creating a database of their class. This
exercise might be viewed as more immediately relevant for pupils of this
age. It enables children to produce bar charts and histograms for interpret-
ation more quickly than by hand and, once again, it is the discussion
around the meaning of these that leads to the development of scientific
understanding.

Perhaps the most exciting use of a database with young children (6- and
7-year-olds) that I observed was an instance in which children were able to
interrogate a prepared database of dinosaurs, whilst working with a sci-
ence specialist BEd student. The children were fascinated to discover that
some of these huge dinosaurs were vegetarian! They were stimulated to ask
questions and wanted to find out more. In this context the children were
using a database as a means of exploration. In addition to developing
science knowledge it is clear that working with databases can directly
enhance children’s classification skills and, indirectly, could develop their
powers of inference (Murphy 2003).

Data logging

Data logging is a highly versatile ICT tool for use in experimental science
at any level. Higginbotham (2003) describes 6- to 7-year-old children
‘playing’ with a temperature sensor and discovering that they could find
out whether it was in hot or cold water by watching the screen – they were
effectively interpreting graphical data. McFarlane and Sakellarious’ (2002)
work presented supporting evidence of actual transferable learning take
place. Ball (2003), however, argues that many primary teachers are not
confident enough to use data loggers effectively in their science lessons.
From my own experience of facilitating data-logging sessions with student
teachers, I would add that many sensors are not sufficiently robust for use
in the ‘normal’ classroom. Sensors that seem to ‘work’ perfectly well in one
session may prove entirely useless in the next. That apart, the potential
value of using sensors in primary science is considerable in terms of the
development of the skills of observation, measurement, experimentation,
space–time relationships, interpretation of data, inference, prediction and
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the control and manipulation of variables. The concepts of time and
change can also be developed via the process of data logging, as can the
attitude of curiosity and, if working in groups, children can learn to be
cooperative in their approach.

ICT as a reference source

CD-ROMs

Amongst the most common ICT reference sources used in primary science
classrooms are CD-ROMs. These range from encyclopaedic resources, such
as Encarta, to the ASE Science Year CD-ROM, which contains a wealth of sci-
ence-related activities. CD-ROMs are relatively permanent, physical
entities which can be catalogued and stored like books. As such, schools
and other institutions have ‘banks’ of CD-ROMs available for use. Under-
graduate student teachers in a Northern Ireland University College who
were science specialists preparing to teach in primary schools evaluated
several of the most popular CD-ROMs which were used in primary
schools. Their comments were most interesting since they were asked to
evaluate in terms of their own enjoyment as well as from a teacher’s
perspective (Murphy 2003). Table 2.1 summarises some of the student

Table 2.1 BEd science students’ comments on primary science CD-ROMs

Name Positive Negative Suggestions

Light and
Sound

Diagrams and
animations

Not very exciting start
Written explanations
complex

More interaction
Integrate assessment
of pupil learning

Mad about
Science –
matter

Good graphics
Games and
rewards
Flash questions –
would keep
children’s interest

‘Upper class’ English
accent
Children would need
relatively good
knowledge of
materials to benefit

Voice-over to read
questions
Use for only short
time periods – games
become repetitive

Mad about
Science – 2

Voice-overs
Good explanation
of terms

No differentiation for
different ability levels
No instructions

Different levels
‘Second chance’
option for questions

No ‘second chance’ to
answer questions in
games

I love
science

Interactive
diagrams

Too difficult for 7–11
age range

Safety messages
Reward system

‘Word attack’
confusing
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views which could be useful for both developers and teachers when
designing and using CD-ROMs.

The students’ comments highlight the pedagogical issues surrounding
the use of different CD-ROMs as reference sources. In terms of the skills,
concepts and attitudes primary science aims to develop in children, the
use of CD-ROMs has the potential both to enhance and to inhibit chil-
dren’s learning. The developers have a vital role in this regard to ensure
that they provide a learning experience which ensures that children are
highly motivated by the software to enable the development of specific
skills, concepts and attitudes. For example, difficult navigation and lack of
clear instructions are immediate ‘turn-offs’ for both teachers and children.

My first
amazing
science
explorer
(5–9)

Incentives and
rewards
Personal record
and progress chart
Varying difficulty
levels
Clues given to help
answer questions

Some parts too
advanced for age range
Could not find
purpose for the
worksheets

Programme adapted
to take account of
pupil’s
understanding
before awarding
‘badges’

Fill explanation of
correct answers

My
amazing
human
body

‘Secret file’ section Too advanced for
6–10-year-olds – some
questions difficult for a
BEd science student!

Magic
School Bus

Entertaining and
enjoyable

Too much clicking of
icons required

Links body organs Difficult navigation

Science
explorer 2

3D graphics
Animations
Virtual labs – book
facility
Website
Safety warnings

Difficult animation;
lack of instructions
Boring voice-over
Some investigations
too complicated

Include an
interactive
‘character’ as guide
to involve children
More colour,
excitement and
interaction
Use only with small
group of children

Science:
forces,
magnetism
and
electricity

Graphics and
music

No explanation of
experimental results
Little variety

Only use for five
minutes or so –
becomes boring
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All software development should include several phases of formative
evaluation by the target audiences. From my own experience of develop-
ing courseware, I can state that packages look, sound and run completely
differently in the absence of input from the children at whom they are
aimed.

The Internet

The Internet is used in primary science both as a reference source and as a
means of communication. Problems of lack of access to the Internet in
primary classrooms restrict its use in lessons, though this is changing dra-
matically with the ‘revolution’ in large group access being brought about
by the introduction of interactive whiteboards (IWBs) in many primary
classrooms. Even in the absence of such hardware, teachers are able to
download and use many excellent resources with the children. It is also
common for children to use the Internet as a reference source at home.
Indeed it appears that children use the Internet more than teachers. A
survey of more than 1500 primary children and over 100 primary teachers
(November 2001) reported a highly significant different mean response
(p<0.001), with 23 per cent of the children claiming to use the Internet
often, compared with only 13 per cent of the teachers. There was no
significant difference, however, between those reporting no use of the
Internet – 54 per cent children and 55 per cent teachers. In the same
study, 13 per cent of primary children responded that they often used a
computer for homework (Murphy and Beggs 2003).

The Internet provides a wealth of resources for primary science learning
and teaching. Cockerham (2001) has produced a resource called Internet
Science, which details a series of activities aimed at 7- to 11-year-old chil-
dren. These activities largely comprise comprehension questions based on
children’s navigation and interpretation of relevant websites. Such activ-
ities might aid children’s concept development in specific content areas
and have the potential to arouse curiosity and, depending on connectivity
and the availability of specific URLs, might have a strong effect on devel-
oping the attitude of perseverance! More recently Becta (2002) produced
guidance for using web-based resources in primary science.

An example of Internet use for a primary science investigation involving
hundreds of schools took place in Northern Ireland in March 2002. Over
5,000 children took part in a Science Year project in which they used the
Internet to enter and analyse their data. Children (or the teacher) entered
either ‘R’ or ‘L’ into a prepared database to indicate which hand they used
for the following tasks: writing their name and throwing a tennis ball into
a box (for ‘handedness’); kicking a tennis ball and hopping on one leg (for
‘footedness’); identifying a quiet sound in a box (‘earedness’) and looking
at a friend through a cardboard tube (‘eyedness’). Children could obtain
immediate feedback as to how their data fed into the total set and an
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update on the analysis. The study concluded that ‘handedness’ did not
relate directly to ‘footedness’, ‘earedness’ or ‘eyedness’ (Greenwood, Beggs
and Murphy 2002). As an exercise in understanding the importance of the
collaborative, cooperative nature of scientific endeavour (Osborne et al.
2001) this could hardly be more striking.

ICT as a means of communication

E-mail and online discussion

The use of e-mail in primary science learning and teaching is restricted
because not all classrooms are online. However, this is changing and the
potential for children to exchange a wide variety of experiences and
information with those from other schools, both locally and globally, via
e-mail is huge, particularly for environmental projects. A current difficulty
with teaching about global environmental issues is that children feel
powerless to do anything about them and consequently do not change
their behaviour in ways which could alleviate problems (Murphy 2001).
Greater communication with children from other areas of the world would
enable pupils to empathise more and consider the wider implications of
their actions in an environmental context.

Using e-mail has the potential for enhancing children’s communication
skills in primary science, particularly as it enables children to communi-
cate about science directly and informally with their peers. There is much
progress to be completed in terms of connectivity in primary classrooms
before this facility can be exploited on a wide scale, but the progress is
encouraging.

Digital camera, PowerPoint and the interactive whiteboard

Apart from the more obvious e-mail and Internet applications, the digital
camera, PowerPoint and interactive whiteboards have proved to be highly
versatile in helping children develop a range of communication and other
skills. Lias and Thomas (2003) described their use of digital photography
in children’s meta-learning. A class of 8- and 9-year-old children used
photographs of themselves carrying out science activities to describe what
they had been doing, their reasons for doing it, what they had found and
why. The children’s responses to the photographs (displayed on an inter-
active whiteboard) generated far more confident and fluent descriptions
which needed a lot less prompting and support than had ever been
observed previously. In addition, their responses were more detailed and
complete. When tested several months later, the children’s recall of the
activity and their understanding of the associated scientific concepts were
significantly improved when they were shown the photographs. Lias and
Thomas (2003) aim to extend this work by using digital photography to
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help children to critically evaluate their own progress, identify ways to
improve what they have done and to recognise the usefulness of what they
have learned.

Presentation tools such as PowerPoint – and interactive whiteboards
used for this purpose – provide excellent opportunities for children to
consolidate knowledge, assume responsibility for and ownership of their
learning, engage in high-level critical thinking and communicate their
learning to peers, teachers and wider audiences. O’Connor (2003) illus-
trates slides developed by children as part of a presentation on electricity
which she describes as an example of how ICT and primary science can be
integrated and linked successfully.

In terms of skills, concepts and attitudes, presentation tools have enor-
mous potential for enhancing children’s learning in primary science. By
preparing a presentation, children could be involved in communicating
all aspects of planning and carrying out experiments, rehearsing hypo-
theses, describing methods and discussing their recording procedures.
They might then be involved with data interpretation, inference and
drawing conclusions, which would be required for them to ‘tell the story’
of their work to their peers. The attitudes of cooperation, perseverance,
originality, responsibility, independence of thinking, self-criticism and
open-mindedness can all be fostered. Having to communicate their under-
standing of scientific concepts, and perhaps answer questions based
on that understanding from less informed peers, enables constructivist
learning (Vygotsky 1978). I would argue that it is in the area of presenting
scientific information, as reported by O’Connor (2003), that children’s
learning in primary science might benefit most by their classroom use
of ICT.

ICT as a means for exploring

Control technology

ICT can be used in an experimental and exploratory manner allowing
children a safe and supportive context in which to work (Dorman 1999),
though the connections to mathematics, to design and technology and to
the development of collaborative learning are, as yet, more obvious than
are specific links to science education.

Simulators and virtual reality

Probably the least exploited use of ICT in primary science classrooms
currently is exploration using simulators and virtual reality (Murphy
2003), though later chapters in this volume make it clear that this
picture is changing. An example of simulator use is illustrated in the
Teacher Training Agency (TTA, now the Teacher Development Agency –
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TDA) guidelines for using ICT in primary science (TTA 2003). The
teacher used a program that simulated the speed of fall of different sizes
of parachutes. She scheduled groups to use the program on the class-
room computers over a week. She emphasised that they were to predict
the results of their virtual experiments before carrying them out and
asked each group to write a brief collaborative report on what they had
learned from using the program. The teacher did not intend the ‘virtual
lab’ work to replace the practical activities, but felt that carrying out
experiments on the computer was a good way to enable the children to
predict and hypothesise using their knowledge of air resistance. They
would get instant feedback to reinforce their learning of how air resist-
ance operates.

Case study of integrating ICT into primary science

The Teacher Training Agency produced explicit guidelines and exem-
plification materials for using ICT in primary science aimed at mentors
and initial teacher training institutions working with primary student
teachers (TTA 2003). They illustrated their guidance with reference to
three case studies in the areas of

• grouping and changing materials (6/7-year-olds);
• the environment and invertebrate animals in their school grounds

(8/9-year-olds);
• forces (10/11-year-olds).

Each of the case studies indicates links to the curriculum documents and
gives background information and notes about the context and computer
resources. The case studies follow the investigations step by step, indicat-
ing teacher decisions about what, how and when to use different ICT
applications, for example:

The teacher found that the Internet and CD-ROMs did not provide as
much useful information as the book sources she used. In addition, the
books were portable and she was able to use them outside.

The teacher knew that temperature and light levels could be measured
using simple devices such as a thermometer or a light meter, but she
wanted pupils to appreciate the way in which each habitat changed over
a longer period. This was most easily done using a data logger. The
teacher used a data logger, which did not need to be connected to a
computer, to take readings of light, temperature and moisture over a
24-hour period.

She decided to allow the use of the digital camera to take photographs
of each animal because she realised that pupils would enjoy having
photographs for use later in their work. She restricted each child to a
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single image to supplement their hand-drawn pictures. She felt that
printing out each image 32 times (one for each child) would take too
much time, be expensive and have little or no educational value. In
retrospect, she felt that even this limited use of the digital images had
little educational benefit especially since the quality of the close-ups was
not good.

She decided not to let pupils word process their writing this time, since
she only had two computers available for this work and realised that it
would take too long for each child to write his or her account using a
computer. In any case, the two classroom computers were being used for
searching for information and printing the images. The teacher wanted
pupils to use the information from books and CD-ROMs selectively so
she showed pupils how to make brief notes rather than indiscriminately
using a whole entry.

(TTA 2003)

Although clearly idealised and extensive, these case studies do provide a
useful source of information about ways to use ICT in primary science.
Comments relating to children’s responses and classroom restrictions
could provide valuable insights for software developers in the design of
courseware for primary science.

Specific research areas to explore how ICT use can enhance
primary science learning

Some questions raised in this chapter point towards gaps in the research
into primary science and ICT. In relation to the role of ICT enhancing
children’s science learning, the question is raised about how ICT use can
aid the constructivist approach to science teaching. More particularly,
there is a dearth of research into which types of application might enhance
different aspects of science learning. Is content-free software most useful
in helping children to ‘construct’ and communicate ideas? If so, which
applications are best suited, and how, for the construction of ideas and
which for communication? Or is it the case that presentation software, for
example, can enhance both processes?

When ICT as a tool is considered, are the use of spreadsheets and data-
bases creating conceptual gaps in children’s development of graphing and
key construction skills? Indeed, do we need to acquire such skills in order
to interpret, interrogate and manipulate data successfully? McFarlane et al.
(1995) have suggested that the use of data logging with ‘live graphing’ can
enhance an understanding of the meaning of graphs without the need
for the mechanical skills of graph drawing. This raises a debate similar
to that which raged with the introduction of calculators in schools. If
graph-drawing skills are found not to be required for successful graphical
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interpretation, then ICT use can substitute for the less exciting aspects of
scientific investigation such as the manual plotting of data. If not, then
the two must be used in tandem, so that children can conceptualise how
the data record was produced.

When exploring the use of ICT as a reference source, Table 2.1 presents
reactions of student teacher users of a variety of CD-ROMs. A more sys-
tematic survey of attitudes of teacher and child users towards CD-ROMs
might lead to the incorporation of particular generic features which should
be included in all such packages to facilitate the ‘uptake’ of information
from a computer screen.

Implications for software and hardware designers

In the light of this chapter there are several messages for software and
hardware designers. Software designers need to work much more closely
with their target audiences of both children and teachers, at least in the
formative evaluation phase. It would be even more beneficial to involve
teachers at earlier stages, say in the specification and design phases of
courseware production. Some groups, such as NESTA Futurelab, are at the
forefront of such activity (Murphy 2003).

The pedagogical element of much software designed for use in primary
science is frequently lacking. In Table 2.1, an evaluation of several pub-
lished primary science CD-ROMs by student teachers indicated problems
such as:

• content too difficult for the target age group;
• no differentiation for different ability levels;
• not enough pupil interaction possible;
• poor assessment elements, for example no ‘second chance’ facility;
• no explanation of experimental results.

These problems can be addressed by more consultation with peda-
gogical experts in the area and more evaluation by the target groups at
each stage in the production. The author of this chapter suggests a set of
generic pedagogical issues which developers, in consultation with subject
matter experts, should address in all courseware:

1. Is the software (e.g. a CD-ROM) an appropriate delivery medium for
the particular content or skill area being addressed?

2. Is the pedagogical approach (e.g. branched tutorial) the most appro-
priate to enhance learning of the material?

3. Has the navigation been fully piloted and evaluated by the target
group?

4. Is the terminology appropriate for the target group – is there a hyper-
script facility and is it sufficient?
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5. Has the material been checked for bias towards any particular group of
users?

6. If the package is intended for class use, has differentiation in pupil
ability levels been addressed?

7. Have the developers made provision for pupils with special educational
needs?

8. Are there measurable learning outcomes (if appropriate)?
9. Have the developers taken expert advice about an appropriate assess-

ment strategy for the target group?
10. Are learners sufficiently motivated by this package?
11. Is there a voice-over? How does it contribute to the learning intentions?

Might the accent distract learners?
12. Are interactions fairly frequent and meaningful? Do longer periods

of working with this package render the interactions repetitive and
menial?

13. Are the graphics pleasing?
14. Do the graphics distract the user in any way?
15. Are there directions and are they clear?
16. Is the lesson length satisfactory?
17. Does the pupil fully determine the pace of learning?
18. Is there inclusion of a book marking facility (where appropriate)?

In the case of software designed specifically for primary science, developers
should also ensure that courseware design addresses the aims of primary
science.

The implications for hardware developers highlighted in this chapter are
many. Though there are good examples, in general data loggers must be
far more robust for use in both primary and post-primary schools. Remote
data loggers would be ideal, particularly if they could be reliable in provid-
ing replicable data. Too often the present generation of data loggers, in the
experience of this author, have been found wanting in this regard. The
digital microscope has been a welcome and potentially valuable tool for
use in the primary classroom. Unfortunately, whilst the technical aspects
were very carefully addressed in its development, the pedagogical issues
associated with how teachers and pupils can maximise its potential for use
in primary science were neglected. Consequently, it is this author’s experi-
ence that there is widespread under-use of this equipment in primary
schools (Murphy 2003).

In an ideal world I would also like to see custom-made computer hard-
ware in primary classrooms. I am sure that there is a huge market for lighter,
more mobile machines with infra-red connections which are designed for
use specifically by children in classrooms. Current machines are, by and
large, designed for adults who work in offices. I would also advocate
that developers of such machines lobby for ‘school’ as opposed to ‘office’
software to be installed. Children’s books, desks and microscopes, are
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specifically designed to enhance their learning environment – why not
computers? The situation is slowly moving forward, but it is as yet far from
ideal.
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3

POSSIBILITIES AND
PRACTICALITIES:

PLANNING, TEACHING,
AND LEARNING SCIENCE

WITH ICT

John Williams and Nick Easingwood

Introduction

In 2004 an article in Biobits (the newsletter of the Institute of Biology,
Issue 3) suggested that there had been a decline in the amount of practical
science taught in secondary schools. Whilst the evidence was mostly cir-
cumstantial, two reasons given for this apparent decline were health and
safety regulations and a shortage of equipment. In responding, Dr Ian
Gibson, the Chair of the House of Commons Select Committee for Science
and Technology, questioned whether such a decline was actually taking
place and, if it was, whether these were indeed the reasons. He wondered if
the problem was perceptual rather than actual.

Although Dr Gibson was referring to secondary school science, we have
found that in many English primary schools the amount of practical
science taught does seem to have decreased in recent years and, in con-
sequence, the use of much relevant ICT. These are personal observations
on our part, and it is difficult to suggest reasons for this without more
systematic evidence. Safety issues may play a part, in that even a small
amount of disruptive behaviour during practical lessons (and if we are
honest we have all suffered that at some time in our teaching career) can
be a problem. However, there is no need to use dangerous chemicals or



 

equipment in primary science. Indeed, the authors have found that
practical science will interest, motivate and engage primary school chil-
dren, including those with special needs. Our experience suggests that
the factors in this decline in practical work are more likely to be the
demands of the literacy and numeracy strategies, the all-pervading
demands of formal assessments and the amount of planning that is now
required from all teachers. Nevertheless, there are schools and individual
teachers within schools who manage to include practical science in their
curriculum. We have even visited schools in England that have decided to
dispense with such things as the QCA Schemes of Work and return to a
limited topic-based curriculum that includes extensive, practically based
scientific enquiry.

In this chapter we suggest why it is important for primary science to
provide a practical basis for classroom discussion, collaboration and learn-
ing, and we consider how and when ICT can be used both to enhance its
content and to record its findings. We include examples of what we think
are appropriate science topics so as to establish what skills are needed, by
the teacher as well as the children. We will constantly have in mind that it
is science that is being taught and that ICT, whilst being a vital element of
the lesson, should be used to support the science and not dilute it or take
its place altogether. We will include some practical suggestions as to how
this can be accomplished within the school and classroom.

Practical science and ICT in the classroom

In our book ICT and Primary Science (Williams and Easingwood 2003) we
have suggested two main reasons why science in the primary school
should almost always be taught with reference to practical experiences:

1. Science in the wider world is essentially practical. It is carried
out in laboratories, workshops, observatories and even in the ‘field’,
which can be any part of the natural world from the arid desert to the
depths of the oceans. Whatever the science involved it requires a set of
skills that can only be learnt through practice and experience and
which in turn will illuminate the body of knowledge which we call
‘science’. Of course there are examples of pure theory which appear to
contradict this. Yet, however imaginative these theories may be they
are usually based not only on sound scientific principles but also on
practical scientific activity. Darwin, for example, based his theory of
evolution on his scientific observations. He was in fact a very practical
scientist. We should allow children as far as possible to learn these
skills, observation being perhaps the first and most basic. They are not
only important in themselves, but through their use children will be
more able to develop a better understanding of the essential scientific
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concepts. For example, children may learn something about a simple
animal such as a woodlouse by copying a picture from a book. However,
they are more likely to have an understanding of how it lives, what kind
of animal it is, and its place in the animal kingdom if they study it in its
natural environment. If the children then collect some of these creatures
to make a series of careful choice chamber tests back in the classroom,
then they will be able to check the observations that they first made in
the field. They may even go further and formulate and test their own
hypotheses, all fully supported by various aspects of ICT which will
be described later. This kind of learning simply cannot be done only
with reference to the secondary material, although a CD-ROM might
help in some cases! Without these practical applications teaching
science would be akin to teaching art without ever touching a paint-
brush, or learning music without handling an instrument or even being
allowed to sing. It would also be very dull and the enthusiasm of the
children would be lost, which brings us to our second point.

2. In our experience young children are highly motivated by
practical work of any kind, and even the most reluctant
learners seem to enjoy it. In the primary school, by practical science
we do not only mean practical experiments, but also role play, drama,
some technology, investigation and observation (as described above
with the woodlice) as well as the appropriate use of ICT. When young
children are first introduced to science, they are faced with abstract
concepts such as life processes, electricity and forces. Surely the only
way they can hope to understand such things is by practical application
and study? They may well have an instinctive idea of, for example, the
nature of electricity, which can be surprisingly sophisticated, but the
best way for them to explore these ideas is to work with real bulbs and
batteries. Life processes must surely include actually growing some-
thing, but could also involve both drama and role play when it comes
to learning about such things as bacteria and their effect on the body. If
it required Galileo to carry out numerous experiments whilst investigat-
ing forces (perhaps the most abstract of the three), then we would argue
that children should carry out their own practical investigations of
this highly abstract area of science. What we are suggesting is, of course,
the notion that before an abstract idea can be fully understood it must
first go through a concrete stage that can form the basis of thought,
discussion and the comparing of ideas.

Science,  ICT and the National Curriculum

Despite the fact that the issues that we discuss in this chapter hold true in
a ‘National Curriculum-free’ world, it is in the context of the English
National Curriculum that most of our work with teachers and children has
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taken place. We would therefore like to make a few key points about it
here, and we will link some of our later comments to the specifics of
National Curriculum documentation only where that seems appropriate.

By using National Curriculum (DfEE/QCA 1999) documentation cre-
atively and imaginatively those teachers who believe that science is a
practical subject will be able to teach it in that way. Within the National
Curriculum ICT has its own section. However, there is also a separate
statement at the beginning of the document emphasising its use across the
whole curriculum. In the teaching requirements there is an emphasis on
the links with other subjects, and in the programmes of study there are
explicit guidelines which state that the computer should play an integral
part in other areas of the curriculum, and particularly in science. Many
schools seem to have a slot for both ICT and science in their timetables
and clearly there are ICT skills that need to be learnt. However, once these
are understood they should be an integral part of any science investi-
gation. We believe strongly that it essential to integrate the ICT with the
science, thus allowing the teacher to find the time for the practical science
work described above.

As we have stressed, ICT should not be an ‘add on’ part of any subject,
but should be a carefully planned and integrated area of the curriculum. In
this way it will not only allow more time for the practical work, but will
enhance and stimulate students’ learning. ICT capability is a key feature of
teaching and learning where knowledge, skills and understanding are
developed in a practical and meaningful context. It is also important to
remember that the practical investigation and the collection of data is as
much an integral part of the ICT component as using the hardware and
software.

So how should the class teacher go about integrating ICT into science?

Planning the lesson

When making any decision as to whether or not ICT should be used to
support the teaching and learning of science, the teacher needs to be com-
pletely clear as to why it is being used, as well as being convinced that its
use will actively enhance the teaching and learning experience. There is
little point in using ICT if the intended teaching and learning outcomes
could be more easily and efficiently achieved by not using the computer.
We have already stated that the use of ICT should not replace the practical
experience of handling scientific equipment and engaging in genuine
scientific investigation and discovery. There is also a ‘value added’ com-
ponent to this aspect – there is little point in using £1,000 worth of ICT
hardware and software to make a teaching point that could just as easily be
achieved with a set of plastic beakers costing 10 pence.

So what clear advantages can the use of ICT bring to the teaching and
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learning of primary science? First, quite apart from being a great motiv-
ator, there is the ability of ICT to act as a means to encourage and facilitate
collaborative and active learning. A very powerful feature of the computer
is that it can act as a focus for group work, where raw data is transformed
into information through the use of graphs, tables and charts, or where
the reports of scientific investigation can be created and presented, per-
haps by the use of presentation software incorporating still and video
digital imaging, text, sound and animations. The capacity, speed, range
and automatic function of a computer enables large amounts of different
kinds of data and/or information to be handled quickly, automatically
and in an integrated way. It enables the removal of the ‘manual’ element
from work, so pupils can access higher levels of intellectual engagement
and learning. For example, rather than spending a significant proportion
of the lesson drawing and colouring in histograms, the computer can pro-
duce these charts for the pupils, thus enabling them to spend the time
saved in engaging in the higher-order scientific thinking skills of reflection
and analysis. It is the computer’s ability to act as a word processor, desk-top
publisher, database or spreadsheet, as well as acting as a vehicle for the
Internet and e-mail, that gives it its pedagogical power and potential. Add-
itionally, when used for more specialised scientific applications, such as
data logging and control technology, it can truly provide opportunities
for primary age pupils that would have hitherto been impossible. And
where laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs) or handheld data loggers
are used, ICT is no longer confined to the classroom or the specialist sci-
ence lab. The pupils can take these ‘real’ pieces of hardware outside into
the real world and can use them in a realistic and meaningful context.
Indeed, within the school grounds, they may be able to access the Internet
through the use of a radio network, giving them ready and immediate
access to a whole range of online opportunities, from researching key sci-
entific concepts, ideas and knowledge, to e-mailing experts in universities
or museums ‘on the spot’.

So, bearing the above in mind, what, as teachers, do we need to consider
when we plan any science lesson where ICT is to be used? What are the key
features of an effective lesson?

Above all, the lesson should be interactive. Active learning is a crucial
part of any lesson, but particularly in ICT and science. The pupils must
interact with the computer in that they should not be passive recipients
of the data or information on the screen. They must be in control of the
computer, not the other way round. Additionally, it is critically impor-
tant that the teacher should interact with the pupils and the computer.
It is when the teacher intervenes by asking key questions that pupil
learning is greatly extended. The questions asked need to be sufficiently
focused to ensure that the pupil thinks carefully about the concepts
being taught, but also sufficiently open-ended to ensure that considerably
more than a simple yes/no answer is required. This will invariably mean
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questions of a ‘what if?’ ‘why?’ ‘how?’ nature. Example questions might
include:

• What would happen if the variables in this spreadsheet were changed?
• Why do you think that the crosses on the scattergram are clustered

together? What is this telling you?
• How might the variables in the spreadsheet be changed?

This demonstrates clearly that computers can never replace teachers!
In fact, their role becomes absolutely crucial to the success of the lesson.
It is teacher’s ability to provide the detailed subject and pedagogical
knowledge and the ability to ask the right question at an appropriate
moment that makes the use of ICT such a powerful tool for the teaching
and learning of science. It is these abilities that the teacher needs to utilise
in order to ensure that the pupils are interested and on task in such a way
that both their ICT and scientific capabilities will fully develop.

Quite apart from extending pupil learning, this kind of questioning is an
extremely powerful means of assessing pupils through formative assess-
ment, or assessment for learning (AfL). This provides the opportunity to
assess pupil progress in line with the stated objectives for that particular
lesson. Clearly, assessment must be planned for at the appropriate stage
and must reflect the intended learning outcomes of the lesson. In this way,
pupil progress can be ascertained qualitatively. Indeed, through this con-
structivist, questioning method, many of the pupils, even the youngest
ones, will be able to engage in self-assessment – and record their thoughts
and findings.

This may prove to be very useful, as assessing ICT is a potentially dif-
ficult area. What exactly is it being assessed – the use of the technology,
the technology itself, or the context in which it is being used? We have
already seen that as far as primary school ICT is concerned, it is in fact all
three, as we are seeking to develop ICT capability – the knowledge, skills
and understanding underpinning its use. However, in the primary school,
if ICT is invariably and quite rightly taught through the context of another
subject – in this case science – then the question of ‘appropriate’ assessment
is brought into sharp focus. Thus the key objectives for the lesson will be
scientific ones, with perhaps a secondary objective concerning the use of
ICT. Indeed, the National Curriculum document for ICT makes it quite
clear that there is an expectation that ICT capability will be developed in
this way.

Although there are many programs available to children, we should take
care not to assume that by their use alone children are learning science.
Some databases will allow children to produce graphs, pie charts and
tables from an already selected range of data. Whilst these are fine for
children to use to familiarise themselves with the programs and the com-
puter, once this has been accomplished, surely it is better for them to use
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their own data collected during one of their own science investigations? If
they use their own statistics this may also provide more time for further
work. When planning what kind of program to use, teachers need also to
be aware of exactly what they want the children to learn. The authors
recall that when ICT was first introduced into schools, there were many
programs (and they still exist) that showed various circuits with bulbs and
batteries, which required the users (the children) to decide whether the
bulb would light or not. Whilst this might perhaps be a useful reinforce-
ment exercise, we do not think it can take the place of actual ‘hands on’
experience. Children will enjoy manipulating the wire and looking closely
at a bulb to see what is inside it, and we have found that even teachers can
discover what happens when a 6-volt battery is used together with bulbs
which are labelled 1.5 volts!

CD-ROMs are another aspect of ICT which need to be used with care.
Obviously when studying certain areas of science it is just not possible to
learn in an entirely practical way. For example, there are parts of work on
life processes and living things that require children to learn about the
human blood system. Elements of work on the Earth and Beyond also
reveal some constraints on the use of practical enquiry! A user-friendly,
interactive animated CD-ROM can be invaluable for these, although in
their planning teachers need to make sure – perhaps by producing clear
and simple guidance sheets – that their pupils know what to look for when
using a CD-ROM. These can include specific questions for the children to
answer, so that the teacher will know that they have understood what they
have been watching. At another level it will help the children not be
distracted by other parts of the program. We well remember watching
children using this kind of CD-ROM, who without these guides had
become more interested in the reproductive system rather than the skel-
eton which is what they had been asked to study. We did not want to stifle
their curiosity, but it just was not part of the day’s project!

Although there are other aspects of ICT that should be used whenever
possible, such as the digital microscope (a ‘must’ and not just for life pro-
cesses), the digital camera and of course simply using the computer as a
word processor, it is in the storage and utilisation of scientific data that the
computer comes into its own. A computer is able to store vast amounts of
data, in many different forms, and at great speed. For this the children will
use database, spreadsheet and data-logging programs. These can come in
various forms and it will be helpful if we remind ourselves just what they
are designed to do, and how they can be used in the classroom.

Database programs

A database program allows for the storage of considerable amounts of
information, which can subsequently be retrieved, sorted and researched,
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and be produced at a later stage in a variety of graphical or tabular forms.
We think that there are three basic kinds of database that can be used in
the primary school.

Free text database

This is used to search for information on the World Wide Web or on a
CD-ROM. The children will simply use the ‘search’ function of the web
page or the appropriate software to find specific information. This could
be anything from the habits of a particular kind of animal to the details of
a painting in an art gallery.

Branching database

This asks the children to describe an object so that it can be identified by
answering a sequence of simple questions. The database may already be set
up for the pupil to follow and may be specially written to identify any
number of different things from insects to rock types. Of more interest,
however, are the blank databases. The structure of the database is provided
for the children so that all they need to do is to fill in the necessary ques-
tions that will eventually lead to the identification of their chosen object.
It is important that these questions must allow for a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’
answer. This, at first, may be quite difficult for the children to manage.
They will, we hope, be used to answering questions of the ‘what if? or ‘why
do you think?’ type. To actually be required to formulate questions of their
own which must only have a binary answer, particularly when they might
equate ‘no’ with ‘wrong’, is quite a challenge. However, it is an imagina-
tive one, and a considerable learning process in itself. Once completed,
this database can form a part of the school’s science resources.

Random access database

Arguably the most useful of the three, this will also be the most familiar to
teachers, although it may only have been used for very simple topics such
as those based on hair and eye colours. Although there are several database
packages available for primary schools, most use the same basic structure. A
whole topic, such as ‘birds’, will form a file and is saved in the same way as
any other program application file. An individual object within the file is
referred to as a ‘record’, and will contain specific information about that
object – in this example it will be details about the bird. Each item of
information on the record is contained in a field, a further category of
information under which the original birds can be sorted, which might be
by type of nest or their special habitat.

If the children are to use their own information gathered during their
science work then they will obviously need practice with this kind of
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database. There are several that have been designed specially for primary
schools such as ‘First Workshop’ and ‘Information Workshop’ (produced by
Granada Learning) that can be used with a minimum amount of adult help.
These programs contain ‘ready made’ databases at three different levels of
difficulty, which can enable the children to find out how they work, and
what they do. Nevertheless, before the children start using their own infor-
mation the teacher will need to see that the information gathered during
the practical work will be appropriate to the database, so that the children
can become familiar with and understand the meaning of the various
entries, i.e. ‘file name’, ‘field’ and ‘record’. It is often a good idea for the
children to keep a record of their discoveries, not as long handwritten texts
but in short note format and under headings such as ‘habitat’ or ‘feeding
habits’ (we are still using our example of the bird topic). These will become
the fields or records, and the data can be entered directly into the computer.

Constructing the database, as important as this may be, is but half the
picture. Once the database is complete the children can ask it to list the
animals under different headings depending on the fields used. Birds
could be listed under habitats or geographical areas, under their feeding
habits or whether they are predators, carnivores or herbivores. Moreover,
where relevant, this information can be displayed and printed out in a
graphical or tabulated format. This complete activity allows the children to
use the higher-order scientific skills of data collection, preparing and enter-
ing the data into the program, together with the subsequent computer
activities of sorting, searching and retrieval.

Figure 3.1 An example of a branching database, taken from a case study used
in ICT and Primary Science (Williams and Easingwood 2003).
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Spreadsheets

At first sight it might be difficult to decide when it would be more
appropriate to use a spreadsheet rather than a database. As we have seen,
the latter are good for collecting and manipulating data, and to a certain
extent a spreadsheet can also do this. However, it will also allow the user to
change the data, to make calculations with it – such as finding an average –
and can utilise the given data to produce further information, such as a
trend or an estimated outcome (Feasey and Gallear 2001).

To look at a blank spreadsheet on the screen is to see a simple blank
table, the kind that children have often produced on paper to be filled in
later with the results of their experiments. Indeed this blank spreadsheet
can be used for such a purpose. However, if an average of these results
needs to be entered in a subsequent column, then using the appropriate
formula the spreadsheet will do this for you. (No doubt some will argue
that this does not ‘teach’ averages. We agree that it does not teach children
how to calculate them, but it does help to show children what they are and
therefore what they mean by providing a real context for their use.)

As an introduction to the spreadsheet, teachers could use some of the

Figure 3.2 A blank database showing the fields in Information Workshop.
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ready-prepared ones that are available, for example those in the Black Cat
Suite Number Box. Although some of these pre-prepared spreadsheets are
more strictly mathematical, some are based on science topics such as
‘Pulse Rates’ or ‘Growing a Plant’. These could be used for practice, but, as
we have suggested, they would have more meaning for children if the
information came from their own projects.

Once the children have become conversant with these the teacher can
introduce them to a whole-screen blank spreadsheet. The children would
fill in each space or cell with names, measurements or numbers, depend-
ing on what is needed for the topic. As we have already suggested, one of
these columns could be the average of several measurements. This can be
obtained by highlighting the name and average columns from the original
spreadsheet, which can be done by holding down the ‘CTRL’ key and
clicking and dragging in the usual way.

We have often found that as children use these sheets for recording their
findings they soon learn how to fill the ‘cells’ and how to alter their size
and format. As they become more confident in their use the children are
able to use the information displayed before them as a starting point for
discussion and even take note of any trends and relationships that appear
in the data itself.

Figure 3.3 Pulse rates spreadsheet in Number Box.
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Data logging

As we have seen in the previous chapters this allows for the collection,
collation and displaying of data, gathered directly from the environment
or workbench, through the help of special electronic sensors attached to
the computer. Although there are several different sensors available, those
which log temperature, light and sound are the most commonly used in
the primary school. There are several advantages in using a program of this
sort for most primary science projects. One obvious advantage is that it
saves that most valuable commodity – time! For long-term investigations
such measuring light, temperature and sound changes in the classroom or
an outside habitat over a period of a day or more, once the sensors are in
place the children do not have to stand and watch. They can just go away
whilst the sensors and computers do this work for them. The children can
carry on with something else, ideally related to their science investigation.
Of course they will eventually need to study the results and recordings, but
that is when the science learning takes place. It is this reflection on and the
analysis of the data displayed that is of fundamental importance.

Figure 3.4 Number Box spreadsheet used to record dropping the ruler as part of
a topic on ‘Reaction Time’.
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Another advantage of using data logging in primary science is that
it provides an instant but long-term visual representation of ‘what is
going on’ in either a macro or micro environment (Porter and Harwood
2000). The children can use more than one sensor at a time, so if they
needed to find out temperatures, light intensities or sound levels all at
once this could be done and the information displayed for further
investigation.

It is not difficult to imagine the many science projects in which data-
logging equipment could be used. One such piece of equipment is the
Ecolog system, produced by Data Harvest. This consists of a small interface
box (to connect with the computer), leads and the software. There is also
a manual which suggests many possible uses for the equipment. Data
Harvest and other manufacturers are continually updating their products,
both hardware and software.

Figure 3.5 A typical sample of the graphical information obtained from
sensors during a data-logging project (reproduced by kind permission of Data

Harvest Limited).
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Widening the use of applications for primary science

Obviously not all science – primary or otherwise – needs to have a com-
puter input. There was much good science done in primary schools before
computers became widely available. However, we hope that we have made
clear the advantages of some specific uses of ICT. These can be for logistical
purposes (that is, saving time by removing many of the time-consuming
repetitive tasks) or as an essential part of the recording of science, or even
as an aid to the understanding of the science learning process itself. Once
the teacher has decided on and planned a topic then it should become
clear which of the types of programs will be needed.

If, for example a topic such as ‘mini-beasts’ is to be studied then data-
bases will be invaluable. It is hoped that the children will be studying a
variety of habitats so that not only will they be able to observe and identify
different types of animals, they will also be able to make comparisons
between where and how these animals live, what food they might require
and what environmental conditions they prefer. All these observations
can be entered into a suitable database. When the information has been
collated, analysed and displayed in a relevant format then the resulting
discussions might lead the children to answer the important ‘why’ ques-
tions. These should, where possible, always follow the ‘what is there, what
can you see, what have you found?’ type of enquiry so that evidence forms
the basis of discussion.

So far most of our examples have shown the use of ICT in biological
science projects. Indeed, we have used such examples in our book ICT and
Primary Science (Williams and Easingwood 2003) to show in detail how all
these programs can be used in one single ecological project carried out by
Year 6 children. This is not to suggest that other areas cannot benefit.
Databases and data logging may appear to lend themselves specifically
to the natural history aspect of the curriculum but this need not always
be the case. Any information gathered during a project on materials, par-
ticularly if the work is related to the grouping of materials, can easily be
collected and used on a database, whilst the sensors of a data logging
program immediately lend themselves to light and sound or to a topic
involving traffic surveys and noise pollution. Spreadsheets, as our pictures
show, are very definitely structured so that they can be invaluable for any
of the sciences.

An example of how all these programs could be used for
one topic

For this section we will use as an example a topic on ‘Forces’. At Key Stage 2
this involves motion, types of force, friction and the measurement of
force. In our view all this might be taught as one topic, which is perhaps
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better than only considering one example, such as only teaching about
gravity. Without ‘forces’ we could not move, aeroplanes could not fly,
ships would not float, indeed it is ‘forces’ that keep our solar system in
place. Surely this is what we need to teach? Perhaps not all at once, but
within such an all-embracing topic several conceptually linked activities
can provide the focus for the work. We could use the children’s own
footwear to show the importance of friction when walking as well as to
measure friction by pulling the shoes over different surfaces with a spring
balance. By utilising the children’s first-hand experiences we can find out
which of the shoes best resists the pull; is it the one with the most tread?
We can also experiment with a simple paper dart to show the four forces
involved in flight – thrust, drag, lift and gravity. We can return to the
experiments on floating and sinking first carried out at Key Stage 1 to show
that given the right surface area anything will float if the force of gravity
can be overcome by the upward ‘thrust’ of the water. By allowing children
to attach magnets to model cars they will soon discover that magnets
push as well as pull and need not even touch each other. Finally, children
can replicate Galileo’s experiments with gravity and motion and learn
some history of science as part of the process towards the ultimate goal of
scientific literacy.

Can all the computer programs we have described be utilised for this
topic? As we shall see, databases and spreadsheets certainly can, but data
logging – at first sight at least – may seem to be out of place here. We
certainly do not advocate any contrived situation, invented just as an
excuse to introduce various aspects of ICT for their own sakes. However,
there are aspects of data logging that are not only appropriate but will add
a completely new dimension to this experimental work. We are helped
here by the work of Galileo and Newton who first gave us a consistent view
of the dynamics of movement, both for the universe as a whole and here
on the Earth. Galileo’s experiments are often to be found in the primary
classroom, although usually in a different context. We have seen children
running model cars down an incline fitted with different surfaces to dis-
cover if a rougher surface affects the distance travelled by the car. This
gives a good indication of the force of friction, although there is seldom
any indication as to how this might connect with other forces or to the
science of motion, or indeed even to Galileo. The children will often
measure just how far the cars travel and note how friction can affect this
distance. This is good, but for this work teachers need to understand that
when Galileo studied what he called ‘local motion’ he was studying the
way different objects moved through the force of gravity. He at first
studied them as they fell freely to Earth, but because this was unsatis-
factory from an experimental point of view (it was too quick) he later
constructed an incline plane. The original of this is in the History of
Science Museum in Florence. The most striking thing about this construc-
tion, apart from the fact that Galileo actually used it, are the little bells
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placed at intervals down the ramp. A ball was rolled down and in order
to make careful measurements of its speed, the ball rang the bells on its
way down. By noting the time between each strike, Galileo was able to
describe mathematically the way objects behave under freefall, their
accelerated motion as well as their constant speed, or, as it is now called,
the inertial motion.

We are not for one moment suggesting that primary children need study
this in any detail, but as they do use ramps and toy cars as just described
then why not give them some of the background and actually make some
accurate measurements? Several manufacturers produce ‘light gates’ (a
series of light-sensitive cells) for use with data loggers and these can be
used as accurate timers. There is a light gate at the top of a ramp which is
activated by the model car to start the timing and one at the bottom to
stop it. The slope of the ramp can be altered and times compared. This
seems to be an ideal way of utilising data-logging technology and using
ICT to record the results and to look for patterns.

Any enquiry to show the effect of magnetic force, such as the strength
of a magnet using measurements of the distance of the attractive force, can
be entered onto a spreadsheet, as can work on the measuring of friction,
such as those mentioned earlier using the children’s own shoes.

As we have seen, databases (or at least random access databases) tend to
lend themselves to such things as population studies, be they biological
or geographical. However, why not, in the database suggested for the
materials project, include a field for magnetic attraction? There could also
be one for electrical conductivity, for as we know certain metals – whilst
they are good conductors of electricity – are not magnetic. As with all these
examples, when making this entry into a database we should bear in mind
the requirement to develop children’s understanding of scientific enquiry.
For example, they will be able to use their collected data to assess evidence,
search for patterns within that evidence, and compare and contrast it
with previous information. Finally, they will be able to communicate their
findings clearly and simply.

There is no reason why, in any science topic, we should not take advan-
tage of other aspects of ICT. Digital video, or at least still digital images of
the children’s experiments, could be a part of their record of work. Word
processing, desk-top publishing or presentation software could be used so
that the children can explain, when necessary, what they have done. This
could incorporate still or moving images, sound and text, and these
in turn could be subsequently displayed in a variety of forms, including
on the World Wide Beb. Simple design programs, or even simple pictures
from various programs now in common use, can help to explain various
ideas and concepts such as those forces described earlier.

There may also be some particular aspects of science at Key Stages 1 and
2 that for the moment do not lend themselves to practical work, although
we do not think there are many. These could include the so-called ‘minds
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on’ activities (Watt 1999) as distinct from the ‘hands on’ activities of
practical science, which lend themselves to the appropriate use of ICT. We
have, in another context, suggested that constructing food chains could
be such an activity, where a simple design program would help to guide
and later illustrate the children’s thinking.

Some final thoughts

We hope that we have shown here, even putting aside the requirements of
the National Curriculum, that science in the primary school should be
largely practically based and that ICT must be an integral part of the work.
ICT can be used at different times during a scientific enquiry – it can be used
for research, collecting data, analysing information, recording findings
and displaying and presenting the results of the scientific investigation.
Time can be found for both within even today’s crowded syllabus. The
new National Primary Strategy (DfES 2003) gives us the opportunity, for
within it you will find the phrase ‘empowering primary schools to take
control of their curriculum and to be more innovative and to develop their
own character’.
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4

MAKING SCIENCE
INCLUSIVE: EXTENDING

THE BOUNDARIES
THROUGH ICT

Derek Bell and Adrian Fenton

In writing this chapter we are faced with a dilemma. On the one hand
there should be no need for a separate chapter on making science inclusive
through the use of ICT. This is because, almost by definition, the whole
of this book is about making science more accessible for all the pupils
we teach. Each chapter demonstrates ways in which ICT offers all of us
established and new opportunities for extending the boundaries of our
teaching and of our pupils’ learning.

On the other hand, we know that all too often, when faced with particu-
lar types of pupils, we find our teaching has to go beyond our ‘natural
boundaries’ in order to engage them. In other words, we are challenged to
put our understanding of teaching and learning to the test in our efforts to
help all pupils make progress. However, despite the wealth of research and
curriculum resources that are available to support science, ICT and inclu-
sion, these three issues are all too often dealt with in isolation. Murphy
(2003), for example, highlights the separation of these areas and the com-
parative lack of research into how, when, how much and how often ICT can
be used to enhance the understanding of science held by specific groups of
children. Similarly, in their review of science education and ICT (which has
a more secondary focus) Osborne and Hennessy (2003) only make passing
reference to the benefit to ‘low ability’ pupils when they argue:



 

the use of ICT changes the relative emphasis of scientific skills and
thinking: for example, by diminishing the mechanical aspects of collect-
ing data and plotting graphs – particularly beneficial for low ability
pupils – while enhancing the use of graphs for interpreting data, spend-
ing more time on observation and focused discussion, and developing
investigative and analytical skills.

(Osborne and Henessey 2003: 23)

Both of these excellent reviews simply reflect that there is very little
consideration of how science, ICT and inclusion can be brought together
in order to enhance our practice. In this chapter we aim to redress the
balance.

ICT and science can be a very powerful combination in supporting
inclusion in the primary classroom if we bring them together in appropri-
ate ways. Although Wall (2001) provides effective insights, with specific
examples, of how this might be achieved for pupils from 5 to 16, we can
envisage a more general model of the situation in terms of a dynamic Venn
diagram, in which the extent of overlap of the circles reflects the degree
to which the three elements combine to support each other. Figure 4.1
attempts to illustrate what we mean, by showing just three of an almost

Figure 4.1 Primary science, inclusion and ICT: a model of interactions.
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infinite number of possible combinations. The first (4.1a) shows the
extreme situation in which ICT, science and inclusion are considered
virtually in isolation, with any overlap being purely coincidental. The
second (4.1b) illustrates a planned and balanced approach, bringing the
three elements together in order to capitalise on ways in which they can be
mutually supportive. The third (4.1c) illustration indicates one way in
which, in a specific situation, there might be a particular emphasis that
has been planned to meet the needs of either an individual or group of
pupils. In this last example, the focus would be on the science, hence the
larger circle, but with ICT supporting an aspect of the work in order to
make the activity more inclusive.

The important point behind the model is that inclusion is a central
principle in all our teaching. Science is a discipline which makes a major
contribution to the education of all our pupils and, in this situation, the
use of ICT is a vehicle for extending the learning opportunities for pupils.
We should remember that, while inclusion is a principle which should
underpin virtually everything we do, there will be occasions when teach-
ing science does not require the use of ICT and conversely times when we
will use ICT for other purposes. Hence it is unlikely that the three circles in
Figure 4.1 will ever fully overlap.

In what follows, we will outline what we mean by inclusion in the con-
text of this chapter, what science has to offer and how the use of ICT might
be exploited to enhance the learning experiences of different pupils. We
will go on to explore in more detail some of the ways in which we can
develop our own teaching approaches to maximise the benefits of the
opportunities made possible through using ICT. Vignettes of actual class-
room activities will be used to illustrate how the principles we highlight
can be put into practice. More specific examples and case studies of the
ways in which ICT has been used to support science and inclusion can be
found on a wide range of websites, some of which are listed at the end of
this chapter.1 We hope that, after reading this chapter, you will be able to
recognise and justify ways in which the array of ideas discussed elsewhere
in this book can contribute to making science even more inclusive by
extending the boundaries of teaching and learning through the use of ICT.

What do we mean by inclusion?

The meaning of the term ‘inclusion’ is not a simple matter of providing a
definition. Rather, as discussed by many authors (Farrell 2001; Lindsay
2003; Wedell 2005), it is a complex set of ideas. At the heart of the concept is
the aim to ensure that all pupils, regardless of their background, culture,
ethnic origin, gender, physical abilities or learning capabilities have the
opportunity to engage proactively in their education. Inclusion thus
involves social, political and cultural issues, as well as matters relating to
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teaching and learning. In writing this chapter we have focused very delib-
erately on the latter, with a particular emphasis on exploring ways in which
ICT can be used to support children with learning difficulties and how it
can overcome some of the barriers to their learning. We would agree with
Rose (2002) in arguing that ‘there is a need to move the inclusion debate
forward through a consideration of classroom practice to address the needs
of all pupils including those identified as having special educational needs’.

Furthermore, in taking this stance, we feel strongly that, as discussed
elsewhere (i.e. Bell 2002, 2003; Davies and Florian 2004), making our teach-
ing more inclusive is fundamentally an extension of our own good practice.
As Davies and Florian (2004) concluded, ‘questions about whether there is a
separate special education pedagogy are unhelpful . . . The more important
agenda is about how to develop a pedagogy that is inclusive of all learners.’

A key assumption in our approach to making science inclusive is that
‘children will learn with appropriate teaching’ (Solity 1995) and that
‘effective teaching for those with special needs has direct relevance to
effective teaching in general . . . [and] . . . a key element in teaching and
learning approaches is the recognition of the learner as an active rather
than a passive participant’ (Wedell 2005).

Effective science teaching for children with special educational needs
can take place in mainstream settings, special schools or in specific learn-
ing environments (such as a hospital school or at home). However, we
should also take note of the 2002 joint statement on inclusive science by
the Association for Science Education (ASE) and the National Association
for Special Educational Needs (NASEN):

Both nationally and internationally, there is a trend towards inclusion
for children with special educational needs. This has been interpreted as
attendance at a mainstream school for learners with special educational
needs. Our view is that inclusion is not simply about placement but
related to the quality of the educational experience.

The current context provides challenges and opportunities to educa-
tors. Those working in a mainstream environment are engaging with a
wider range of students and need appropriate support and guidance on
effective inclusion and provision for the students. Some special schools
are faced with the new challenge of providing an appropriate science
curriculum. There exists a need for the sharing of good practice between
those with different expertise.

Inclusive science involves issues of access, quality, relevance and pur-
pose. This joint statement encompasses the notion that all students
with special educational needs are entitled to access high quality science
education that recognises and responds to diverse learning needs.

(ASE and NASEN 2002)

Although, in this chapter, we have used the phrase ‘special educational
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needs’ in line with the ASE/NASEN Statement and most of the existing
literature, it is worth noting that other terminology is being introduced.
For example in Scotland, the phrase ‘additional support for learning’ has
been adopted and enshrined in legislation through the introduction of the
Education (Additional Support for Learning) (Scotland) Act 2004 (HMSO
2004). Our use of the terms ‘special educational needs’ and ‘inclusion’
encompasses the ethos of providing ‘additional support for learning’
through the use of ICT. Examples of how ICT can help to break down
barriers to learning and enrich learning have been included but other
aspects of inclusion such as gender, ethnicity and social or cultural
backgrounds have not been dealt with explicitly.

Our emphasis is on children with learning difficulties but we also recog-
nise the potential for supporting pupils identified as gifted and talented,
particularly in science. Work with ‘gifted and talented’ and ‘more able’
pupils is an area of inclusion that has recently been given higher recogni-
tion in the education community, encouraging schools to identify and
develop their support for such students. As stated by the DfES-supported
National Centre for Technology in Education (NCTE 2005), ICT plays an
important role in providing opportunities for gifted students to progress at
a rate that is appropriate to their abilities, accommodating their individual
learning styles, whilst developing and practising higher-level thinking
skills. Networks and website support for working with more able pupils
have continued to develop; for example see Becta’s web publication How to
Use ICT to Support Gifted and Talented Children (Becta 2002), or the London
Gifted and Talented web pages. ICT can be used as a vehicle to further gifted
pupils’ understanding through the additional supplementary activities
and extension materials that are available in different software packages or
web-based resources. Furthermore, ‘many ICT tasks do not require the use
of a specific classroom or laboratory. They can, therefore, extend learning
beyond the teaching space and class contact time’ (University of York
Science Education Group 2002).

To further illustrate the complexity of making science inclusive, there
are some students who might be gifted and talented but have other special
educational needs. In these circumstances, it is necessary to explore ways
in which the barriers to learning can be effectively overcome in order
to engage the talents of the individual. Montgomery (2003) has con-
sidered this issue, which is referred to as ‘double exceptionality’, in more
detail. However, as with much of this field, it is the teacher who has to
tailor the learning situation to meet the needs of the pupil. Once again
we are reminded of the importance of the teacher, as Osborne and
Hennessy (2003) stated in their extensive review, ‘we need to acknow-
ledge the critical role played by the teacher, in creating the conditions
for ICT-supported learning through selecting and evaluating appropriate
technological resources, and designing, structuring and sequencing a set
of learning activities.’
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What does science offer?

As argued in more detail elsewhere (i.e. Bell 1999, 2002) it is widely
acknowledged that learning in science provides opportunities for children
with learning difficulties to develop a better understanding of the world
around them, with all the possibilities and challenges that it brings. More
specifically, science allows such children to (QCA 2001):

• develop an awareness of, and interest in, themselves and their immedi-
ate surroundings and environment;

• join in practical activities that link to ideas, for example, doing and
thinking;

• use their senses to explore and investigate;
• develop an understanding of cause and effect.

Although written to support the National Curriculum in England, the
publication Planning, Teaching and Assessing the Curriculum for Pupils with
Learning Difficulties (QCA 2001) provides helpful material for planning
learning opportunities and activities in science for pupils from 5 to 16 and
includes a set of ‘performance descriptions’ (the p-scales) which describe
stages of achievement in the early learning of children with a wide range
of learning difficulties.

The contribution of science to the education of children with learning
difficulties, however, goes beyond the scientific concepts and skills that
might be acquired. Science also provides opportunities for children to
develop self-advocacy (Mittler 1996) through, amongst other things, an
understanding of choice, the development of skills and competencies,
confidence in taking risks and feelings of being regarded, encouraged and
supported as they develop their confidence and autonomy.

Whilst there is a wealth of material available relating to special edu-
cational needs generally and children with learning difficulties more spe-
cifically, there is little available which examines teaching and learning
of children with learning difficulties in particular subject domains, and
science is no exception. Yet there is some evidence which suggests that
children’s perceptions of their academic abilities are specific to different
content areas (Carlisle 1996) and that it is not unreasonable to suggest that
they may be more able to succeed academically in some content areas
than in others. Thus it is important that, as teachers, we are sensitive to
the response of individual pupils to science as a subject, as well as the
opportunities it provides.

What can ICT in science add?

Before considering in more detail the potential of ICT to extend the
boundaries of teaching and learning, we should remind ourselves that our
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understanding of teaching and learning should underpin the way in which
we use ICT. Chapter 1 has already emphasised some of the perspectives
that are important here. Harlen (2005), for example, provides support for
these in her excellent account of teaching, learning and assessment in
science for pupils aged between 5 and 12 years. In particular she empha-
sises the value of children’s ideas, the importance of asking questions and
dialogue, the need for developing process skills to underpin conceptual
understanding and the major contribution of positive attitudes and values
to learning. These underlying principles apply in all situations but, as Bell
(2002) has argued, in supporting inclusion particular attention must be
paid to:

• the value of being able to understand, recognise and, most impor-
tantly, make explicit the incremental steps that are required to help
children develop their use of process skills and early understanding of
concepts and;

• the need to adapt and modify our teaching strategies, often in small but
significant ways, in order to meet the learning needs of individual and
groups of children, paying particular attention to the use of language,
questions and dialogue, the relevance of activities to the children and
the selection of resources.

Appropriate, and we would stress appropriate, use of ICT in all its forms
has the potential to enhance teaching and learning in science for children
with special educational needs in much the same way as for other pupils.
ICT can add to their motivation, develop their social interactions and
improve their confidence in their work. More specifically, in relation to
science it can, amongst other things, extend and enhance observations,
provide records of events, improve presentation and communication of
findings and support dialogue in reaching conclusions. Furthermore, we
would suggest that ICT can:

• make science activities more physically accessible;
• increase the levels of engagement between pupils, teachers and the

topics being studied;
• extend and develop the teaching and learning dialogue;
• facilitate the recording of evidence, reinforcement of experiences, ideas,

evidence and concepts, and reporting of achievements and progress;
• develop an extended learning community through dissemination and

networking.

Making science more physically accessible

For many children, ICT enables them to do things they could not
otherwise achieve. Appropriate modification of ICT equipment allows
pupils with physical disabilities to, for example, prepare reports to a high
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presentational standard, construct diagrams, make selections from option
lists and use simulation software to test their ideas. This can be done
through a range of devices including roller balls, joysticks, sticky keys,
concept keyboards and touch screens. Specific modifications can be made
for particular disabilities.

Pupils with hearing difficulties benefit enormously from high-quality
electronic equipment which picks up sounds, and which can in turn be
amplified through the use of appropriate software. The ease of using more
visual material further increases the potential for such pupils to gain
insights into the ideas being explored and for them to receive feedback of a
more detailed nature.

Similarly, pupils with visual impairment are able to benefit through,
for example, the use of increased font sizes and variations in the colour
balance of texts made available electronically. Such control regarding
the presentation of text can also greatly assist students with dyslexia
(Becta 2003a). Pupils with very little or no sight can benefit enormously
from the use of ‘text to voice’ software, and programmes which provide
commentaries of events.

The range of possibilities for providing access to learning for pupils with
physical disabilities is expanding all the time and is probably one of the
best documented areas related to the use of ICT. Reports such as Tools for
Inclusion: Science and SEN (Wall 2001) provide specific advice and further
ideas can be obtained from organisations catering for specific disabilities.
We should, however, remember the importance of matching the solution
to the needs of individual pupils; this may involve trying out several
possible devices or software packages. The children concerned should
be engaged in this process because not only will it result in a more
appropriate solution, but it is also part of the wider learning arena of
developing self-worth and key skills such as negotiation, decision making
and communication.

Gaining physical access through the use of ICT is, of course, not restricted
to students who are in the classroom. Individuals who have a long-term
illness, for example, and need to work from home or hospital, are also able
to gain much benefit. The use of the Internet and appropriate software
packages stimulate interest and spark students’ imagination regardless of
their schooling environment. Projects such as satellite schools provide
education and lessons across most subjects via e-mail and the Internet.

Vignette 1: Making science more physically accessible

In some schools, ICT has become pervasive (but not intrusive) in the classroom.
At the Fleming Fulton School in Belfast, for example, the whole science
classroom has been redesigned so that ICT is an integral element, providing
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pupils with full access to the curriculum (Fleming Fulton School 2005). Clearly,
this may not be possible in all situations, but there are many resources that can
be introduced into virtually every context.

A talking thermometer is one such resource appropriate for visually impaired
students, but which can also be useful with other groups of students. The durable
probe can be placed in any liquid and, when the button is pushed, an audible
spoken temperature reading is given. Other students who are less confident with
using thermometers and reading off scales can use the same piece of equipment
to occasionally check their readings. The RNIB have developed a wide range of
equipment which supports visually impaired students across the curriculum
and which are collated in a freely available catalogue (RNIB website: http://
www.rnib.org.uk/xpedio/groups/public/documents/code/InternetHome.hcsp).

DiagramMaker (Wilkinson 2003) is another simple to operate resource that
allows students (and teachers) to produce accurate, clear diagrams of experi-
mental set ups. This can be particularly motivating for pupils who might not have
the patience or motor control to produce accurate freehand drawings of their
equipment. The planning stage of an experiment can be frustrating for some
students, since they know they are not very good at ‘art’, and they just want to
get on with the practical. Using such a tool to produce diagrams can encourage
them to express their own ideas and engage with planning their experiment.

Increasing engagement

In providing an overview of ways in which science can be made more
inclusive for children with learning difficulties, Bell (2002) highlights the
value of ‘hands on’ approaches – in other words, of active learning. Chil-
dren with learning disabilities are more likely to succeed using these
approaches because of the reduced emphasis on the use of texts and
abstract textual learning in favour of more concrete experiences and physi-
cal interaction with the scientific phenomena. Clearly the use of ICT has
a role to play in this context. The use of appropriate material provides
striking visual and moving images, interactive exercises and games, and
authentic sounds and other facilities, all of which can rapidly secure
students’ attention. Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) and digital projectors,
in particular provide, extensive opportunities for individual, group or
class involvement. The physical engagement of students using an inter-
active whiteboard to choose objects or select answers enables them to
make non-verbal choices whilst developing physical coordination.

Involving children in quizzes can be easily facilitated through IWBs in
particular, making the learning fun and improving the level of engage-
ment. Though not yet extensively available to schools (largely due to the
costs involved) interactive voting systems have some potential with pupils
being invited to ‘press your buttons now’. The immediate feedback opens
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up a variety of possibilities for a teacher to assess the understanding of a
group. Furthermore, the anonymity of submitting opinions in this way
encourages the less confident to participate and enables the introduction
of a range of controversial questions linked to science which pupils may
usually feel inhibited from contributing to openly, for example, ‘Should
the school canteen sell healthy salads instead of burgers?’.

We cannot stress too strongly the importance of adaptability and flexi-
bility in using such engaging resources, since they must be tailored to the
needs of the group. It can be very frustrating to discover an impressive
Internet-based animation, only to find that insufficient thought has been
given to the accompanying on-screen text, which is hard for the user to
access. In this sense, there is much to be said for self-created, adaptable
presentations.

Vignette 2: Increasing engagement

The commercial production of robust, easy-to-use digital microscopes has been
a valuable addition to primary science resources in recent years. When used to
capture close up images of a variety of materials, they can both stimulate and
engage students, whilst contributing to valuable pedagogic advancements for the
students. Such images can be viewed ‘live’ as they happen but can also be stored
for use on other occasions.

A particularly useful way to do this and produce tailor-made resources for
catching pupils’ attention is through the development of digital presentations
using appropriate software, of which PowerPoint is only one. One teacher, having
captured a variety of images of everyday materials, produced a PowerPoint
presentation with brief appropriate prompts and questions. The materials and
objects featured included sand, a wood knot, a lightbulb filament, ice and a tooth.
When using the PowerPoint images the teacher had as many as possible of the
objects available, so that having discussed the students’ thoughts, their ideas
could be related to the real object, making a cognitive link between the image
seen and what the object really was (see ASE 2002a for examples).

This is seen as effective inclusive practice since there is limited written lan-
guage required, it encourages a different approach to the topic of materials and
the quiz presentation is engaging for all. Digital microscopes and cameras can
be used by students who might like to choose their own objects to be included
in the presentation, encouraging a participatory approach and enabling
development by individuals who were enthusiastic to experiment further (ASE
2002b).

Although the use of ICT has enormous potential for gaining students’
attention so that they engage with the topic being studied, there are limi-
tations. Indeed, it is important to remember the principles of good practice
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that apply to all teaching but are particularly critical when working with
children with learning difficulties. Three issues in particular seem to be
relevant here (see Bell 1999 for a more extensive discussion). The first is
the attention span of the children involved, who often find it difficult to
focus on a task over a sustained period of time. The second is range of
problems that children with learning difficulties can have in recognising
the key features that are relevant to the task in hand and their tendency to
focus on things that attract their attention, but are not directly relevant
to the learning objective. The third is the way in which some children
with learning difficulties rely to a significant extent on the external cues
they pick up from their surroundings in order to respond to questions.
This may involve repeating things said or done by other children,
mirroring teacher actions and taking information from pictures and other
objects in the room, regardless of their relevance. Thus, the use of presen-
tations and other media has many advantages, but there are dangers too.
Over-elaboration may become counterproductive and result in students
becoming disengaged rather than involved.

Extending and developing the teaching and learning dialogue

At the heart of most, if not all, learning situations is the interaction which
takes place between the pupil, the subject matter being studied and the
‘teacher’. Science education has been strongly influenced by constructivist
approaches to teaching and learning, in which learners are considered to
be actively involved in the construction of meaning and understanding of
concepts for themselves (see for example Osborne 1996). There has been
increased emphasis on the role of the teacher in helping children con-
struct meanings based on their existing ideas and experiences and on the
process of scaffolding in creating opportunities for children to engage with
new ideas (Morroco and Zorfuss 1996; Bell 1999). We, like others in this
volume and elsewhere (Murphy 2003; Harlen 2005), would argue that
these principles are central to good teaching in any situation, but that by
using ICT we can endeavour to make science accessible to all students in a
manner which, at least in part, overcomes the barriers to learning that
they experience.

Many of the ideas outlined in the previous section would, if used
slightly differently, be effective in extending the dialogue that is such an
integral element of teaching and learning. The interaction that can be
developed using an interactive whiteboard can involve pupils in, amongst
other things, indicating their ideas, showing examples of their work,
watching change sequences and predicting what comes next (see
Chapter 7). All these and many other ideas also enable formative assess-
ment to take place naturally as part of the learning process.

In describing the development of science materials to support pupils
with special educational needs, Bancroft (2002) highlights the importance
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of developing a multi-sensory approach, using flexible materials which are
relevant and age-appropriate to the children involved. While there is
much that can be, and should be, done without its use, ICT allows pupils
and their teachers to:

• extend the range of their senses so that it is possible to see and hear
things that otherwise would be impossible, for example, ‘watch’ things
grow over long time scales, ‘slow’ things down so they can be recorded,
experience things that are very small and very large, and ‘visit’ places
that we cannot otherwise get to;

• capture and monitor changes using sensors, computers and cameras
whilst gathering data from experiments;

• access other materials in much the same way that we would with other
children.

One of the big differences, however, is the fact that, having captured the
information, data and other forms of evidence, it is possible to review
them as often as required, enabling students to recall earlier events with-
out having to rely entirely on memory. Effective use of ICT (for example,
by rearranging objects on screen, putting symbols in order or ordering
pictures to ‘tell a story’) also helps in the sequencing of events, which
many children with learning difficulties find hard to do.

The ability to revisit activities and lesson materials electronically also
makes it easier to adapt to meet the needs of a particular group of students
by producing differentiated materials. Clarity of written instructions and
use of appropriate diagrams can be reconsidered after initially trialling the
materials with one group, without having to start all over again. This is a
particularly useful facility when working with more able students who
require additional stimuli or more challenging questions.

Vignette 3: Extending the teaching and learning dialogue

The use of ‘special effects’ simulations provides opportunities to help pupils get
below the surface, or in this example ‘under the skin’, of an object. When a class
of students were studying bones, muscles and movement, the running person
animation was used as part of the starter activity. This allowed students to see
the skeleton inside the body moving as the person either runs or walks, visually
reinforcing that the skeleton exists to add structure to the body and that specific
joints can move in specific ways. The interactive software was used after the
student had already been encouraged to feel their own bones and joints. The
animation created a focus for the extended discussion, with the group being
able to choose which joint or part of the body they wished to explore. It could,
of course, also be used when revising or revisiting the topic at a later stage
(Evans 2003).
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Language in all its forms is often a major barrier to learning in most
subjects. As Wellington and Wellington (2002) explain, in science it can
create particular difficulties, partly because of the specific vocabulary that
is used, but also because of the need to help children develop and describe
abstract ideas. Again ICT has a contribution to make in helping children
overcome this barrier. Writing with symbols2 is an ICT tool that produces a
symbol to go with every word that is typed onto the computer. The sym-
bols are used in different ways by students who find it hard to read. For
example, some students might have to rely on a symbol-supported time-
table to give meaning and structure to their school day.2 Other students
may use a symbol-supported topic summary word sheet, with the symbols
helping them to find the particular word they need to spell. Websites have
now been developed incorporating symbols to explain science-related
concepts or to provide general information on a topic. One good example
is the Rainforest with Symbols website.2 Students can be invited to submit
their own pieces of work (or stories) to the website, recognising and
sharing their successful work. This is a developing area and there is further
scope to be explored in the use of symbol-supported text in science
education.

Reinforcement, recording and reporting

As we have already indicated, the potential for ICT to be used as a means
by which children can record events and monitor changes during investi-
gations is almost endless. This is a major step forward in helping to over-
come some of the barriers to pupils’ learning. By building up a bank of
information it is possible to help students look for patterns across a range
of items in order to, for example, identify similarities and differences
between organisms.

With appropriate support and guidance, pupils can build up their own
records and reports of their investigations. Given suitable software, they
can prepare good quality work for display because the difficulties of writ-
ing and drawing can be reduced. For those who find use of the written
word difficult, the production of an audio or visual record is now a rela-
tively easy option.

Vignette 4: Reinforcement, recording and reporting

When studying floating and sinking, a group of pupils were given a collection of
objects and their task was to predict which would float or sink. The teacher had
prepared an on-screen grid in the software with appropriate key words
contained in the grid, and students clicked on words from the grid with a mouse
to include them in the word processor part of the package. When the group had
made a prediction for a particular object, they used Clicker 3 software (see
Becta 2005 and Figure 4.2) to record their ideas.
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This use of ICT enables students to produce well presented, high-quality
outcomes through the use of Clicker. This shows that the students have the ideas
but barriers exist relating to them recording or explaining their predictions. The
adaptability of the software means that teachers can use it in a variety of teaching
topics across the curriculum.

Importantly, the use of ICT also provides increased opportunities for
recording pupils’ progress, supported with evidence. In the day-to-day
bustle of the classroom, it is all too easy to miss the small steps by which
children with learning difficulties progress. By integrating the use of ICT,
in its range of forms, as part of teaching and learning, evidence of such
improvements can be gathered and, when necessary, reflected upon. For
example, when exploring bulbs, wires and batteries for the first time, a
group of pupils had to try to get the bulb to light by creating a simple
complete circuit (ASE and NASEN 2003). As a student successfully com-
pleted this task they demonstrated this to the teacher who took a picture
of them and their completed task. For students who were not happy to be
included in the picture, the teacher took only an image of their hand push-
ing the switch to complete the circuit. The pictures were saved for assess-
ment purposes and some were used in a classroom display relating to the
circuits work. This recognised the students’ achievements and provided a
visual reminder of the work that had been completed, which could be refer-
red to later as a reminder when revisiting the subject. Approaches such as

Figure 4.2 Using Clicker to support science writing.
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this enable the compilation of electronic portfolios for each child, to which
they contribute; these can be particularly valuable when developing and
reporting on learning plans for individual children. The use of scanners
allows children’s handwritten work or drawings to be included as well.

Extending the learning community

A feeling of isolation is quite often felt by those teaching science to chil-
dren with specific special educational needs. It might be the first time that
a mainstream teacher has taught a child with autism, or it might be that
the science coordinator in the special school has always struggled to teach
a specific topic in science. ICT introduces a means for those in geographic-
ally diverse locations to share their experiences, ideas and resources in a
virtual environment. This connectivity with others can be very reassuring
and has been particularly effective for those working with children with
special educational needs. For e-mail forums to be successful the numbers
registered must reach a ‘critical mass’, with subtle prompting or leading
from the coordinator of the forum, since many of those registered will at
first not feel comfortable sharing their views in what is seen as a public
domain. This can be illustrated by looking at findings based on the SENCO
Forum, which is a well established e-mail forum that has been monitored
and researched (Lewis and Ogilvie 2002) during its development. Other
successful SEN e-mail forums are operated by Becta (Becta/Ngfl SEN
forums) and the ASE also operates the Inclusive Science e-mail group
(ISSEN website: http//www.issen:org.uk/).

It can be hard to find specific resources that are identified as really
addressing inclusion and special educational needs in science. In the
recent past, some manufacturers may have been timid in promoting a
resource as applicable ‘for SEN’ for fear that it might marginalise the
appeal of the resource. However, with the inclusion agenda having
become a higher priority, this does not seem so much the case today, with
manufacturers beginning to refer to accessibility and special educational
needs in their promotional materials. However, it is a small start – Becta
(2003b) stated that ‘only a small percentage of curriculum materials are
currently available in alternative formats accessible to those with special
needs.’ Resources such as the Ngfl/Becta Inclusion website (Ngfl/Becta)
have provided a portal for identifying suitable materials and sharing ideas
that address these important considerations.

Vignette 5: Extending the learning community

Several groups have been established to provide a means of linking those
working with different groups of children. For example, the ISSEN group was set
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up with an ethos of bringing together expertise in making science more inclusive,
and the Becta SEN forums, including the SENCO forum, provide links for ICT
and inclusion.

An example of a more local initiative is the Science To Raise And Track
Achievement (STRATA) project (Oswald et al. 2002; STRATA website: http//
www.ase.org.uk/sen/sen/strata-schemes.htm) which brought together teachers
in Cambridgeshire special schools to develop topic-based schemes of work for
science incorporating the p-scales (QCA 2001) and going up to level 4. The
process was not only worthwhile for participating teachers, but the resulting
schemes have been further disseminated through the Astra Zeneca Science
Teaching Trust website. A Continuing Professional Development unit has also
been developed to enable other teachers to gain a better understanding of how
to make appropriate use of the p-scales with their students. The schemes, having
been adopted and adapted by other teachers working in similar environments
with ICT, have been the key to disseminating this good practice beyond the
original group, saving others from ‘reinventing the wheel’.

Some final thoughts

New forms of technologies are rapidly developing and these will inevitably
continue to provide new ways of supporting inclusion in science, particu-
larly regarding accessibility and enabling further independent learning.
There has already been increased regulation of website design in the UK
(Disability Rights Commission 2004) which will increase the overall acces-
sibility of the Internet. Software tools that automatically convert written
electronic text on a website into a symbol-supported text version are
already being introduced and recently developed tools to aid those with
visual impairment include handheld devices that can scan newspaper text
and then be plugged into a television to produce enlarged, legible text.2

Recent technology has also supported the development of tactile dia-
grams that incorporate speech for visually impaired students and others to
hear the parts of the diagram named as they touch it. Such tactile diagrams
might be a map of the world, part of a car, or the human digestive system,
produced in a raised or textured version on a piece of board, so that the
diagram can be felt. In the past a support teacher may have explained
the diagram as it was being felt, or Braille labels may have been used, but
the use of speech synthesis makes them far more engaging and able to be
used more independently. The use of electronic notepads that allow stu-
dents to express their opinions or submit their results to a computer that
would collate them centrally would further assist student engagement.
Interactive whiteboards have begun to make a large impact in some
schools and, as greater numbers are being installed, their use is beginning
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to be explored by teachers and researchers, reflecting on their potential as
a teaching and learning tool, and not only as novel, short-lived practice.
This view is further supported by the increasing level of support and
guidance that is becoming available through web portals (Becta 2003c;
E-learning centre 2005). However, as is concluded by O’Sullivan (2004),
who studied the use of interactive whiteboards by students with profound
and multiple learning difficulties, being a new, developing technology,
there is a need for further detailed research into their impacts and
implications for students with special educational needs.

However, as with all areas regarding ICT in science education, there is a
need for teachers to receive training relating to its effective use:

Teachers cite the lack of time, insufficient knowledge of the pedagogical
uses of technology, and a lack of information on existing software as
three major barriers to integrating technology. Teachers and support
staff need ongoing training in order to make informed decisions regard-
ing the technological needs of all students, including those with special
needs.

Becta (2003b)

This emphasises that if the use of ICT is to make a real difference for all
students then the priority, for the immediate future at least, must be sup-
porting teachers to integrate its use into their everyday practice. Although
it is perhaps less exciting than speculating about the potential capability
of new ICT hardware and software, it cannot be emphasised too often that
the role of the teacher remains key to the effectiveness with which ICT can
enhance the learning that takes place. To this end, teachers need to
develop confidence in using ICT in combination with subject knowledge
and teaching skills. If, by adapting and modifying teaching strategies in
small ways, teachers can use ICT to help overcome barriers to learning and
make explicit the small incremental steps that are required to help chil-
dren develop their process skills and understanding of concepts, then we
can truly claim we are making science more inclusive.

Notes

1 Further sources of research, policy, pedagogical and curriculum information are
available at the following sites:

ACE Centre http://www.ace-north.org.uk/
Astra Zeneca Science Teaching Trust http://www.azteachscience.co.uk/
Dyspraxia Foundation http://www.dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/
Inclusive Technology http://www.inclusive.co.uk/
Inclusive Science and Special Educational Needs (ISSEN) http://www.issen.org.uk
London Gifted and Talented http://www.londongt.org/homepage/index.php
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National Association for Able Children in Education (NACE) http://
www.nace.co.uk
National Association for Special Educational Needs (NASEN) http://
www.nasen.org.uk
National Grid for Learning/Becta Inclusion website http://inclusion.ngfl.gov.uk/
Royal National Institute for Deaf people (RNID) http://www.rnid.org.uk/
Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB) http://www.rnib.org.uk/
The British Dyslexia Association http://www.bda-dyslexia.org.uk
Down’s Syndrome Association http://www.downs-syndrome.org.uk/
The National Autistic Society http://www.oneworld.org/autism_uk/
Satellite Schools http://satellitevs.com/ or http://www.satelliteschool.co.uk
STRATA, Astra Zeneca Science Teaching Trust, Cambridgeshire project resources
http://www.azteachscience.co.uk/code/development/strata.htm
Symbols World website http://www.symbolworld.org/index.htm
Further contacts relating to special educational needs can be found at http://
www.ase.org.uk/sen/

2 Webwide (2005) Communicate: webwide, http://www.widgit.com/products/
webwide/powerpoint/index.htm (July 2005).
Widget at http://www.widgit.com for Writing with symbols 2000, Rainforest with
symbols, Class timetable produced using Widgit Rebus symbols and Guide to symbol-
supported timetable (July 2005).
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ELEPHANTS CAN’T JUMP:
CREATIVITY, NEW

TECHNOLOGY AND
CONCEPT EXPLORATION

IN PRIMARY SCIENCE

Ben Williamson

Introduction

This chapter explores the possible implications for primary science educa-
tion of children using new technology to create and manipulate visual
illustrations and drawings of science concepts. In doing so, it addresses
three distinct fields of recent analysis. First, it explores how children’s
creative activities can be promoted by using ICT to enable science learn-
ing to become meaningful to them. Secondly, it identifies how work in
children’s visual literacy from the field of social semiotics impacts on
the ICT-enabled science classroom. Finally, it discusses how previous
work on using drawing in the science classroom has allowed children to
explore and develop their conceptual understandings of science. This
three-pronged approach leads into an analysis of a recent prototype
development of a computer-mediated drawing tool, Moovl, which allows
children to construct and manipulate dynamic drawings. The chapter
then discusses how a greater emphasis on children’s creativity and visual
literacy in the classroom can impact on their ability to become scientific-
ally inquisitive and exploratory when beginning to investigate science
concepts.



 

Creativity

What does ‘being creative’ mean? More narrowly, what does ‘being cre-
ative’ mean in the context of science? History has revealed many
examples of creative scientists whose discoveries have shocked the world,
but often the enduring stereotype of these – as in the cases of Stephen
Hawking, Albert Einstein or Isaac Newton – is of the solitary genius
scientist surrounded by instruments and chemicals or working on
equations at a chalkboard (Driver et al. 1996; Osborne et al. 2002). Cer-
tainly the solitary genius does exist, but this popular view is unhelpful
if, as many now believe, we wish to encourage children and young people
to be creative while learning science in school. It implies that only the
most intellectually able can really ‘do science’ and that the capacity for
‘being creative’ is something that these people possess as an innate
resource (Robinson 2001). Neither creativity nor science should be seen
in such narrow terms. With new technology now becoming more wide-
spread in the classroom it is also necessary to conceptualise the relation-
ship between these tools and the creative learning processes they can
promote.

The issue of creativity in science was largely sidelined by the intro-
duction of science as a core subject in the National Curriculum in England
and Wales in 1989. For many the National Curriculum for Science recon-
firmed the science classroom as a preparatory lab for the minority of
students who might go on to study science later at university or beyond
(Osborne 2002; Osborne and Hennessy 2003). According to some com-
mentators, the attitudes of many school leavers after 12 years of com-
pulsory National Curriculum science are at best ambivalent and at worst
entirely negative (Newton and Newton 1992; Jarvis and Rennie 1998),
with many of them lacking familiarity with the core scientific ideas that
they will meet outside of school (Millar and Osborne 1998) or holding on
to misconceptions that have never been challenged (Vosniadou 1997;
Murphy 2003). Studies of children’s science education in the primary
years suggest that many of their misconceptions and attitudes towards
science are formed early on as a consequence of their interactions with
particular areas of subject matter (Millar and Driver 1987; Kelly and
Waters-Adams 2004).

As a consequence, many have comparatively recently come to recog-
nise that if we wish children to find science exciting and stimulating
then we need to make its complexities somehow more accessible. The
research literature has increasingly emphasised the importance of child-
ren’s ‘quest for meaning’ in science (Warwick and Stephenson 2002), the
development of children’s scientific reasoning skills (McFarlane and
Sakellariou 2002) and the promotion of ‘scientific literacy’ (Osborne
2002; Osborne and Hennessy 2003). These approaches, it is argued, will
make science more meaningful for pupils. Broadly concerned with how
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children construct meanings and understandings through science activ-
ities, rather than seeing science as content to be practised and remem-
bered, these are views commensurate with the growing literature in
creativity.

Creativity, however, is still not well understood. It remains a well-
intentioned, but elusive and ill-defined concept, often used as an umbrella
term for disparate activities, skills and processes (Harlen 2004). The case
for recognising its value is often made in general terms that simply assert it
is a good thing for all individuals, or that define it narrowly in instrumental
terms linked to the economy (Prentice 2000). Further, it is important to
recognise the distinctions between ‘teaching for creativity’ and ‘creative
teaching’ (Loveless 2002). In 1999 the publication of the influential All
our Futures report by the National Advisory Committee on Creative and
Cultural Education (NACCCE) characterised creativity as working imagin-
atively and with a purpose, judging and reflecting on the value of one’s
contributions to solving problems and fashioning critical responses. The
report strongly concluded that creativity should no longer be associated
solely with particular ‘arts’-based disciplines, but rather as a process that
can be mobilised across much wider domains. Others (Overton 2004;
Harlen 2004; Howe 2004) have emphasised that creativity is not com-
posed of uniquely creative events but is rather a process for learners of
bringing together existing ideas, information and evidence to produce
new combinations of ideas. This process, it is argued, is an integral func-
tion of learning, and while its activities are slower than more traditional
classroom exercises, they facilitate learning that is more meaningful, more
likely to ‘stick’ and more likely to satisfy children and motivate them
to continue to learn. In a review of the literature in creativity, Loveless
usefully provides a summary:

Creativity in education can encompass learning to be creative in order
to produce work that has originality and value to individuals, peers and
society, as well as learning to be creative in order to support ‘possibility
thinking’ in making choices in everyday life.

(Loveless 2002: 3)

A recent special issue of Primary Science Review featured a number
of practical examples of creative, cross-curricular teaching and learning
intended to promote such ‘possibility thinking’, including field trips to old
coal mines and dramatic role-play activities that illustrate such processes
of discovery and exploration.

Indicative of the recognition of the importance of creativity to learn-
ing across subject domains, the Qualifications and Curriculum Agency
(QCA) has established a ‘creativity working group’ which promotes cre-
ativity based on the model of constructivism as extended knowledge
building tasks (QCA 2002) and recently launched the ‘Creativity: Find It,
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Promote It’ website (http://www.ncaction.org.uk/creativity) to support
good practice. The current government’s strategy for primary schools
(DfES 2003) also underlines the value of creativity as a broad and cross-
curricular concern rather than a discrete specialisation. Such work makes
it clear that science lessons in primary schools should have a creative,
collaborative and cross-curricular emphasis that does not characterise
science as an isolated, meaningless discipline, which students find
de-motivating.

In science education we might, then, characterise ‘being creative’ as:
working imaginatively with existing ideas, information and evidence;
sharpening one’s interpretation of them, often by sharing and working on
ideas with others; and constructing expressions of the meanings of these
ideas, information and evidence that accurately articulate one’s personal
understanding of what has been achieved.

Creativity and digital technology

As McFarlane (2003) has identified, working with ideas is characteristic
not just of creativity but of the ways in which ICT can be used most effect-
ively in schools. Loveless (2002: 12), too, identifies that key features of ICT
applications such as interactivity and provisionality ‘enable users to make
changes, try out alternatives, and keep a “trace” of the development of
ideas’. A compelling example of this is provided by McFarlane, who sug-
gests that dynamic simulations offer opportunities for children to interact
with and manipulate complex systems:

The value of dynamic representation is likely to reside in the rendering
of the abstract as concrete. For example, it is possible to see, and interact
with, a representation of the molecules in a gas [. . .]. By experimenting
with the behaviour of these virtual systems it is possible to infer, and
understand, the principles underlying often complex and otherwise
abstract systems.

(McFarlane 2003: 223).

Such simulations, of course, must be built on adequate models or algo-
rithms of the reality being simulated, which is not always the case:
some oversimplify or even misrepresent the phenomena under simulation
(McFarlane and Sakellariou 2002). Similarly, caution should be taken with
computer simulations since they represent ‘cleaned-up’ versions of the
complex and messy real world (Osborne and Hennessy 2003), and they do
need to present viable and convincing alternatives to children’s everyday
beliefs if their thinking is to develop (Hennessy et al. 1995).

One other notable line of enquiry in simulations is recent work
in metaphor, particularly visual metaphor. Cameron’s (2002) work on
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metaphors in the learning of science describes a metaphor as bringing
together two distinct domains whose juxtaposition activates the possibil-
ity of interpretation. These domains, she suggests, are the Topic and the
Vehicle, where Topic refers to the actual concept under scrutiny and
Vehicle to properties from a related area; operating together, the two
domains help to activate the meaning of each distinctly and complement
each other. In a development of a science simulation reported by Sweedyk
(2005), visual and textual metaphors were recruited to explain the con-
cept of protein synthesis, with the Topic of proteins represented by the
Vehicle of elixirs and protein synthesis described in terms of elixir pro-
duction techniques. The juxtaposition of the Topic with its metaphorical
Vehicle, then, may be both visual and verbal, with images and words com-
plementing one another to support the construction of meaning by
learners.

However, Osborne and Hennessy (2003) note that the value of inter-
active computer models such as simulations is not just in representing
scientific ideas or phenomena. They can also encourage pupils to pose
exploratory ‘what-if’ questions, to try out and observe what happens
when variables are manipulated and to revise both their hypotheses and
their investigative practices if they have made mistakes. The capacity to
interact with systems that support provisionality, to be iterative in this
fashion and to receive immediate feedback can, then, support the develop-
ment of young people’s repertoire of creative and scientific methods. Fur-
ther, Loveless (2002) suggests that a characteristic of creativity with new
technology is the recognition of how the features of particular appli-
cations can be manipulated and exploited. The implications for science
are that different predictions can be recorded, experiments designed, data
and variables can be manipulated, results observed and a range of infer-
ences made. In a classroom equipped with these tools and techniques,
then, children can keep a trace of the development of their ideas as they
interact with and explore dynamic systems, access information sources,
record data, create meaningful representations of their ideas and com-
municate conclusions or inferences through appropriate media and
modes. Loveless (1995) and Claxton (2000) have both suggested that
being capable with new technology, however, is more than just com-
petence with a set of skills and techniques; it is subject to an individual’s
ability to recognise and evaluate the distinctive contributions that
new technologies can make to specific tasks and working processes. The
use of new technology on its own cannot be described as creativity,
then, but the right new technology can certainly be used to support the
creative, imaginative and purposeful exploration of science concepts and
phenomena.

Three recent examples that use ICT to promote creativity in primary
science are the Blaise Castle Project, Savannah and the Bedminster Down
Space Centre, all Bristol-based projects. The Blaise Castle Project is an
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annual fieldwork exercise which saw 700 Year 6 pupils use data-logging
equipment, laptops loaded with databases and offline website resources
and digital cameras to conduct a thorough survey of insect habitats in
a historic park on the edge of Bristol. Pupils took on the tasks of data
collection and analysis, documented their activities and discoveries, and
afterwards collated their data into multimedia presentations and wall dis-
plays. The more experimental Savannah project conducted in March and
April 2004 provided children from Year 6 with handheld computers
(PDAs) with global positioning system technology to allow them to
explore a physical playing field with a virtual map of the African plains
superimposed on it. By taking on roles in a pride of lions, the children had
to ‘scent’ their territory, protect their cubs, hunt for food and evade starva-
tion in the dry season. The process of playing the game required them to
make predictions about lions’ lives on the savannah, to collect data from
the field, conduct ‘desk research’ using websites, books and video and
continuously modify their strategies for game-play as the demands of the
virtual environment changed. The Bedminster Down Space Centre is a
website developed by Bedminster Down Secondary School that hosts local
primaries. Children at the primary schools log in to space missions that
they are then able to track over a two-week period. The site beams them
information about planets and space, and about their chosen space rocket,
so that they can then use this information to carry out experiments on
electrical circuits, to make presentations about aspects of planetary science
and the solar system and to work with others to make sense of complex
data sets.

It is not the technical or pedagogical innovativeness of these applica-
tions that uniquely positions them as ‘creative’. Rather, it is the modes of
interaction that they promote which stimulate pupils’ creativity. In all
three examples, children are encouraged to imagine, suppose and generate
ideas; to shape, refine and manage those ideas; to purposely produce
tangible outcomes and to act alongside their peers as reflective, critical
reviewers. The capacity to manage these disciplines is what makes a
learner a creative practitioner and pursuer of meaning.

Many other applications relevant to primary science are discussed else-
where in this volume. Furthermore, the multimedia capacities of ICT
mean that children’s exploration and articulation of ideas about science
need not be confined to words, but can be expressed in images, sound
and action. This chapter will confine itself to examining the role of
image-making software and the implications of such applications for
strengthening the relationship between creativity and science.

NESTA Futurelab has been working with Soda Creative Ltd to create a
tool to support children to work creatively with simple science concepts
at Key Stage 1. ‘Moovl’ is designed as a dynamic doodling environment
where it is possible to create interactive drawings that can be animated
according to simple rules of physics. Users draw directly on to a tablet
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PC using a digital stylus, on to an interactive whiteboard using a stylus
or finger (depending on the system) or with a mouse on a PC. Images can
be assigned properties which affect how they behave and interact with
each other on screen. Each property can be manipulated along a slider
scale:

• mass/density – weightless, light, heavy
• elasticity/springiness – very elastic, a little elastic, stiff
• air resistance – no air resistance, some air resistance, fixed
• hardness/collisions – solid, semi-solid, not solid

During trials of the prototype, it was clear that the software could only pro-
duce approximations of these physics, not accurate simulations. However,
the purpose of the project was principally oriented towards encouraging
young children to externalise and manipulate their mental concepts of
dynamic phenomena and then to be able to present these to their teachers
and to each other. In addition to the doodling functionality, Moovl also
utilises the networking capacity of the tablet PCs to allow users to share
their simulations through a ‘scrapbook’ function. The scrapbook allows
users to simply ‘drag and drop’ their images into a series of ‘bins’ that are
then visible to others working on the same local network.

In the study of Moovl being used by children in two classes at a primary
school in Bristol (Figures 5.1 and 5.2), we were interested in how children
articulate their understandings through their construction of dynamic
drawings, how we can interpret their representations and models and,
thus, what further work may be required to advance these understandings.
In other words, what creative practices were being mobilised by the chil-
dren in the use of the software? A group of Year 1 children (aged 5–6 years)
began to demonstrate how the provisionality of the Moovl program
allowed them to take a creative, iterative approach. In one example, pupils
Maisie and Connor were illustrating how a group of elephants from The
Jungle Book (the class reading text for the week) could get across a ravine
(Figures 5.3 and 5.4):

Connor: [quietly to Maisie] Which one shall we do?
Maisie: Shall we draw a elephant, a aeroplane for the elephant to go in

the aeroplane then we need to do a seat on the top
[Connor drawing]
Connor: I think they should, I think they should do another bridge
Researcher: Yeah?
Maisie: With lots of wood
[Connor draws bridge spanning ravine. He tries to move the elephant but finds

that it comes apart when moved]
Connor: Oh. I’ll rub him out
[Maisie takes pen, re-draws elephant]
Connor: [takes pen] Let’s see if it works
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 Moovl on whiteboard in Year 1 classroom.
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Figure 5.3 Connor’s bridge (Year 1).
© Copyright NESTA Futurelab/Soda Creative 2004

Figure 5.4 Maisie’s aeroplane (Year 1).
© Copyright NESTA Futurelab/Soda Creative 2004
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[Connor moves elephant across bridge]
Connor: We did it, we did it already

The process of drawing and trying out shapes with different properties,
and then of reviewing the effectiveness of those representations and
iteratively redesigning them, is a creative enterprise that could not so
easily be accomplished with a pen and paper. This provisionality and
the iterative working it promotes is a core creative competence and
the software allowed the children to complete the exercise by creating
‘workscratchings’ and then discarding or elaborating these.

One of the key aspects of creativity in science that has been identified is
the ability to be able to ask exploratory ‘what-if’ questions and then to
explore the consequences of taking certain actions or manipulating cer-
tain variables in an experiment. The flexibility of Moovl was intended to
encourage children to ask such ‘what-if’ questions, particularly when they
are manipulating the properties they have assigned to their images. In the
trials of the software a number of the children’s questions emerged. These
tended to fall into two distinct types of question: those that asked why the
software had behaved in certain ways and those that asked whether the
software could simulate certain behaviours. The first set included these
examples:

‘Hey why did it fall down?’ (Hanna, Year 1)
‘How do you get this to bounce?’ (Eloise, Year 3)
‘Do you think it’s extra springy?’ (Marley, Year 3)
‘Why’s it still bouncing?’ (Martha, Year 3)
‘How did that happen? What’s the mix like?’ (Jack, Year 3)
‘How come it isn’t working?’ (Jack, Year 3)
‘Why did it go all up there?’ (Jacob, Year 3)

The second set of questions included other examples which demon-
strate the children beginning to ask more exploratory questions:

‘It needs to be thinner, dunnit?’ (unknown, Year 3)
‘I thought, how do you get the river to move?’ (Connor, Year 1)
‘How do you make it fly?’ (Maisie, Year 1)
‘So now you see nothing happens . . . So now what they gonna do? . . .
What’s this one do I wonder?’ (Marley, Year 3)

Another episode from the trial of the software indicated the value of
children working together to share ideas, to show each other their draw-
ings and then to make modifications of these based on each others’ input.
These children were regularly making predictions to one another about
the actions the software would simulate if they manipulated their images
and the variables in these. In this example, they were illustrating the forces
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of pushing and pulling and had chosen to picture this as a jumping cat
leaping to knock a piece of fruit out of a tree:

Zoe: [to Sam] It’s going to be a cat, as big as the tree
Kelsey: [to Sam and Zoe] We haven’t done it yet
Sam: Ah, sucker, you can’t do it
Kelsey: We can but we just keep doing it wrong
[. . .]
Sam: [to Zoe] Why are you rubbing out the cat?
Zoe: Because it’s too big, it’s as big as the tree. It may as well not jump if

it’s going to be as big as it
[. . .]
Sam: [to Zoe] Do it, make it bounce more
Kelsey: That was funny
Sam: [pointing to screen in front of Zoe] Do it on that one, that one’s bigger
Zoe: I don’t know what to
[Sam takes pen]
Zoe: [pointing to screen in front of Sam] I wonder if you make this thing

really high up here. Rub that out and draw something really high
[Zoe tries to take pen]
Sam: No wait, get off a minute
Zoe: That makes it go really small
Sam: Then . . .
Zoe: Put something really high up there
Sam: You’re up in the air . . . Eats something, gets the food [hands pen

back to Zoe]
Zoe: Can I rub that out?

Sam and Zoe’s dialogue accompanies an ongoing process of drawing,
erasing and revising as they work out how to get their cat to jump into the
treetop where it can push the fruit out of the tree. Throughout their dia-
logue, the pair conjecture about what features of the program will change
the dynamics of the image they have created and they are able to try these
ideas out iteratively.

In another example, three pairs of children sitting around the same
set of tables launched into a longer dialogue during which a variety of
existing understandings were articulated. Again, the children were
experimenting with springiness and conjecturing about which sorts of
animals they could draw that they could then simulate with the spring
functionality:

Marley: What other animals could we possibly do?
Jack: Mmmm, a big blue whale
Marley: No, listen [inaudible]
Emily: [whispers to Marley – inaudible]
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Marley: An elephant? Elephants can’t jump
Martha: I might do an otter
Researcher: An otter?
[. . .]
Jacob: The sea doesn’t bounce
Martha: It can jump
Jacob: So? The sea doesn’t bounce
[. . .]
Martha: Huh a dolphin can jump . . . [louder] a dolphin can jump

In this discussion, the children exchanged a variety of understand-
ings. Marley recognises that elephants cannot jump and Martha realises
that a dolphin can; Jacob states that the sea cannot bounce. As they dis-
cussed these ideas, the children were already in the act of drawing many of
these items and manipulating the variables that determined their dynam-
ics. The process of sharing ideas with one another, then, was comple-
mented by the capacity of the software to allow the children to visualise
these ideas.

Visual literacy

Osborne (2002: 206) identifies that in the professional domain ‘science is
a complex interplay of phenomena, data, theories, beliefs, values, motiv-
ation and social context both constituted by, and reflected in, its dis-
course. Science as a professional discipline, in short, is a process that
relates the imaginative conjecture of scientists to an evidential base and
to the work of others. This, as Osborne points out, is not purely to do
with practical activities either. Rather, science is learned and expanded
through its discourse – its practices, its representations, and its language,
that is, the communicative modes in which ideas are articulated, con-
sidered, rejected or received. According to Gee (1996), being knowledge-
able and familiar with these discourses leads to the development of
‘scientific literacy’, where being literate in this sense means developing
fluency with the words, actions, values and beliefs of scientists. Even
more particularly, it means being critically reflective about the practices of
scientists, about the major scientific explanations, the beliefs which
underpin them and the ways in which science is used and abused
(Osborne and Hennessy 2003). If the emerging emphasis in science educa-
tion is on how young people make meaning, then scientific literacy is the
framework of content understandings and process competencies that will
allow them to accomplish this. However, to take the social semiotic view
of science literacy, science is bound in discourses and modes of representa-
tion which are far from exclusively lexical. Lemke (1998), for example,
argues that science sometimes cannot be articulated in the language of
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words alone; it needs diagrams, pictures, graphs, maps and other visual
forms of expression.

Given, then, that science is a multi-modal (Jewitt et al. 2001; Kress et al.
2001) or multi-semiotic (Lemke 1998) discipline – that is, it involves the
negotiation and production of meanings in different modes of representa-
tion, from verbal text to image – many have begun to identify the import-
ant role that ‘visual literacy’ can play in science education. For Kress and
colleagues, such a view of science education involves the understanding
that when a sign-maker creates a representation of scientific phenomena it
is to find ‘the most plausible form for the meaning that (s)he wishes to
express’ (Kress et al. 2001: 5). In the primary curriculum for Key Stage 1
science there is already a requirement for children to communicate the
findings of their scientific investigations in a variety of ways. This includes
using ICT and producing drawings, tables, graphs and pictograms. It
requires, then, a ‘bringing together’ of ideas in multiple formats, media and
modes, not just for summation but in order to further develop understand-
ings. The science classroom is already multi-modal and multi-semiotic,
with emphasis placed on the visual as well as the verbal.

New technology is already beginning to allow children and educators
to engage in complex science and dynamic systems (McFarlane and
Sakellariou 2002; McFarlane 2003) in ways which are authentic to the
actual experience of the observed or perceived world. The multiple modal-
ities of representation that new technology increasingly offers do not just
allow children to present creative interpretations of scientific concepts
and phenomena; new technology should offer tools which afford children
and their teachers the opportunities to think about science and to ‘do
science’ (Osborne 2002) in meaningful ways. In short, it should allow us
to be creative, inventive, imaginative and purposeful in science and to
perceive science as a process of constantly making meaning.

During the study of Moovl, it was clear that many of the children
were able to articulate their ideas in images, but that they were less
confident in explaining what images and actions their images repre-
sented. Often the children involved in the trial drew images in silence,
or spoke very quietly to themselves. What was apparent was that once
they had seen others’ pictures, many of them would duplicate this and
produce very similar images themselves, as in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 which
show how two children sitting near to each other had both drawn similar
boat designs.

The children, then, appear to have been involved in the wordless
exchange of representation, where the actual visual signs represented in
their drawings and the dynamic movements afforded by the software
allow them to communicate meanings that can then be shared with
others. In the above examples, Hamera had been unable to identify how
she planned to get her Jungle Book elephant across the ravine until she had
seen Liam producing his image of the boat. The two pictures indicate
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Figure 5.5 Liam’s boat (Year 1).
© Copyright NESTA Futurelab/Soda Creative 2004

Figure 5.6 Hamera’s boat (Year 1).
© Copyright NESTA Futurelab/Soda Creative 2004
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strongly how her reception of these image-based ideas has influenced her
thinking and thus influenced her image.

However, in some cases the children found that communicating in
images was more difficult. In this excerpt two Year 3 children, Marley and
Amy, had constructed an image of Mr Springylegs, an imaginary crab-like
superhero with springs for legs, who they were using to illustrate the
behaviours of springy objects:

Marley: Look yeah look I we did it, we did it
Amy: Oh yeah oh yeah
Researcher: Did it work?
Marley: Not exactly how I wanted it
Researcher: Not bad though is it
Everton: [standing and looking over] How come it walks?
Marley: It’s isn’t it’s jumping

For Marley, the capacity of the software has limited his ability to repre-
sent his idea as well as he hoped. However, being able to illustrate the
dynamics of springs seemed to free his imagination so that his representa-
tion of this phenomena is framed as an imaginary character who jumps
across the screen. Moovl provides the potential for children to create vis-
ual, representational models of observable phenomena therefore, to an
extent, offering the modalities of animation as a means of describing their
perceptions of those phenomena. For this reason the actual images the
children create in Moovl can be seen as important visual statements and
models of their understandings. These understandings might also be
beyond their linguistic grasp to explain, or may provide a better founda-
tion for interpersonal understandings where language alone would be
insufficient for articulating their meanings. Clearly, then, the children’s
representations created in Moovl should be seen as statements of their
understanding of phenomena, although we may want to caution against
assuming that their production of images accurately depicts their percep-
tions of the represented objects. As Dove et al. (1999) have warned in
their study of young children’s science drawings, many young children
struggle with concepts such as scale, may tend to portray objects such as
mountains and rivers according to stereotypical or idealised representa-
tions and sometimes their drawings display plain misconceptions. It is
likely, then, that science educators in the near future will have to negotiate
and interpret the representations created and articulated by children and
the meanings articulated in them. These will come in a variety of modes,
created in different media, and will be represented through the multi-
semiotic discourses that constitute science and through which science
constitutes itself. The images that children create in science emerge as
purposely motivated signs of what children perceive to be the meanings in
the world surrounding them. It is in this fashion that children are able to
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begin making sense of the science concepts which comprise the science
curriculum.

Concept development

Children’s conceptual development and their creativity in science are
closely aligned. Much of the current emphasis on promoting creativity
in primary science stems from two influential projects carried out in
the 1990s that emphasised constructivist views of teaching and learning.
The STAR (Science Teaching Action Research) project studied classroom
practice in relation to process skills (see Russell and Harlen 1990), while
the SPACE (Science Processes and Concept Exploration) project investi-
gated children’s own ideas about science (for example, Schilling et al.
1993). The SPACE project has subsequently informed the foundation for
Nuffield’s primary science scheme. It approaches the subject through the
‘elicitation’ of children’s ideas about science and then through further
activities and ‘intervention’ helps them towards better understanding of
the topics under analysis. In a review of the research literature on child-
ren’s conceptions in science Wandersee et al. (1994) notes that children
have a variety of alternative frameworks arising from their personal
experiences, observations and social interaction and that these can inter-
act with formal school science learning in unintended ways. Similarly,
Duit (1991) has found that children’s pre-existing conceptions influence
and guide their science learning throughout school. These alternative
frameworks, then, need to be elicited by teachers not just so that they can
be ‘corrected’ but so that teachers can design effective curricular and
instructional strategies and materials.

The danger that such explicit elicitation of existing ideas – and the
subsequent challenging of these ideas – may lead to demoralisation in the
classroom (Asoko 2002) needs, however, to be recognised. What is
required are classroom strategies which promote surprise and puzzlement
and which can then be worked upon by teachers to raise the status of
some ideas at the expense of others (Hewson et al. 1998). These
approaches are broadly constructivist, that is, based on the assumption
that children construct or build their own understandings about how the
world works and that any misconceptions they have developed are best
addressed by engaging them in activities that allow them to re-construct
those conceptions. These approaches, then, are equally concerned with
children’s abilities to communicate to explain science as they are with
practical science activities.

It is acknowledged that the creation of graphical images is important in
science in allowing children to articulate their understandings of concepts
(Cox 1999), as well as for young children’s wider development of com-
prehension about the everyday world that they perceive (Browne 1996;
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Kress 1997; Coates 2002). Previous studies of drawing activities in primary
science have suggested that it taps children’s holistic understanding of
phenomena and concepts and that it therefore prevents them from feeling
that their understandings are inferior to those of teachers or researchers.
Further, many scientific phenomena, such as cloud types or leaf shapes,
are better suited to visualisation than verbalisation (White and Gunstone
1992; Dove et al. 1999). Research into how children represent scientific
concepts through drawing has focused both on specific concepts such
as ‘insects’ (Shepardson 2002), ‘the water cycle’ (Dove et al. 1999), and
‘evaporation’ (Schilling et al 1993), and on abstract concepts such as
‘technology’ (Rennie and Jarvis 1995) and ‘Earth viewed from space’
(Arnold et al. 1995). Many of these have been intended to probe and detect
levels of understanding.

In the Moovl study, the software was being used to elicit from children –
through the externalisation of their mental images of phenomena – a
range of understandings about dynamics, particularly how the weight and
elasticity of objects affects their motion and their behaviour when they
collide with or land on top of other objects. In this example, three children
from Year 3 were demonstrating one of their images to the researcher:

Jack: This is a way to cheat – you can’t actually go to the bottom, or,
a way so that it, you get not that many bounces

Jack: Oh they’re pushing it up
Marley: Oh cool
Jack: No they’re whacking it and pushing it up
Marley: Cool
Jack: And one went through it
Sarah: There it goes. Make it so it bounces on top of it, like that one

does
Jack: Awesome. Ah it’s pushing it down now
Sarah: Yeah but they will push it up
Researcher: That’s one’s bouncing a lot isn’t it
Jack: Ah cool, wicked

During this session, the children were able to articulate their existing
understandings about how objects would behave given certain degrees of
elasticity and weight and also found that some objects behaved somewhat
unpredictably, leading them to manipulate the image further and to con-
jecture about the likely consequences of doing so. Although a technical
problem prevented it from occurring effectively, it was anticipated that
the children would also be able to ‘upload’ their images to their teacher’s
machine so that they would then be able to present their creations from
the whiteboard at the front of the classroom. The availability of such func-
tionality, it is proposed, would have allowed the pupils to present their
ideas to their classmates and to their teacher and to stimulate a longer dis-
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cussion in which the teacher could have guided the development of their
understandings by asking them probing questions. However, without this
opportunity, the children instead adapted to conjecture and speculation
about the affordances of the software and the effects of manipulating it:

Marley: I know what these do. [points] That means it’s soft
Sarah: What does that do then? [points to feature on screen]
Jack: I don’t know
Marley: I know
Sarah: What does it do?
Jack: What?
Marley: Squishes the [inaudible] underneath [giggles] . . . No it means . . .
Jack: That or that’s got to be the speed of it
Sarah: What’s it really do?

If one problem of using such drawing activities to elicit from children
their existing understandings in science is that many of these are based
on idealised or stereotypical forms and are hard to displace, or are based
on plain misconceptions, then how can a program such as Moovl be
used effectively to support the transformation of these understandings?
The direct feedback it provides may begin to demonstrate if a particular
conception is wrong, but this could just as easily be rejected if children do
not understand it or if it is not consonant with their existing frameworks.
The mechanism for tackling the issue of alternative conceptions in the
Moovl project was to attempt to use the networked, public scrapbook
functionality to promote collaboration. By this is meant collaboration
between children, but also between the children and their teachers.

Recent work on changing the practices of school science has particularly
highlighted the importance of the role of the teacher and the idea of
cognition as a product of social interaction (see, for example, Asoko 2002;
Watt 2002). Drawing on Ogborn et al. (1996), who call for classroom
methods that facilitate ‘talking ideas into existence’, Warwick and
Stephenson (2002: 145) state that ‘if we are to encourage children to
develop an understanding of the meaning of their work in science, there is
at least one prerequisite – structured talk that acknowledges that pupils
have pre-existing ideas’. In this ‘social constructivist’ model of learning, in
which children and teachers are all collaborators, the curriculum may be
subject structured but subject boundaries are often crossed by the teacher’s
approach as she/he looks at ‘ways of making learning meaningful to the
pupil by connecting knowledge that is presented in meaningful contexts’
(Warwick and Stephenson 2002: 149). This statement, it seems, calls for a
modified emphasis in science teaching that treats science as a collabora-
tive subject in which teachers and pupils jointly construct meanings
through social interaction, and as a nexus for cross-curricular links with
other subjects and, indeed, non-curricular areas.
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It was not possible adequately to trial the collaborative functions of
Moovl, but the trials did begin to indicate how the software could prompt
the kind of surprise and wonder that leads to talk in a creative classroom.
The kinds of talk that many of the children were spontaneously engaging
in whilst exploring the functionality of Moovl to complete the challenges
set by their teachers were often characterised by exploratory questioning,
conjecture and speculation. Arguably, the key function of the program
is that it allows children to pose such questions and speculations and
to simultaneously try out the ideas that emerge. Moovl is not alone, of
course, in leading to such inquisitiveness. What we can learn from
studying children’s use of the program, however, is that multimedia and
multi-modal tools provide engagement with ideas at many levels that
appeal to many of the senses simultaneously. A box of plastic objects, or a
collection of objects that create unique sounds, can have the same effect
and be used effectively in the science classroom. The stimulation these
tools can encourage in children should be seen as the starting place for the
entire creative process of structured exploration and talk.

Conclusions

The research that has been carried out on Moovl and its uses in the pri-
mary science classroom is far from conclusive, nor is it intended to be. The
purpose of the project was to investigate ways in which more creative and
collaborative approaches might be made to scientific investigation to help
to promote children’s curiosity and enjoyment of science. It is clear that
there are problems with Moovl that still need to be properly addressed.
Likewise, there is much work still to be done to ensure that schools and the
children in their care are using appropriate new technology resources and
tools that can expand children’s abilities to think and act creatively in
science, rather than using resources which simply replicate the textbook
question-and-answer standard or which misrepresent science as a field of
static knowledge.

As a broad approach, it is critical that science educators understand the
value of acknowledging children’s pre-existing ideas and of working with
children and their multi-modal representations of the world. By working
with their existing conceptual frameworks it will be possible to transform
these from naïve assumptions to understandings that have meaningful
connections with the wider world of experience and of learning.

What the research using Moovl has confirmed is the value of provid-
ing young children with tools that can broaden the repertoire of com-
municational and representational facilities they have available. The
process of being able to draw and revise images of dynamic phen-
omena allowed them to construct simple simulations or representations of
real-world behaviours, and to use these illustrations to communicate their
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understandings. These facilities can act as a prompt to further discussion
and have been shown to encourage children to begin asking exploratory
questions about dynamics, materials, objects and the relationships
between those things. The capacity for children to swap and share images
using the scrapbook functionality, too, can promote their ability to review
each others’ contributions to solving a problem, to assess the suitability of
images to fit their purpose and, finally, to collaborate on jointly agreeing
on representations that adequately answer the challenges they have
been set.

Moovl is fairly unique in allowing children to work with the modalities
of the visual in order to begin investigating simple science concepts such
as physical properties and dynamics. However, that is not to suggest that it
is the only tool capable of being mobilised in the primary science classroom
to promote such creative exploration of ideas. Many of the conclusions
from the trial study of the software reported here are more widely applic-
able across the primary science domain. The study has confirmed the value
of enabling young children to be creative by becoming actively involved
in the construction of meaning. It suggests that children need to be able to
articulate their existing understandings of scientific phenomena and then,
through multiple modalities including image-making, performing actions
in motion, and talking, review those understandings. Children’s creativity
in science is now recognised as the process of ‘bringing together’ ideas in
multiple modalities, of being exploratory and purposeful while ‘playing’
with those ideas and of being critical and reflective about the value of
those ideas and the ideas of others. In terms related to ICT, creativity can
be promoted through tools which allow pupils to manipulate and edit, to
juxtapose, to erase and to begin again; in short, actively and critically to
construct content rather than passively consume it. Although ‘creation’
does not necessarily have anything to do with creativity, the ability to
make meaning from the world of objects and phenomena from an early
age has everything to do with it.
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6

DO COMPUTER
CATS EVER REALLY
DIE?  COMPUTERS,
MODELLING AND

AUTHENTIC SCIENCE1

Patrick Carmichael

Introduction

In this chapter, I will explore how information and communications
technology can contribute to the participation of primary age children in
‘authentic’ learning activities in science and will discuss how in certain
circumstances ICT can be a medium with sufficient ‘analogical capability’
(that is, the ability to express ideas) to allow even young children to
engage in tasks in which they ‘think like scientists’. In other words, I will
discuss whether the integration of ICT into young children’s learning
environments makes the activities in which they take part resemble more
closely the activities of core members of the scientific community. In
doing so, I will introduce some of the ideas of Mary Hesse, a philosopher
of science whose work on the nature and role of analogical modelling in
science may illuminate the thinking and learning of young children.

The chapter draws on the developing field of research into modelling in
science and describes some of the features of particular kinds of ICT-based
analogical models that might be used to support and stimulate children’s
learning. The account is illustrated with excerpts from transcripts of inter-
views and conversations collected in the course of a small-scale research
project in which young children (aged 4–10) used a variety of computer



 

programs designed to represent individual animals, communities and
whole – albeit simplified – ecosystems. This was initially stimulated by
the work of Amy Bruckman, who developed a novel collaborative online
environment for children called ‘Moose Crossing’ (Bruckman and de
Bonte 1997; Bruckman 1998), described as a place where children ‘can
create objects ranging from magic carpets to virtual pets’ using a simple
programming language. While Bruckman’s work was largely concerned
with patterns of social interaction, and with knowledge construction
and exchange in this online environment, I was more interested in the
relationship between children’s ‘real-world’ experience and the repre-
sentation of objects, particularly living organisms, in what Papert calls
‘microworlds’, such as Moose Crossing and other virtual environments
(Papert 1980: 38).

Science, authenticity and modelling

Following from the radical reassessment of the nature of science by, among
others, Hanson (1958), Kuhn (1996) Lakatos (1970, 1974) and Feyerabend
(1978, 1987), authentic science has been characterised as involving, or
at least allowing, the following elements: working and learning in con-
texts constituted by ill-defined problems; the tolerance of ambiguity and
uncertainty; and the expectation that theories may be challenged and
ultimately discarded. Individual learning of science is characterised as a
‘sense-making’ activity predicated on current knowledge, with learners
participating in communities of enquiry in which they have opportunities
to draw on the expertise of more knowledgeable others (Roth 1999). Roth
associates ‘authenticity’ of learning activities with a view of learning as a
‘situated’ activity and contrasts this to the artificial nature of most school
‘problems’. ‘Out of school problems’, he argues, ‘are not “set” . . . [and]
have to be framed as problems before they can be solved. In many cases,
there are no prospects to get a “right” solution’ (Roth 1999: 14).

For learners’ experience of learning and doing science to be authentic,
then, they must be involved in the development and application of theory
(taken here not necessarily to mean the formalised predictive theories of
science, but concepts, models and counterfactuals) and the ‘ways of think-
ing and practising’, the ‘particular understandings, forms of discourse,
values or ways of acting’ (Hounsell and McCune 2004) of professional
scientists. One of these particular and characteristic forms is modelling.
Scientists and science teachers use a range of types of model (verbal, visual,
gestural and concrete, amongst others) as they conceptualise, problem-
atise and discuss complex concepts, processes and relationships. In this
respect, modelling represents a characteristic ‘form of discourse’ but they
also represent a pattern of engagement with ‘real world’ domains and
problems rather than with a curriculum of predefined problems with ‘right
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answers’. There is no ‘right’ model for helping to understand a given
situation or problem – just a ‘currently-best-in-my-opinion’ one.

Models have a role to play at every stage in the scientific process from
prototyping and ‘what-if’ statements through to ‘textbook’ reifications of
concepts or processes. Boulter and Gilbert (1998) differentiate between
notions of ‘mental’ and ‘expressed’ models – for them a model is a repre-
sentation of an object, event, process or system; mental models are per-
sonal, private representations of the target; expressed models are placed in
the public domain. Aspects of science, and of the science curriculum, are
characterised by different kinds of model and different modes of expres-
sion (see Boulter and Buckley 2000 for a useful typology) and any attempt
to foster authentic learning in school science needs, therefore, to involve
the incorporation of appropriate models. Modelling’s claim to a place in
the curriculum, however, is not based solely on its being an authentic
activity; there is a body of evidence (DiSessa 1986; Mellar 1994; White and
Fredricksen 1998) which suggests that a modelling-based curriculum also
has the potential to leverage important changes in classroom culture and
levels of learner engagement and autonomy. Interestingly, it has been
argued that, in most current school contexts at least, Design Technology,
with the patterns of modelling it involves and the opportunities for the
learner to be designer, maker and evaluator, presents greater opportunities
for an authentic role for modelling than does school science (Gilbert
et al. 2000).

Models also have a role to play in learning beyond merely acting as
illustrations or as simplifications of complex situations. Johnson-Laird
(1983) describes how inferential reasoning (another key ‘way of thinking’
for scientists) involves an iterative process in which mental models are
progressively elaborated and new ideas generated. This view is advanced
by Gentner and Gentner (1983) who, in their work with high school and
college students, demonstrated how analogical models are conceptual
tools capable of generating new understanding through a process of
mapping of features from one domain to another. Nersessian (1992) goes
further still by arguing that, in the work of professional scientists, it is
analogical reasoning that ‘do[es] the work’ of problem solving, rather than
simply acting as a guide or a heuristic device.

Mary Hesse and analogical modelling

Mary Hesse’s view of the role of models in science, advanced in her
book Models and Analogies in Science (Hesse 1970) is, like that of Nersessian,
of models not only as heuristic methods but as a key element of scienti-
fic reasoning. She links the process of model building explicitly to the
construction of strong but falsifiable scientific theory, a key element of
authentic scientific activity according to Popper (1963). Hesse’s view of
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models includes three kinds of analogies – positive, negative and neutral.
Positive analogies are aspects of the model in which properties of the
model are identical with those of the system it models. So in the context of
the kinetic theory of gases, particles may be modelled as being like billiard
balls and there is a positive analogy in that both particles and billiard balls
obey Newtonian mechanics. There may be, however, some negative ana-
logies as there are some aspects of billiard balls (colour, for example) we do
not want to ascribe to particles. There are also neutral analogies – features
of the model which cannot yet be reliably classified as positive or negative;
these are frequently the basis of fruitful research for scientists, and in
the case of the kinetic theory of gases, led scientists to investigate the
effects of temperature and pressure on gases. Hesse’s model of scientific
progress, then, involves identification and subtraction of negative analo-
gies, together with efforts to identify (as positive or negative) any neutral
analogies, through a process of systematic enquiry. Neutrality is tolerated
– encouraged, in fact – as an aspect of science which may be central to the
generation of better understanding and new knowledge, and as such is an
‘authentic’ concept with which learners of science should be personally
and collectively engaged.

What role for ICT?

This discussion of models and modelling raises a number of questions as to
the specific role for ICT. Is it, for example, just one of a number of media
for the ‘expression’ of models, or can it act as a bridge between the mental
and the expressed models of learners? If we consider the first of these
options, it can certainly be argued that ICT has considerable analogical
capability by virtue of the range of media it can encompass and the ways
in which they can be combined. The fact that learners can interact with
highly realistic on-screen environments appears to present opportunities
for learning in highly authentic environments – even to the point, as
with ‘virtual fieldwork’, where it is seen as an alternative to working in the
‘real world’ where distance or danger preclude actual visits. Another
argument for the use of ICT in teaching and learning has been put forward
by Papert (1980), Resnick (1994) and others; namely, that the availability
of ‘microworlds’ allows a range of patterns of interactions on the part of
learners and, critically, the support for learners’ risk-taking encourages the
authentic behaviour of building and testing hypotheses.

If Papert’s ‘microworlds’ provide a supportive and forgiving context for
learners to try things out, then Hesse’s view of analogies and models, and
of neutral analogies in particular, provides a framework for learning and
thinking about the elements of those microworlds. What an appropriate
ICT application can provide, then, is a context in which learners are
exposed to models in which they are encouraged to identify positive,
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negative and neutral analogies and provide scaffolding for even young
learners in the exploratory, theory-building processes associated with
authentic ‘thinking like a scientist’.

There are some aspects of computer models that need to be kept in
mind, however; they differ from many of the other kinds of models in
Boulter and Buckley’s typology (2000) in that they are not only the
‘expressed models’ of individuals other than the learner but also that they
may not reflect the consensus views of the scientific community. Many
computer models are highly ‘edited’, but the rationale for, and nature of,
this editing may not always be made explicit. There are some notable
exceptions, such as simulations written in the Logo programming lan-
guage, the program code of which may be inspected and adapted (Collela
et al. 2001), but many more are proprietary products the program codes of
which are not exposed to users (see Carmichael 2000 for further discussion
of this issue).

What this means is that many computer models have considerable
potential to mislead or over-simplify the entities and processes they
‘model’. In some cases this is due to decisions being made by designers
or programmers as to the content of the program and may be related to
perceptions of what is appropriate for the intended audience. In others,
the simplification may reflect the difficulty of modelling complex situ-
ations and as such a stochastic model may come to be represented in what
Boulter and Buckley (2000) call a ‘determinative’ way. It is difficult to
model random motion of particles in a computer model of a gas, for
example, and programmers might well use an algorithm to calculate their
positions which in fact is deterministic, rendering the model a complex
animation and, in Hesse’s terms, increasing the negative analogy of the
model.

Children thinking and practising science with ICT

I interviewed and observed a group of children aged between 4 and 10 (in
two groups, 4–5 and 7–10) over a period of about six months, during
which time they were able to use a number of software applications
in which living things were represented in a number of forms. These
applications2 varied in their scope and complexity, but all involved repre-
sentations of living things which were to some extent interactive – that
is, the children were able to control or influence the behaviours of the
simulations of animals within them, so these were more than simply
animations over which they had no control. The applications were Catz
and Dogz, ‘virtual pet’ applications from Mindscape Software (http://
www.mindscapeuk.com); SimAnt, an interactive simulation in the form of a
game from Maxis Software (http://www.maxis.com) and Vivarium, an inde-
pendently produced freeware application developed by Ryan Koopman,
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which allowed modelling of predator–prey relations in ‘microworlds’
created and populated with a variety of living things by the children.3

The semi-structured interviews that took place involved me sitting
alongside the child or children as they used the applications. Initially, the
interview structure was limited to the children talking aloud as they ‘dem-
onstrated’ the applications while I offered some stimulus questions which
were, at least initially, based on the expected knowledge about living
things from the Foundation Stage and Key Stages 1 and 2 of the Science
Curriculum for England and Wales (http://www.qca.org.uk). What I was
particularly interested in, following Hesse, was whether (and on what
basis) the children identified positive, negative and neutral analogies in
the computer applications. However, as we shall see, the interviews, while
they remained focused on the applications and the simulated organisms
within them, were to range over a rather broader range of issues than
curriculum content alone and the ‘point-for-point’ comparison of simula-
tions with real animals proved to be only one aspect of the children’s
modelling and learning.

Virtual pets

The youngest children worked primarily with Catz and Dogz running on
Apple Macintosh Powerbooks. They were able to select a cat or dog to be
their ‘pet’ and could choose a template which they could then adapt by
adjusting colour and other aspects of its appearance. From the outset,
the children referred to ‘their’ pets and they were regularly ‘fed’ and
‘played with’. The application provides a variety of pet foods, groom-
ing equipment and toys which can be manipulated with the computer
mouse, allowing interaction with the virtual pets – the cats, for example,
responding to grooming by purring. Even before interviews took place,
the children were able to draw parallels between the simulations and
real animals of which they had personal experience. They rapidly became
familiar with the features of the application and discovered and shared
knowledge of undocumented features. In this extract two of the children
(A – 4 years old and B – 5 years old)4 have discovered that it is possible
to catch a mouse that periodically runs across the cat’s living area and
are attempting to feed it to the cat; this involves clicking the computer
mouse while the cursor is over the mouse on the screen and holding the
‘Shift’ key (no easy task and one not documented in the user guide):

A: Got him. Come on mousie, time to die . . . [drops mouse on to cat’s head.
Cat ignores it and mouse runs away. B takes control of computer mouse]

A: Here’s the mouse . . . grab him . . . use shift like for the cat
B: Got him . . . wiggle wiggle. Oh . . . he got away again

Those children who had pets of their own, or who had spent time with
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pet animals of friends or neighbours, were quick to make comparisons
between their behaviour and that of the simulations. Here, A describes
how Willow (a cat belonging to a neighbour) and the simulation differ in
their behaviour – in Hesse’s terms, negative analogies – also identifying
how the application constrains her behaviour as a user:

A: I wouldn’t pick Willow up like that. I’d cuddle him. Not by the leg or
tail [tries to use cursor to pick up simulation by tail]. Oh . . . oh . . . I
can’t. You can’t pick him up ‘cept like this [uses cursor to pick up
simulation by neck]

R: Maybe you can’t pick him up so as you’d hurt him.
A: I can pick Jester [the simulation] up like this [uses cursor to pick up

simulation by neck again. Cat rotates slowly on screen and glares]
R: Yes, but he doesn’t like it, does he?
A: Look . . . look! He’s really grumpy!

Other children who had less experience of playing with or caring for real
animals were characteristically more cautious in making judgements about
the extent to which the simulations were realistic and to identify positive
and negative analogies. At the same time, faced with neutral analogies,
they were more willing than others to experiment in order to establish the
behaviour of the simulations, only stopping to reflect on the realism of the
simulations when prompted by an adult. Here, C (5 years old) who has
little experience of real dogs, begins by spraying a simulated dog with
water – the only sanction, other than denial of food, available:

C: [Sprays dog nine times. Dog looks depressed, edges away] He doesn’t like
that! [Dog goes to bowl and eats food] Look at him! He likes that!

R: Is he like a real dog?
C: Mmm . . . yes.
R: If you squirted a real dog, what’d he do?
C: Roar at you . . . Rooaaarrrrr . . . ‘cos he’s so fierce
R: Do you think this dog ever gets fierce, or cross?
C: No . . .
R: Not ever?
C: [Sprays dog a further four times. Dog yelps and moves away] He just gets

sad . . .

Even the youngest children were able to identify negative analogies in
the simulations, most relating to the lack of realism in potentially danger-
ous and injurious behaviours. In the Catz application, for example, the
cats never kill the mouse and they are able to fall from the top of the
application window to the bottom without injury. The analogy, initially a
neutral one, which most interested the children, however, was the ques-
tion of whether the simulations could survive without care and food and
there were a number of discussions around the issue of whether they
would eventually die if left unattended for a long period. A, who had by
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this time used the application and maintained her simulated cat ‘Jester’ for
several months, describes her experiences and demonstrates an emerging
awareness of the analogical limitations of the application.

A: If you don’t feed them they d-i-e [emphasis]
R: Have any of your computer cats and dogs ever died?
A: No . . . oh . . . what happens when they die? Do they die like a real cat?

Do computer cats ever really die?
R: What happens if you don’t use the computer and leave them for a long

time? Have you ever done that?
A: I didn’t wake Jester [the simulation] up for ages and ages and when I did

he was really hungry. His bowl was all empty.
R: Did he look sick, or thin?
A: No . . . no, he was grumpy and meowed a lot like ‘feed me, feed me’ so

I gave him food and biccies and he ate and ate and ate like ‘snarf
snarf’ [laughs] . . . like me!

While the animals were perceived as being ‘really hungry’ (a positive
analogy in Hesse’s terms) the issue of whether a simulation could ‘die’
remained unresolved and thus neutral for some time. Despite some of the
children leaving their simulations for longer periods (up to six weeks in
some cases), no simulations underwent virtual ‘death’ and the consensus
was established among groups of children that while the cats and dogs
became hungry, they seemed immortal – a negative analogy recognised by
all the children. Only one of the older children (E, 7 years old) recognised
the hidden hand of the application designers and developers at work in
this, however, and suggested that the negative analogy was imposed to
prevent ‘upsetting little children if their cat dies’, recalling a ‘real fuss’ a
friend had made when another virtual pet had ‘died’.

Ecological simulations

Software applications which represented more complex situations (such
as Maxis’s SimAnt which represents an ant colony and Ryan Koopman’s
Vivarium which allows modelling of population growth, competition for
resources and predator–prey relationships) were less immediately appeal-
ing to the younger children, and even older children had a tendency to
misinterpret the purposes of the applications which they regarded as
‘games’ to be mastered. Lack of familiarity with the subject matter led to
children being initially more tentative and subsequently exploring neutral
analogies through experimentation, leading to assertions such these:

‘The mice were better than the bugs because we put more in and they
got to the food quicker and had more babies.’

(F, 8 years old)
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‘You got to keep your queen safe ’cos she lays the eggs, and no more
eggs, no more ants.’

(E, 7 years old)

‘The yellow ant (controlled by the computer user) has to get help to
carry all that food so she can call up her friends to carry for her.’

(G, 8 years old)

‘If the slugs’ food ran out they eat each other . . . but they never found
each other, they just went on and on. The slugs couldn’t have babies so
they slowly went down and down.’

(H, 7 years old)

As with the virtual pets, the representation of mortality was a point of
discussion amongst the children. In SimAnt, it was possible for the user’s
‘representative’ (the ‘yellow ant’) to be trodden on, be eaten by predators
or starve to death, but it is ‘reincarnated’ (the word used by in the applica-
tion’s documentation) back at the nest. Some children chose to interpret
this as a negative analogy: ‘If you was a real ant, right, and you got
squashed, that’s it, you’ve had it. But that wouldn’t make much of a game,
and you’d get fed up’ (E, 7 years old).

Others disagreed and offered the interpretation that the ‘reincarnated’
ant was in fact a new individual, thus avoiding a negative analogy: ‘Ants
all live like a family, and the new ant takes over and becomes the boss ant’
(F, 8 years old).

Interaction analogies and the ‘real world’

The children were able to identify positive analogies (the computer cats
were like real cats in terms of appearance, behaviour, appetite) and negative
analogies (they were immortal, passive and did not excrete). The children
also discussed and explored areas of neutral analogy – a characteristic and
authentic activity of science. Hesse, however, identifies ‘a further role for
analogies’ beyond the ‘literal, point-by-point comparison of two systems’
and the identification of positive and negative analogies – between model
and ‘target’, computer cat and real cat. As we have already mentioned,
Johnson-Laird (1983) and Nersessian (1992) argue that analogies can
themselves ‘do the work’ of changing conceptualisations and solving
problems.

Hesse, too, developing ideas first advanced by Black (1962), describes
(Hesse 1970, 1980) how analogies can be ‘interactive’; this involves the
transfer of ideas and implications from the secondary system to the pri-
mary, involving selection, emphasis, suppression and illumination. As a
result of this interaction, ‘the two systems are seen as being more like each
other, they . . . interact and adapt to each other’ (Hesse 1980: 163), even to
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the point where they may lead to mental models of either system, or both
being reassessed. What this means in the context of children’s learning is
that they have opportunities to ‘re-experience the world’ (DiSessa 1986)
and to take part in activities which are authentic science, but which are
also personally authentic in that they are relevant to their own develop-
ment as learners, not just as ‘proto-scientists’:

E: Look, look, they’re making a trail. What have they found?
F: Must be food . . . where’s the food?
G: In the hole?
F: Where’s the yellow ant?
E: That’s in the game. These are all black.
F: Where’s the boss ant?
G: In front . . . that must be it . . . no . . . that one.
E: It must have found the food and told the others.

The area in which this kind of thinking and critical reassessment was
most evident was in the children’s discussions of the relationship between
the target domain and the computer application itself, rather than between
the target domain and its visual representation on the screen. On the
whole, the children found it hard to articulate their understanding of how
the simulations worked; only one, E (7 years old) recognised the critical
role of the programmer in pre-defining behaviours: ‘There’s nothing in the
computer to say “if you don’t eat for ten or twenty or some days then you
die”, it just says “if your bowl’s full then eat some food”.’

Lack of technical insight did not prevent children from drawing parallels
between the functioning of the computer and living things and, in doing
so, going beyond comparative analogies. The question of whether ‘com-
puter cats ever really die’ is interesting, then, not only as evidence of
thinking about the death of a living thing (the cat represented by the
model), but also because it signals the emergence of thinking about what
‘death’ might mean in the context of a computer-based model (the com-
puter cat), and even of electronic devices more generally (the computer
through which the model is expressed).

This was also explicitly addressed in discussions of other concepts
including intellectual capacity, memory and sleep. In relation to SimAnt
children started to refer to the computer as ‘the yellow ants’ brain’ and
then began to question how the computer could make all of the ants
represented onscreen apparently function independently of each other.
In the Vivarium program, children noticed that smaller ‘worlds’ appeared
to run more quickly: ‘The computer’s got more work to do and it has to
think for all the bugs . . . if you give it too many bugs and things it has to
share its brain out and it can’t think that much’ (D, 7 years old).

In another example, E (7 years old) compared the ‘brain power’ of
different computers and of the cats represented in Catz:
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R: Do you want to put your cat on a disk and take it home?
E: Mmm . . . yes. Will it work on my computer?
R: Should do.
E: It might be really slow though like [mimes walking in slow motion] ‘cos

it’s old [. . .] I don’t think it’s got enough brain to be a cat. It’s not as
smart as this one.

Once they had learned to start up and shut down the computers, locate
the icons with which programmes were launched and load and save pro-
gramme files, familiarity with the hardware and software led the children
to draw other parallels. The ‘sleep’ function, which allowed the laptops to
conserve battery power, led to comments such as: ‘I’ve put the cats to sleep
now. The computer’s sleeping so the cats are sleeping too’ (F, 7 years old).
The question of what became of the cats was discussed by some of the
children once they had become familiar with the process of ‘minimising’
windows. Here, A (4 years old) and C (5 years old) discuss switching
between cats:

C: I want to see my cat now. Can I see my cat please?
A: [speaks into microphone on computer] You eat your food, and I’ll go and

talk to the other cats. I’ll be back in a moment. [minimises window
on screen, no cats are now visible]

C: Where’s my cat?
R: A, where is your cat now?
A: I don’t know, just hanging about. He’s OK. He’s got food to keep him

going.
C: Is he OK? My cat’s OK and he was switched off all week.
A: Yes, yes . . . the computer keeps them going. It remembers them.

The interactions illustrated here have the potential to act as starting
points in discussions which address questions such as: in what way is a
computer’s sleep like that of a cat? Or like that of a human? Does thinking
of the computer as ‘like a human brain’ help us understand what it means
for the computer to ‘sleep’? And conversely, does thinking of the human
brain as ‘like a computer’ help us to understand what it is for us to ‘sleep’?
In the same way, how might thinking of our brains as computers shape
our conceptualisation of memory, or our interpretation of the act of for-
getting, or of the tendency to be forgetful? As Hesse suggests, a powerful
analogy can alter our thinking about both of the concepts or domains
that it involves.

Conclusions

The increasing role of ICT in the lives and education of young children
makes it necessary for us to develop more sophisticated frameworks for
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analysing their thinking and learning. Piaget’s notion of young children’s
‘animism’ – the attribution of life-like processes such as intention to
inanimate objects – remains relevant, up to a point. However, the strat-
egies and complex reasoning demonstrated by the excerpts of children’s
talk in this chapter suggest that they are able to apply and adapt models
as a process of conceptual change (rather than being based on a ‘deficit
model’ in which a crude ‘animism’ results from incomplete understanding)
and that ICT can play a part in enabling this process.

ICT applications can still be seen as addressing curriculum content, but
more critical is the potential for learners to identify and explore neutral
analogies in specific domains. Ideally, any neutral analogy identified by a
learner within a computer application could be suggestive of some kind of
virtual experimentation and a review of understanding of the real-world
phenomena modelled. Of course, it is when this extends or ‘blends’ into
observation and experimentation of the real-world domain modelled
that children’s learning becomes more apparent and can be said to have
transferred across contexts. In crude terms, it is when knowledge is applied
to a real-world phenomenon that the ‘learning gains’ of the computer
application become obvious. But we can take a further step beyond seeing
computer-based learning in terms of curriculum content or as a ‘micro-
world’; what the activities reported here promoted through the interaction
process described by Hesse was a ‘meta-level’ of learning about the value of
modelling itself. What the children were doing was not only comparing a
computer model with a real-world situation, but also – when they were
talking about the relationship between computers and living things –
beginning to address questions about the nature of the medium in which
the models were presented.

At the heart of this argument is that view that models, rather than being
imperfect mirrors, are opportunities for higher-order thinking and learn-
ing even in young children. The challenge for teachers is to stimulate
and support this level of discussion; questions of the form ‘how is this
toy animal similar to and different from a real one?’ suggest that, at
most, a point-for-point comparison is required. Far more challenging
and potentially rewarding are questions which address the iterative pro-
cesses of model-formation, model-use, model-elaboration and model-
abandonment, and which involve ‘immersion’ not just in an interactive
computer environment but in a ‘blended’ learning experience.5 Perhaps
the greatest contribution that teachers and software designers alike can
make is to collaborate in developing a culture of model-building and
model-use that supports young learners as they make sense of a world
that is, after all, far more immersive and interactive than any ‘life on the
screen’.
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Notes

1 This title was posed as a rhetorical question by one of the children whom I
interviewed during my research; the context is explored more fully in the text. It
was only after I used it as the title of a conference presentation that people
pointed out its resonance with the title (and, for that matter, the content) of
Philip K. Dick’s novella Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Some of the
children did indeed have discussions as to the content of the dreams both of real
cats and their computer representations, so this chapter could well have been
entitled ‘Do Computer Cats Dream of Electric Mice?’ (I also considered ‘The Cats
in the Machine’), but I decided to retain the title taken from the ‘in vivo’
quotation.

2 Throughout the remainder of the chapter the term ‘application’ will be used to
describe the program and the on-screen environment with which the children
interacted, whilst the term ‘simulation’ will be used to refer to specific living
things represented within the applications.

3 Despite being listed on a number of web pages devoted to Artificial Life,
Koopman’s simulation no longer seems to be available online.

4 In the excerpts, A–G are the children; their ages are shown in years and months.
R is the researcher – myself.

5 See Collela (2000) and Collela et al. (2001) for perhaps the closest approximation
to date of this approach to curriculum design.
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‘IS THERE A PICTURE OF
BEYOND?’  MIND

MAPPING, ICT AND
COLLABORATIVE

LEARNING IN PRIMARY
SCIENCE

Paul Warwick and Ruth Kershner

It’s quicker with everyone’s ideas . . . one person can only think of one thing.
(Helen, Y1/2)

It helps to hear other ideas, even if you don’t really understand . . . hearing another
idea makes it easy to think of another one.

(Jenny, Y1/2)
With a Starboard everybody can see it, and if you make a mistake with spelling and it’s
a really easy word you’re going to be a bit embarrassed if everybody sees that you’ve
got it wrong.

(Nina, Y5/6)
It’s always there on the big thing.

(Ewan, Y5/6)

Introduction

Diverse hardware and software are now employed in primary science
classrooms and other chapters in this book reveal the various uses to
which they have conventionally, and not so conventionally, been put. In
many schools desktop computers can be found in every class in varying



 

numbers, whilst in some they have been replaced by smaller, more versa-
tile laptops. The advent of computer suites and laptop trolleys shared
between classes has, some would argue, facilitated a more imaginative use
of computer resources. The extensive introduction of interactive white-
boards (IWBs) – literally a ‘big thing’ in the primary classroom (Ewan,
quoted above) – is now making a further contribution to the ways that we
think about the impact of such resources on learning.

In this chapter we reflect on work carried out using laptop computers
and IWBs in connection with a particular type of software used for ‘mind
mapping’. We draw upon evidence from our work with UK pupils in
Year 2 (6–7 years) and in Year 6 (10–11 years), when we observed science
lessons which involved the use of the IWB, laptops and other learning
resources. The software used with the IWB was ‘Kidspiration’ (http://
www.inspiration.com/productinfo/kidspiration), a tool designed for use
by pupils of primary age. In carrying out our classroom observations and
analysis, we were particularly interested in the ways in which the pupils’
talk and activity related to their use of the hardware in combination with
the mind mapping software and other classroom resources. We videoed
teachers working with the whole class in producing mind maps on IWBs,
laptop computers and on paper. We also videoed pairs of pupils working
on laptops and small groups of pupils working at the IWB, focusing on
the ways in which their developing understandings were expressed and
negotiated during the activity. After the lessons we interviewed groups of
children about their work in these lessons and about their general views
on learning with the mind mapping software, the IWB and laptops.

Before going on to discuss the children’s responses in these science les-
sons, we consider some general ideas about children’s learning with ICT
and the use of mind mapping for representing knowledge and thinking.
The value of collaboration between pupils using computers is discussed
in the next section, focusing particularly on the implications for learning
in the classroom context.

ICT and learning in the primary classroom

As Crook (1994) points out, pupils collaborate and learn in several differ-
ent ways ‘with’, ‘around’, ‘through’ and ‘in relation to’ computers. Whilst
on some occasions pupils may interact directly with computers in a simu-
lation of dialogue and guided learning, it is more common to see pupils
and teachers interacting with each other in the presence of computers and
with others beyond the classroom through the Internet. This provides a
range of options for pupils’ activity, participation and collaboration in the
classroom and many teachers will make good use of the different possi-
bilities in each lesson. Yet pupils’ learning is not entirely predictable from
the provision of certain learning resources and activities because of the
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individual ways in which each child may respond to the opportunities
available in the classroom context. The concept of ‘affordance’ is useful
here, referring back to Gibson’s (1979) account of how the physical
environment is perceived in terms of what actions it allows. Some objects
in the environment are designed to be accessible and efficient to users
(Norman 1998) – for example, a doorknob’s use is intended to be easily
evident to someone who wants to leave the room. The learning environ-
ment may seem to a teacher or classroom observer to provide similarly
obvious affordances for activity and learning by pupils, but the key point
is whether the pupils perceive them as such and respond accordingly.

The assumed connection between pupils’ activity and their learning is
based in the social constructivist model of learning outlined in Chapter 1.
This model explains children’s participation in classroom activities as the
basis of the creation of knowledge and the development of the higher-
level thinking involved in processes like investigation, problem-solving
and creativity. The assumption is that learning depends on the collabor-
ation of experienced learners and novices or peers engaged in what is seen
to be a purposeful and worthwhile activity. Pupils’ direct or peripheral
involvement in classroom activities not only contributes to the comple-
tion of the task in hand but it also leaves ‘residues’ in the pupils’ thinking
which are taken forward to the next activity (Salomon 1996). As Sutherland
et al. (2004) point out, this process implies three steps in learning where
computer hardware and software may have influence:

• the involvement in the immediate learning process;
• the nature of the ‘residues’ left in children’s thinking which affect future

learning;
• the decoupling of computer use from a particular lesson so that it can

be chosen in the future from the range of teaching and learning tools
available in that setting.

These three steps reflect an increasing level of independence and con-
scious choice for pupils in deciding how best to use the learning resources
available to them for different purposes.

The idea of a ‘tool’ for activity and learning is a central aspect of social
constructivism. In the science lessons we observed, both the computer
hardware and the mind mapping software can be understood as tools in
this sense. A tool may be more than the pencil used for writing or the
dictionary used for spelling. It is, broadly, any material or symbolic arte-
fact which people use to carry out both ordinary and specialised activities:
cutlery, maps, mathematical formulae, computers and human language
are all tools which carry the cultural knowledge and skills of the inventors
and previous users. Other people may be perceived as ‘tools’ when they are
involved in assisting or directing activities. In this sense they act to medi-
ate learning and support development by enabling learners to achieve
with help what they could not do alone (Vygotsky 1978, 1935). Most tools
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are so familiar and embedded in daily life that it is hard to imagine what
we would do without them. However, certain activities may call for the
invention of new tools (ranging from swimming goggles to computer
software) without which we could not achieve our goals (to swim in chlor-
inated water or to simulate the workings of DNA). It is worth noting
that tools may both guide and constrain activity, depending in part on
the immediate motivation and goals of the people involved in their use
(Pea 1993). However, broader educational aims and intentions must also
be taken into account. Sutherland et al. (2004) remark that ICT tools may
facilitate what would otherwise be impossible for pupils, contributing in
this way to democratisation, access and inclusion in education. Yet there is
a dynamic aspect to the introduction of new educational tools which may
lead to unexpected outcomes. One of the general questions that arises in
investigating any computer hardware is whether it is just a new form of an
old tool (such as IWBs interpreted as replacing blackboards) or whether it
is a new tool which may afford fundamental changes in pupils’ learning in
school. The key question is whether the process is one of replacement or
transformation in the classroom? As we see later, this depends at least in
part on the teacher’s aims and the pupils’ responses. A particular issue
arising from the research discussed in this chapter is how different tools
may be combined in the classroom use and orchestrated by the teacher to
best effect in the light of what we know about how children learn and the
aims for their learning.

In considering the pupils’ learning during this study we focused on both
procedural and conceptual understanding in science. The mind mapping
software was an important tool which allowed us to highlight both aspects
of learning as the teachers attempted to scaffold the pupils’ collective
construction of knowledge. We were, primarily, interested in how such
‘content-free’ software might facilitate a genuine exchange of science
ideas and how these exchanges and interactions might differ depending
upon the hardware used. Before discussing the findings in detail, however,
it is worth considering the terms ‘mind mapping’ and ‘concept mapping’
as both came up in planning the research and working with the teachers.

Representing knowledge and thinking: concept mapping and
mind mapping

The terms ‘concept map’ and ‘mind map’ are used interchangeably in
much of the literature and in recent years the tendency has been to talk
of mind maps rather than concept maps. In trying to understand their
nature and purpose, however, we need to consider the literature that
refers to concept maps as well as that which relates to mind mapping.
Indeed, perhaps the most interesting work exploring the intentions and
possibilities of such tools is written referring to concept maps.
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In educational settings in particular, ‘concept maps’ have been used as a
strategy for developing metaknowledge and metalearning1 and there has
been much interest over several years in their use in primary science class-
rooms, both for developing learning and as a technique for formative
assessment (Harlen et al. 1990; Comber and Johnson 1995; Stow 1997).
Whilst the use of such maps always relates to specific content – for
example, in connecting ideas in an area of science – an underlying inten-
tion in classrooms is usually to enable learners to reflect upon how they are
coming to develop and understanding concepts and the connections
between them.

Concept mapping derives from the early and influential work of Novak
and Gowin (1984), who developed the notion of the concept map from
Ausubelian learning theory (Ausubel 1968). Novak and Gowin (1984: 4)
define a concept as ‘a regularity in events or objects designated by some
label’. For them, language and other symbol systems are the central tools
for such labelling. In essence, a concept map provides a schematic for
representing how concepts are perceived to be connected. Whilst there are
many ways in which this might be done, the work of Novak and Gowin
suggests that it is the ways in which meaningful relationships are drawn
between concepts – in the form of propositions – that is the key to their
worth in developing not only subject learning but also metaknowledge
and metalearning. In Figure 7.1, some exemplars are presented that
reflect different levels of propositional thinking.

Figure 7.1 Concept maps showing different levels of propositional linking:
(a) provides no indication of how the concepts might be connected; (b) suggests a

simple propositional link; (c) suggests a more highly developed link in terms of
science understanding.
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Thus concept mapping ‘is a technique for externalising concepts and
propositions’ (Novak and Gowin 1984: 17) primarily using language. In
the simple maps presented in Figure 7.1 (b and c) there is a clear direction
in the ‘flow’ of the map – represented by an arrow – and this is usually
a feature of concept maps. As we can see from Figure 7.2, such a direc-
tional representation is not always possible to achieve, particularly for
younger children. In addition, Novak and Gowin also point to the idea of
developing notions of super-ordinate and sub-ordinate concepts within
concept maps – this again seems to be only partially realised in the work of
primary pupils.

Since the early 1960s ‘mind maps’ have been used in a variety of edu-
cational and business settings to summarise and consolidate information,
as an aid to thinking through complex problems and as a means of
presenting information (Buzan and Buzan 1993). Mind maps use a com-
bination of different representational tools – pictures, diagrams, words etc.
– to show concepts and the links between them. ‘Mind mapping’ therefore
shares both the intention and the structures of concept mapping but there
tends to be a greater emphasis on the use of combination of different
representational tools to show concepts and the links between them. A
further distinction that may be apparent is that concept maps tend to use
as their starting point lists of words representing concepts, to be used as
and where it seems appropriate to the learner. Though this is perfectly

Figure 7.2 A ‘typical’ concept map produced by younger primary pupils
(Year 1/2).
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possible with mind maps – and happened on occasions in both our
research classrooms – such lists are rarely a prerequisite of working with
mind maps.

There are now numerous mind mapping software products on the
market (‘Mindfull’, ‘Kidspiration’ and Logotron’s ‘Thinking with Pictures’
are amongst those appropriate for primary pupils). Most of these include
banks of pictures that might represent ideas, the ability to manipulate
colour and size, the possibility of creating ‘word boxes’ of different shapes
and the inclusion of ‘supergroupers’ for clusters of concepts, as well as the
organisational possibilities that might be seen in Novak and Gowin’s con-
cept maps (i.e. hierarchical structures and directional linkages). Advocates
of the use of mind mapping software packages would suggest that because
of their flexibility such tools have additional explanatory power beyond
that of purely language-based models (Buzan and Buzan 1993).

We will now turn to the science activities that were undertaken in our
research classrooms using the mind mapping package Kidspiration with
groups working on laptops and at the IWB.

Learning in science: some classroom observations

In the following accounts of science lessons in Year 1/2 and Year 5/6, a
number of themes emerge in looking at the pupils’ and teachers’ uses of
the IWB, laptop computers and other tools for learning. One of the main
areas of interest is the nature of the collaboration between the children
and how they talked to each other during their work. We also became
aware of several issues to do with the pupils’ conceptual understanding –
notably in Year 5/6 the distinction between what might be ‘home know-
ledge’ and ‘school knowledge’. The representation of existing knowledge
(both conceptual and procedural) was particularly highlighted in the use
of software imagery and this related to the pupils’ perceptions of the soft-
ware affordances and the associated constraints and opportunities. The
public nature of the IWB was important in two ways – not only in influ-
encing the sharing of ideas but also in bringing elements of social evalu-
ation into play (e.g. ensuring correct spellings). There were clearly some
key factors relating to technical skill with the unfamiliar software, as well
as the level of the pupils’ typing and writing skills, which prompted the
Y1/2 teacher to mediate and record the group discussion much more
extensively than in Y5/6. Observing each whole lesson drew attention to
the flow of activity in that time period and the combination of learning
tools by the teacher and pupils. The ‘orchestration’ of learning tools is part
of the process of mediation by the teacher and the pupils themselves – a
process which not only enables the development of scientific understand-
ing in each lesson, but also serves to connect learning in different lessons
and different school and home contexts.
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Using IWBs and laptops in Y5/6 and Y1/2

In the Year 5/6 classroom (with children aged 10–11 years) the first activity
using Kidspiration was the creation of a mind map of concepts related to
‘Planet Earth and Beyond’. The second was an attempt to create a mind
map for a fair test of a balloon-powered ‘jet’. One group – of between four
and six children – worked on the IWB in each lesson. Groups of between
two and three children worked on the same tasks at laptop computers.

In the work on ‘Planet Earth and Beyond’, collaboration between all the
pupil groups was apparent during most of the lesson. With the laptop
groups the influence of pre-mapping teacher-guided discussion was very
clear in the initial stages of the work. Pupils took it in turns to input
data, with initial discussions being focused on who should write what
and whether terms were spelt correctly, rather than on what should be
included. They placed a great deal of information on their maps very
quickly, using ‘school knowledge’ to define the direction of some of their
work – ‘we need to write about the moon and the Earth and the sun’. As
the lesson continued the nature of the activity changed. There was clearly
a selection being made from group knowledge for inclusion on each map
and sharing of information across groups occurred, with evidence of a
subsequent ‘filtering’ process that determined what each group would
adopt as part of their map (Figure 7.3). The pupils, who at this stage were
quite unfamiliar with the software, were very concerned about the repre-
sentation of ideas and the connections between them. Pictures were
mainly used to illustrate text boxes, but we noticed discussions reflecting a
concern that picture sizes should suggest, as far as possible, relative planet
proportions. (As an aside, there was a charming moment when one child
who had just found a picture of the Earth asked her partner ‘is there a
picture of Beyond?’)

For the group working on the IWB, the most striking outcome was that
the map created included a fraction of the information in those from
the laptop groups (Figure 7.4). Why was this? Class procedures – such as
checking spelling – were particularly important to the children on the
‘public space’ of the IWB. Group size and role decisions all used time and
some technical issues with the wireless keyboard were apparent. However,
it was noticeable that the discussions about what could and should be
included on the map, and how the information should be represented and
orientated, were at times extensive. For example, strong consideration was
given to which type of concept ‘holder’ should be used to represent the
importance of an idea. The group was focused on the board at all times,
often gesturing to indicate approval, disagreement or a need to alter the
ideas being expressed. Arriving at a consensus seemed very important
to these pupils, with ideas often only used if ‘re-voiced’ by more than
one group member. Rules for map construction similarly had to be agreed
– for example, it was decided that most links should be arrows, with a
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Figure 7.3 A ‘Planet Earth and Beyond’ mind map produced by a pair of
pupils working at a laptop computer.

Figure 7.4 A ‘Planet Earth and Beyond’ mind map produced by a group of
pupils working at an IWB.
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directional meaning in linking concepts. Struggling with this construction
seemed to help the process of deciding how best to show what was
understood.

Many of the features noted above reappeared when the pupils were
working on their design of a fair test investigation. Now more experienced
in the use of the mind mapping software, the focus on procedural rather
than conceptual categories led in some cases to a quite different approach
by the children. All groups found the idea of a ‘main idea’ (which is part of
the software presentation) impossible to interpret for this activity. The
tendency was to group ideas connected to parts of the investigation, either
through incorporating them within a ‘super-grouper’ or through the use
of linking arrows (Figure 7.5). Here the affordances of the software were
clearly being used by the pupils, yet it is noticeable that at least one of the
groups working on the laptops used a simple list to define the experi-
mental method, reverting to a familiar form of representation that might
more easily have been achieved by other means. Here, one girl seemed to

Figure 7.5 A concept map reflecting procedural understandings related to an
activity with a balloon jet – laptop group.
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be looking for ways to present her work as she would on paper – ‘where’s
the bullet points?’ (Figure 7.6)

Other affordances were, however, seized upon – modification of the
content of concept boxes, or moving them to other parts of the map,
happened regularly. Talk about how ideas might be represented was even
more prevalent than in previous work – the idea that these representations
had to mean something to others seemed to be at the centre of struggling to
present the ideas clearly. For example, in re-organising and re-sizing con-
cept boxes a child explained to her partner that it was ‘so that everyone
understands it’. In collaborating across groups, the pupils developed their
own thinking – in one case a member of a group used another’s map to
pose serious questions about methodology, with the questioned pupil suf-
ficiently convinced to say ‘that’s what I think’ at the end of the exchange.
For one group, teacher input using the flipchart was highly significant,
providing a modelling of content that stimulated a complete re-working
of the mind map. It could certainly be argued that the pupils would have
been less willing to engage in this re-modelling if they had been working
on pencil and paper.

For the IWB group, the negotiation of ideas again generally took longer

Figure 7.6 Using the software to produce a ‘conventional’ planning structure
for the balloon jet activity – laptop group.
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than with the laptop groups and consensus was usually, though not
always, seen to be important. In many ways they were using the IWB
to create a block of ideas and not in any substantive way using the
affordances of the software. Overall, however, use of the software certainly
led to a greater consideration of the relationship between representation
and the meanings others may take from the completed group maps, hence
the prevalence of discussions about the relationship of different forms of
representation on the screen – pictures, words, symbols – and the links
that should be made between them if an effective presentation of group
thinking was to be created for others.

In the year 1/2 class (with children aged 5–7 years) the mind mapping
software was used for three distinct purposes:

• to create a map of connected concepts about the human body, reviewed
later from the perspective of work carried out in class;

• to allow the children to speculate about the concept of biological
variation;

• as a basis for the construction and exploration of ideas related to a ‘cars
down ramps’ friction investigation.

All of these activities were conducted with the whole class, with the
teacher acting as an expert mediator of the pupils’ ideas.

For the human body mind map, the teacher had pre-prepared the IWB
screen to include key pictures and words to stimulate the children’s think-
ing. This allowed the teacher to control the broad areas of discussion that
might take place and so to focus the work on her curriculum objectives.
She was able to mediate pupil responses, direct children to look at connec-
tions and probe their understanding where she felt they had more to offer.
In reviewing this human body map, she focused the children’s attention

Figure 7.7 A mind map reflecting procedural understandings related to an
activity with a balloon jet – IWB group.
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on specific areas – such as healthy living – which had been the focus of
classroom work. Here the children were concerned to introduce ideas and
about exercise and about the kinds of drinks that might be considered to
be healthy. Figure 7.8 presents the completed mind map.2

With such young children this guided, whole-class approach seemed
highly effective in encouraging the children to think about school learn-
ing and to compare their thoughts with those of others. This recursive
process of visiting and re-visiting information on the IWB is something
that can be seen with other IWB software formats, for example notebooks.
In this development work, the mind map allowed the children to revisit
their initial thinking, to elaborate on their understanding of parts of the
map and to draw connections between the major ideas presented.

In an ambitious later use of the software the teacher attempted to use
the children’s knowledge from their work on the human body to develop a
wider conceptual framework related to the idea of biological variation. The
teacher had placed words that she wanted the children to try to use –
variation, same, different, humans and animals – in concept bubbles
along the top of screen, together with pictures (in this case of people and

Figure 7.8 A completed human body mind map – Years 1/2 using the IWB with
the teacher as mediator.
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animals) that she felt the children might find helpful. Numerous ideas
were elicited, from the simple – ‘you could link animal with the cat’ – to
those that expressed more complex understandings – ‘humans and ani-
mals are both living things . . . they eat food’ (Figure 7.9). This public pro-
cess of eliciting ideas (Howe et al. 2005) allowed the pupils to comment on
the ideas of others and to develop what they knew. Using the software
helped the teacher to physically point to the ideas noted on the screen
whilst encouraging the children to express existing ideas and develop
novel connections between them.

In the final lesson observed, this Year 1/2 class was engaged in develop-
ing a plan for a fair test investigation. Again, the teacher had pre-prepared
a screen on which she had placed several areas of the consideration in
devising a fair test investigation (Figure 7.10). During the lesson, she used
the IWB to collect and orientate information from the children about how
the investigation should be conducted. She used a range of additional
tools to support the children’s developing ideas, most notably a ‘chest’
containing all of the possible equipment the children might later use in
their own investigations. By inviting the children to select objects from
the chest and asking them how these might be used within the context of
the proposed investigation the teacher was able to stimulate discussion,
elicit ideas and build a framework of understanding on the mind map that
could be used when the children engaged in their own investigation.

Physically, the teacher was in complete control of the IWB – she used

Figure 7.9 An ambitious attempt to map ideas related to biological variation
with Year 1/2.
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the keyboard to write the content of the concept boxes, controlled the
orientation of the concept boxes to one another and produced the links
between the concept boxes. But in doing this, she was merely the physical
operator of the technology – the ideas came from the children, as did the
reasons for making the links that were eventually made on the map. She
guided, questioned and challenged the pupils throughout the lesson,
skilfully mediating their ideas and creating the conditions by which the
children could see how they interrelated.

In orientating the children to the task, ideas from a previous lesson were
discussed. The teacher used familiar tools – just as the Year 5/6 teacher
used her flipchart – to focus initial interest and discussion. Each time a
child retrieved an item from the chest the children were asked about the
characteristics and possible uses of the objects: ‘it’s smooth’; ‘we could use
it as a ramp’; ‘to make the car stop’. As a result, they were asked to express
their thinking in relation to concrete objects and during the rest of the
lesson they were encouraged to try things out using the equipment that
they had retrieved from the chest. In discussing what would be the best
way to proceed they were encouraged to challenge one another’s ideas

Figure 7.10 A teacher-created, pupil-adapted screen used on the IWB to
stimulate discussion about a fair test activity with Year1/2.
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and to justify themselves, with the map being used as a public tool for
orientating ideas that might work.

For teachers attempting to develop procedural understanding – the
‘thinking behind the doing’ of science (Gott and Duggan 1995: 26) –
rather than to simply teach the skills associated with science investiga-
tions, this lesson illustrated how the visual presentation of ideas and the
ways in which they are orientated to one another can help achieve this
aim. In the following task, the children were led to a shared orientation.
This seems fundamental to all that we have said so far and provides a clear
example of how teachers might be involved in ‘the creation of activities
which necessitate learning dialogues’ (Wegerif and Dawes 2004: 2).

In interview, these young children were clear that this was a very differ-
ent exercise to the process of creating a map in which all of the boxes
might in some way be seen as being conceptually related. At a simple level
the concept groups created on the investigation map were understood as
discrete elements – different parts of the process – that could be considered
separately despite being part of the ‘big picture’ of the overall investiga-
tion. With respect to technical issues, there were obvious problems associ-
ated with the speed with which these young children could type on the
computer keyboards, despite having received keyboard training. When
the teacher herself used the keyboard the ‘flow’ of the lesson was much
improved.

Some conclusions

The emerging findings from this research draw attention to certain key
themes and issues relating to the pupils’ classroom collaboration, their
developing knowledge and understanding, their involvement in multiple
aspects of learning in the primary classroom environment and the signifi-
cance of the teacher’s aims and strategies for learning and assessment.
These are briefly discussed in the next sections.

Collaboration and talk, and learning to collaborate

One of the main principles informing the work discussed in this chapter is
expressed well by Wegerif and Dawes (2004: 1), who argue that ‘. . . (l)earn-
ing with computers in school is a social activity in which the teacher plays
a crucial role’. Yet we cannot assume that all primary pupils have the
motivation and skills to collaborate in ways that promote their learning,
even when provided with opportunities to be involved in tasks such as the
ones that we have described. Perhaps to be truly effective, children need to
experience something akin to the Nuffield Thinking Together project,
which focuses on how children might be taught to interact and talk pro-
ductively in the context of science. Dawes (2004: 685) remarks that the
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Thinking Together project ‘provided a core of talk skills lessons that
enabled classes of children to generate and agree to use “ground rules” for
exploratory talk’. We should note that, as in the case of our research,
groups of pupils may be extremely adept at collaborating and respecting
one another’s views because of the ethos already established in the class-
room and the whole school. However, this cannot be taken for granted
and, as discussed by Kutnick and Manson (2000), certain pupils may need
additional support to develop the social competence in relationships with
others that allows them to take full advantage of the social interaction
needed for collaborative learning.

Knowledge and understanding in science learning – making connections

The lessons discussed in this chapter draw attention to the importance of
understanding how children develop and represent their knowledge in
different contexts. In the Year 5/6 class the teacher explicitly told the
pupils that for the purposes of that lesson she wanted to know what they
had learned in school that term, not just the factual knowledge about the
planets which they had gained largely through their homework. She used
another classroom tool, the flipchart, to list some key concepts such as
‘day and night’ and this provided a visible representation of pupils’ school
learning to prompt them as they worked on their own maps. This tactic
helped to mediate the pupils’ ‘home’ and ‘school’ knowledge effectively
and many were then able to begin to combine the two areas of their think-
ing. As Hart (2000) points out, the principle of making connections
between the pupils’ classroom responses and their wider learning experi-
ences out of school is central to the thinking required of teachers and
pupils and it is one of the fundamental ways to enhance learning and
inclusion. The idea that teachers and pupils will combine the use of differ-
ent classroom tools to make connections in learning draws attention to
the need to place the use of any one resource, such as the interactive
whiteboard, in the context of activity in the whole classroom environ-
ment. As we have already seen in Chapter 5, the work of Kress et al. (2001)
extends this point in examining how pupils construct their understanding
using a ‘multi-modal’ interplay of resources in speech, writing, gesture,
action and visual images. Kress et al. (2001: 13) ask ‘what constraints and
possibilities for making meaning are offered by each mode present for
representation in the science classroom, and what use is made of them?’
The use of these different ways of representing knowledge is at the heart of
the learning process, especially in attending to the connections that are
made between them in science learning. Our lesson observations notably
drew attention to the relevance of examining gesture, movement and
other physical activity by teacher and pupils, in connection with the more
familiar uses of speech, writing and visual images.
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Multiple aspects of learning in the whole classroom environment – a question
of control?

Individual tools such as the IWB do not stand alone in the classroom, but
we do need to acknowledge that a particular resource may have specific and
distinctive characteristics which can support, or hinder, different aspects
of learning. For example, it was very clear from our study that the public
nature of the IWB could have advantages and disadvantages. It could
clearly help groups of pupils to share ideas with an easily visible point of
reference. However, pupils were also aware of the possibilities for social
evaluation as their work went up on the large screen and several were
concerned about publicly demonstrating their technical skills including
accurate typing and spelling. In discussing their review of research litera-
ture on ICT and pedagogy, Cox et al. (2003) identify one of the emerg-
ing themes as the control of learning. They note that work such as that
by Hennessey et al. (2005) with teachers in secondary schools suggests
that the use of ICT can be associated with a decrease of direction from
the teacher and an increase in pupil self-regulation and collaboration. In
our case both class teachers were concerned with involving the pupils in
the learning, handing over as much as possible to them without withdraw-
ing support all together. The idea that responsibility for learning can com-
fortably be shared by the pupils in the whole classroom environment,
with all the prioritising, risk-taking and public errors implied, may be a
goal to work towards as ICT tools become embedded in each primary
classroom.

Teachers’ aims and strategies for learning and assessment

This last point leads us to reflect on the centrality of the teacher’s aims for
pupils’ learning in each lesson. The science lessons described in this chap-
ter highlighted different views about whether the main focus would be on
pupils’ inclusion in the processes learning or on the assessment of what
they had learned. This reflected alternative perceptions of what the mind
mapping software could and should do in the given lessons. Yet these
apparently alternative aims need not be contradictory. The classroom
learning environment is a complex system which supports different aims
and objectives for any one lesson. For example, Collins et al. (1996) pro-
pose the following framework of elements in the learning environment,
expressed in terms of what teachers may want pupils to do:

• participating in discourse, for the purposes of active communication,
knowledge-building and shared decision-making, as well as receiving
information;

• participating in activities, in the form of purposeful projects and
problem-solving, as well as practising exercises to improve specific skills
and knowledge;
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• presenting examples of work to be evaluated, which may involve both
performing for an audience and demonstrating the ability to work out
problems or answer questions.

These types of activity represent a mix of expectations and views about
how children learn, including what may seem to be contradictory aspects
of direct instruction and collaborative learning. However, Collins et al.
(1996: 688) remark that most teaching and learning environments con-
tain all these elements and that ‘the most effective combine the advan-
tages of each type’. Social constructivist models of learning emphasise the
fundamental importance of the processes of participation, communication
and active learning, but pupils are also asked to demonstrate their knowl-
edge and achievements in relation to the science curriculum and more
widely. Clarity about the priorities and multiple aims for pupils’ learning
is essential for developing the combined use of ICT tools in productive
ways. Detailed classroom observations and further discussion with teachers
and pupils can provide evidence of what they see as the opportunities for
learning afforded by the computer software, hardware and other class-
room tools in combination. However, there is more work to be done on
what it really means for pupils to ‘interact’ with tools such as the inter-
active whiteboard and useful evidence may emerge as pupils continue to
take on more responsibility and control in their use. This type of growth in
pupils’ involvement in learning is likely to be one of the main indicators
of a fundamental transformation in teaching and learning as a result of
new interactive technologies.

Notes

1 For the purposes of the discussion in this chapter, metaknowledge might be
defined as knowledge about the nature of knowledge and knowing, whilst meta-
learning refers, essentially, to learning about learning.

2 It’s worth noting that, whilst the arrows on this map denote connections
between ideas, they do not necessarily always represent the directional pro-
position or links proposed by Novak and Gowin (1984) for concept maps. This
feature of the maps is much more prevalent in the work of the Year 5/6 class,
where the teacher placed much greater emphasis on the nature of the links
between concepts.
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8

EMERGENT SCIENCE AND
ICT IN THE EARLY YEARS

John Siraj-Blatchford

As the Curriculum Guidance for the Foundation Stage (CGFS) makes clear,
in the early years ‘Children do not make a distinction between “play” and
“work” and neither should practitioners’ (QCA 2000: 11).

Within the CGFS the provisions for Knowledge and Understanding of
the World provide the foundations for science education and the Early
Learning Goals also suggest that, before children complete their reception
year they should find out about and identify the uses of technology in
their everyday lives and use computers and programmed toys to support
their learning (QCA 2000).

The CGFS provides a series of ‘Stepping Stone’ statements that identify
progression in science in terms of children’s critical attitudes, their obser-
vation, recording and classification skills. My Chambers Concise Diction-
ary defines a stepping stone as ‘a stone rising above water or mud to afford
passage’ and this seems highly appropriate in this case. The general prin-
ciples or philosophy to be applied in providing an appropriate early educa-
tion in science are not at all clear. The ‘waters’ are indeed murky. At Key
Stage 2 the National Curriculum increasingly specifies the knowledge
and understandings that are to be taught quite explicitly. As you move
down through Key Stage 1 the orders tend to be less specific and refer to
more general notions, like developing a respect for evidence and exploring



 

similarities and differences. But there is no clear theorisation of the
learning transition from early exploration to science education ‘proper’
(de Boo 2000).

Unfortunately, as we know, when educators are unsure of what they are
doing they tend to keep very close to the script, or in this case to the
stepping stones (so that they don’t fall in!). In the circumstances the last
thing we want is an early science education that is restricted to ‘delivering’
the stepping stones.

So what does it mean to support children’s early learning in science?
First, in understanding the nature of science education in the early years
crucial distinctions have to be made between:

• natural phenomenon and behaviour;
• established scientific theories and explanations;
• children’s individual scientific theories and explanations.

Learning science is not simply ‘knowing about natural phenomena’;
it provides a set of socio-historically established and agreed logico-
mathematical constructions that explain these phenomena. But in the
early years we cannot expect children to have experienced, or even to be
aware of, all of the natural phenomena that they will later learn to explain
in science lessons. A fundamental aspect of early science education is,
therefore, to provide these awarenesses and experiences, to set the founda-
tions for future science education. It is for this reason that provisions for
sand and water play are very popular in the UK. However, the evidence
suggests that without some form of scaffolding or instruction (e.g. demon-
stration, modelling etc.) the play involved may be repetitive, irrelevant
and unproductive (Hutt et al. 1989, Siraj-Blatchford 2002a). Certainly, for
this sort of play to be educational in terms of science, clear objectives need
to be defined. Efforts should be made to draw children’s attention to the
workings of their own body and of the world around them. Imagine how
difficult it would have been to understand atmospheric pressure if you had
never gained confidence in conceiving of air as a substance beforehand!
We can encourage ‘air play’ in the nursery, pouring it upside down in
water, playing with bubbles and balloons, pumps and inner tubes, watch-
ing the effects of the wind and catching it in kites and sails.

To understand the problem of teaching ‘established science’ in the early
years we need only consider the case of floatation. It is clear that any
adequate understanding of the science of floatation must involve the con-
cept of density and this will only be understood when children are able to
consider the effects of proportional (and inverse proportional) changes in
volume and mass – the intellectual equivalent of rubbing your stomach
and tapping your head at the same time. At the Foundation Stage few (if
any) children will be ready for this. Yet practical explorations of floating
and sinking may be very valuable in the early years. Children can compare
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the buoyancy of small and large, heavy and light objects and we can
encourage them to begin to develop hypotheses about floatation. But as
Edwards and Knight (1994) have argued, in doing so we should only ever
be trying to move children from their initial limited conceptions to ‘less
misconceived’ ideas. The development of a practical recognition of the
phenomenon of ‘upthrust’ might also provide a valuable support, if not a
necessary prerequisite, for later understanding the scientific explanation.

A ‘fact’ is, as Margaret Donaldson (1992) has argued, something per-
ceived and consciously noted. For scientific purposes it is also something
described and recorded. But the business of perceiving and describing are
quite different. For example, we don’t consciously perceive everything
that is available to our senses and there are many (perhaps an infinite
number of) ways of describing what we perceive. Take the example of heat
flow: science tells us that when we leave the warmth of our beds to stand
bare-footed on a tiled floor, the excellent thermal conductivity of the tiles
causes us to loose heat. But what we ‘feel’ is the sensation of the tiles being
cold! A child may perceive and consciously note the fact that she feels
warmer when she puts a coat on. But she will not have consciously per-
ceived that heat was leaving her body before she did so and she therefore
won’t consciously perceive that the coat is providing an insulating layer
that traps the heat around her. To the child the coat is simply warm. As
Donaldson (1992: 161) says, ‘theoretical preconceptions and reported
observations are by no means independent of one another. Theories – or,
indeed, beliefs not conscious enough to be called theories – guide the
nature of the observations; and the guiding assumptions are often not
recognized as being open to doubt.’

In the past many writers have referred to the child as a ‘natural scientist’
(Bentley and Watts 1994) because of their natural inclination to ‘spon-
taneously wonder’ (Donaldson 1992) about things. Driver addressed this
directly in her book The Pupil as Scientist:

The baby lets go of the rattle and it falls to the ground; it does it again
and the pattern repeats itself . . . By the time the child receives formal
teaching in science it has already constructed a set of beliefs about a
wide range of natural phenomenon.

(Driver 1985: 2)

As Driver (1985) went on to suggest, we now know that some of these
beliefs differ markedly from accepted scientific knowledge and that they
may be difficult to change. These are the ‘misconceptions’ that science
educators in schools must later engage with. But the major difference
between the scientific knowledge that every individual child builds up as
an infant and the science constructed by professional scientists is not that
one is ‘right’ and the other ‘wrong’. It is related to the rigour with which
every new ‘scientific’ idea is tested and to the benefits of professional
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collaboration and communication. ‘Established’ scientific knowledge is
the product of a collective historical enterprise. When we refer to science
as a ‘discipline’ we also draw attention to the fact that it constitutes an
intellectual enterprise that has a distinct set of rules and that these rules
are normally (or properly) adhered to by that particular academic com-
munity we know as ‘scientists’. For a child (or for anyone else) to think
‘scientifically’ means to obey these rules and to keep an open mind, to
respect yet always to critically evaluate evidence and to participate in a
community that encourages the free exchange of information, critical
peer review and testing. This latter point is crucial because, as Driver et al.
(1996: 44) again put it, ‘Scientific knowledge is the product of a com-
munity, not of an individual. Findings reported by an individual must
survive an institutional checking and testing mechanism, before being
accepted as knowledge.’

For all of these reasons it is important that we remain vigilant in our use
of the term ‘science’ and discriminate clearly between ‘scientific develop-
ment’ as itself a cultural phenomenon (and a knowledge base that chil-
dren will be introduced to later in school), and cognitive development
which, however analogous it may be to science, remains essentially an
individual affair.

As Hodson (1998) has suggested, the contradiction that is often assumed
to exist between the need to provide an enculturation into established
science and the development of personal frameworks of understanding is
in any event a false one. Even professional scientists who are working with
the same theory while pursuing different purposes tend to apply different
‘levels’ of understanding. As Hodson (1998) goes on to argue, at whatever
stage of education is being considered, the ‘personalisation of learning’
should involve the teacher in identifying and constructively engaging
with the prior ‘knowledge, experience, needs, interests and aspirations’ of
every learner.

Young children are naturally curious and we can encourage their
explorations. We can also encourage an early interest in science, and the
development of a respect for its achievements. As I have argued elsewhere
(Siraj-Blatchford and McLeod-Brudenell 1999; Siraj-Blatchford 2002b), for
all of these reasons it is important that we differentiate between a ‘science
education’ that focuses on established conceptual knowledge (in the UK
National Curriculum this currently starts in Key Stage 1) and an ‘emergent
science education’ that focuses on hands-on experience, the development
of emergent conceptions of the ‘nature of science’ and the development of
positive dispositions to the subject.

In terms of learning theory and child development such ‘emergent’
approaches move us away from the simplistic notions of individual cogni-
tive elaboration through ‘discovery’ to see effective practice in socio-
cultural terms involving the educator and the child engaged together in a
‘construction zone’ (Siraj-Blatchford and MacLeod-Brudenell 1999).
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The large-scale and highly influential Effective Provision of Preschool
Education (EPPE) project (Sylva et al. 2004) and the Researching Effective
Pedagogy in Early Childhood (REPEY) project (Siraj-Blatchford et al. 2002)
research suggests that adult–child interactions that involve some element
of ‘sustained shared thinking’ are especially valuable in terms of children’s
early learning. These were identified as sustained verbal interactions that
moved forward in keeping with the child’s interest and attention. When
children share ‘joint attention’ or ‘engage jointly’ in activities we know
that this provides a significant cognitive challenge (Light and Butterworth
1992). Collaboration is also considered important in providing opportun-
ities for cognitive conflict as efforts are made to reach consensus (Doise
and Mugny 1984), and for the co-construction of potential solutions in
the creative processes. Arguably, emergent science education provides the
greatest curriculum potential for this sort of intellectual engagement.

An ‘emergent’ science curriculum is a curriculum responsive to chil-
dren’s needs as individuals; it accepts diversity of experience, interests
and development. An emergent science curriculum is also a curriculum
that respects the power and importance of play and that supports children
in becoming more accomplished players, good at choosing, constructing
and co-constructing their own learning. To sustain an interest in science is
to sustain an interest in problem solving and exploration and for Bandura
(1986) these processes begin with imitative learning which are sub-
sequently internalised through identification and incorporated in the
individual’s self-concept and identity. So the real challenge is to provide
children with strong models of science so that they develop positive atti-
tudes and beliefs about the importance of the subject. A good deal of this
can be achieved in small group work where children act as a ‘collective
scientist’ under the direction of the adult (Siraj-Blatchford and Macleod-
Brudenell 1999). The REPEY research (Siraj-Blatchford et al. 2002) found
that the cognitive outcomes of the pre-school children whom they studied
were directly related to the quantity and quality of the adult planned and
focused group work. They also found that the most effective settings
achieved a balance between the opportunities provided for children to
benefit from teacher-initiated group work and the provision of freely
chosen yet potentially instructive play activities.

It would be a nonsense to try to teach literacy by first teaching letter and
words in isolation from stories and texts. It is also a nonsense to teach
separate science ‘skills’ without providing a model of investigation. Early
years teachers therefore need models, or ‘recipes for doing’ science if they
are to model good scientific practice (Siraj-Blatchford and Macleod-
Brudenell 1999). Teachers who teach emergent literacy provide positive
role models by showing children the value that they place in their own use
of print. In emergent science we can do the same by talking about science
and engaging children in collaborative scientific investigations. We can
tell the children many of the stories of scientific discovery. In doing so we
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will encourage children to develop an emergent awareness of the nature
and value of the subject as well as positive dispositions towards the science
education that they will experience in the future.

Socio-constructivist perspectives in early childhood education (Sayeed
and Guerin 2000) recognise the importance of viewing play as an activity
where children are developing their confidence and capability for inter-
acting with their cultural environment. If we are to provide for an appropri-
ate, broad and balanced education in the early years we must first think
about children playing, but then we must also think about the particular
subjects of that play. The clothing we provide for children to dress up in,
and the props that we provide for their socio-dramatic play, should
include resources to support emergent science. Many classrooms and play
areas will already include resources to support playing doctors and nurses
and there are usually plenty of resources to support measuring, but more
resources need to be made available and I don’t think we should be too
worried about stereotypes at this age as long as they are not gendered. We
might therefore consider providing young children with lab coats, extra
large (plastic) test tubes and racks, flasks, burettes and coloured fluids and
powders to play at being chemists. Toy manufactures could also do more
to provide simple sensing equipment (I describe the Blatchford Buzz Box
later in the section on data logging). For some early years practitioners this
will all seem too prescriptive, but as Vygotsky (1978: 103) argued, ‘In one
sense a child at play is free to determine his own actions. But in another
sense this is an illusory freedom, for his actions are in fact subordinated to
the meanings of things and he acts accordingly.’

Screen-based activities have been shown to support the processes of
verbal reflection and abstraction (Forman 1989). This is a theme specific-
ally addressed by Bowman et al. (2001: 229) in the US National Research
Council’s report Eager to Learn: Educating our Preschoolers. The report
strongly endorses the application of computers in early childhood:

Computers help even young children think about thinking, as early
proponents suggested (Papert 1980). In one study, preschoolers who
used computers scored higher on measures of metacognition (Fletcher-
Flinn and Suddendorf 1996). They were more able to keep in mind a
number of different mental states simultaneously and had more sophis-
ticated theories of mind than those who did not use computers.

The ‘example materials’ for the Foundation Stage produced for the
Primary National Strategy (DfES 2004) provide concrete suggestions on
how to use ICT to support the early learning goals within knowledge and
understanding of the world:

ICT resources can help children in ‘developing crucial knowledge, skills
and understanding that will enable them to make sense of their own,
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immediate environment as well as environments of others’. Digital
photographs, tape recorders, camcorders and webcams can allow child-
ren to investigate living things, objects and materials, some of which
might not be accessible otherwise, for example with a webcam placed in
a wildlife area.

As previously suggested, we need to begin by considering how this fits
into a playful curriculum. In the following pages applications appropriate
for supporting science in the Foundation Stage are illustrated under each
of the following categories:

• Information sources
e.g. ICT provides a wide range of resources, including the Internet and
CD-ROM encyclopedias to support adults and children.

• Data handling
e.g. especially providing support for ‘counting’ and in graphically
displaying data from surveys.

• Data logging
e.g. using sensors to observe changes more clearly.

• Sorting and branching
e.g. identifying attributes and introducing classification.

• Simulation and modelling
e.g. to investigate the effects of changing variables.

Play and problem solving

Most developmental psychologists treat play as either one, or some com-
bination of three things:

1. Play as an exploration of the object environment
2. Play as an experience of an experimental and flexible nature, and
3. Play as a facilitator of the transition from concrete to abstract thought.

(Adapted from Pepler 1982)

Exploration in this sense may be considered a necessary preamble to play,
or as an initial stage within play. It may represent an integral part or a
separate, although closely related, activity. In experimenting, the child
moves beyond discovering the properties of objects, to determine what
s/he can do with the object. This fits in well with Bruner’s notion of
‘mastery’. The importance here of the child being left free from the ten-
sions of instrumental goals is often stressed. This allows for more novel,
less inhibited, responses and applications of the objects of play. Play pro-
vides the opportunity for children to consider objects abstractly and this is
an adaptive mechanism that facilitates problem solving. The folded paper
that signifies for the child an aeroplane soaring through the sky becomes
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‘a pivot’ for severing the meaning of ‘aeroplane’ from real aeroplanes. The
focus of attention becomes what it is that the object signifies and can
do, its properties and functions rather than its representation in the ‘real’
world. The objects of symbolic play thus provide important precursors for
representational thought.

The importance of all this shouldn’t be understated; pretend play has a
major role in early cognitive development. The symbolisation that begins
with objects goes on to be shared with the parent, then with peers and, as
Piaget argued, the reciprocity in peer relations provides foundations for
perspective taking and decentring. This in turn provides a model for
symbolising ‘the self’ and the ‘other’ and supports the development of the
child’s ‘theory of mind’. In the circumstances it isn’t at all surprising that
children’s preference for socio-dramatic play has been shown to be correl-
ated with intellectual performance (in terms of both IQ and ability scales).

Sylva et al. (1976) showed us that play facilitated problem solving.
Divergent thinking is central to both play and creativity and longitudinal
studies have also shown that creativity in pretend play is predictive of
divergent thinking over time (Russ et al. 1999). As Edwards and Hiler
(1993) argued in their teacher’s guide to ‘Reggio Emilia’ (which is based in
Italy and champions a particular approach to early years education), young
children are developmentally capable of all the high-level thinking skills.
We should therefore encourage them in their day-to-day practices of analy-
sis (e.g. seeing similarities and differences); synthesis (e.g. rearranging,
reorganising); and evaluation (e.g. judging the value of things).

In an evaluation of the Northamptonshire LEA Foundation Stage ICT
programme (Siraj-Blatchford and Siraj-Blatchford 2006), we found that,
given appropriate training, Reception teachers were able to make enor-
mous progress in expanding the opportunities in their classrooms for play
using ICT. In one example, Chrissie Dale, a Reception teacher at King’s
Sutton School, used Granada’s Learning at the Vets software to support
science and to encourage emergent writing (Figure 8.1).

1.11.04: The children have all been desperate to have a go at this one
and demonstrating it on the whiteboard was a very effective way of
showing the children how to use the program. However, when trying
to use the program on the PC the children needed a lot of support. For
each child to have a turn took a long time and has tended to initially
interrupt the role play that has been established.

(Chrissie Dale, King’s Sutton School)

This application was also developed further to incorporate a Listening
Station (Figure 8.2) as an Answer Phone at the vets:

Some of the children have started pretending to write the messages
down but I have not yet observed them taking these messages into their
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play. I need to rerecord the messages as the volume levels are uneven
and they need more careful thinking out to vary the play that they
might develop. I need to buy a tape with the shortest running time that I
can find or might even buy a cheap answering machine or ask parents to
donate an old one.

(op cit)

Information sources

The value of taking children out of the classroom to learn from the
environment is widely recognised in early education. CD-ROM talking
encyclopaedias and the Internet extend the possibilities even further. A
wide range of other early learning software is also available. One notable
example is Percy’s Animal Explorer (Figure 8.3).

Percy is a talking caterpillar who supports the children in learning about
different animals and the sounds they make. Other games include finding
the odd one out, matching pictures to sounds and learning where the
animals live. The locations include a farm, a garden, the jungle and under
the sea.

Figure 8.1 Children working with Learning at the Vets.
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Figure 8.2 A child at the Listening Station.

Figure 8.3 Percy’s Animal Explorer.
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Data handling and display

Many early educators have found that 2Simple’s 2Count and 2Graph
provides a quick and effective data presentation program that supports
children in reflecting upon their data and in answering their questions
(Figures 8.4 and 8.5).

Graphs can also be used to summarise information collected over time
for analysis, e.g. temperature, type of weather, the growth of a plant, etc.

Figures 8.4 and 8.5 2Simple’s 2Graph.
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One application developed as a part of the Developmentally Appropriate
Technology in Early Childhood (DATEC) project in Portugal (http://
datec.org.uk) found that the 2Simple graphs can help the children to
summarise and evaluate the data that they collected in different contexts
as well as to communicate the information to others. One application
involved the children studying their ‘baby’ teeth falling out. As Folque
(2004) has suggested, this was a mathematical activity based on real and
affective experiences. The children counted the teeth that they lost and
associated this with a sign of their physical development. The experience
was also the base for a range of other comparisons, measures and graphing
activities. The 2Graph software allowed the children to save different
graphs corresponding to different months and to explore each other’s pro-
gress. The children also explored the different graph layouts in order to
find the best one to communicate their central idea.

Data logging

The term ‘data logging’ may be applied in its broadest sense in the early
years to denote all of those resources capable of supporting children in
their observations of natural and humanmade phenomena. Early years
data-logging resources, therefore, include a wide range of technologies,
from digital cameras to technologies developed to support learning in
much more discrete areas of the curriculum. One example of the latter is
provided by the Blatchford Buzz Box (TTS) (CLEAPSS 2000; Siraj-
Blatchford 2000). The Buzz Box provides an extremely sensitive electronic
buzzer that will respond to minute current flows with an audible pitch
proportionate to the current flowing in the circuit. It therefore provides a
safe means of demonstrating the conductivity of the human body and of
water. It is especially valuable in teaching young children about basic cir-
cuit principles and the dangers of electricity.

An example of a much more flexible data logging resource is provided by
the Digital Microscope (Figures 8.6 and 8.7). At Gamesley Early Excel-
lence Centre (Siraj-Blatchford and Siraj-Blatchford 2005) the staff have
developed some excellent applications. In terms of the CGFS (QCA 2000),
its particular value has been found to support the Knowledge and Under-
standing of the World and Communication Language and Literacy. A
typical example of its use involved the children looking at mini-beasts
found in the nursery environment. As the staff at Gamesley – and Feasey
et al. (2003) – have found, with adult support even the youngest children
can benefit from the use of this sort of equipment. Older Foundation Stage
children have also been found to be capable of using the microscope
independently.

Feasey et al. (2003) were commissioned by Becta to evaluate the use of
the Intel Play QX3 Computer Microscope which was given to all schools
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Figures 8.6 and 8.7 Early years children using a digital microscope, with adult
support and alone.
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in England as part of Science Year. They found that Foundation Stage
children who used the microscope were highly motivated, and particu-
larly keen to discuss their observations. They also found that it was often
the children who became the instigators of using the microscope, showing
the confidence to explore its potential. The study found that when most
teachers and children first learn to use the microscope they cannot resist
using it to view parts of their own body, but then they soon move on to
discover the great potential that the technology has for supporting work
in science, literacy and across the curriculum. Feasey et al. observed chil-
dren using the microscope to view teeth, ears, skin, spiders and woodlice!

In our Northamptonshire ICT evaluation (Siraj-Blatchford and Siraj-
Blatchford 2005) we found that digital cameras were being used to support
children’s reflection, for the purpose of display and documentation and to
support communication with parents. At Aldwinkle School, for example,
the Reception teacher (Shona Hall) found that the immediacy of the
images produced by the digital camera were of immense value in her inte-
grated activity associated with life cycles. The children used the digital
camera to record the growth of their sunflowers:

I believe that the digital camera provided the activity with more focus;
because the children were taking their own pictures, they seemed to be
looking more carefully for things to photograph. Most could provide an
explanation of why they were choosing to take a particular shot and
those who could not were given the opportunity to do so when we were
viewing the images upon our return to the classroom. Most did this. In
this way, I feel that the camera helped to clarify and consolidate the
children’s learning.

(Shona Hall, Aldwinkle School)

At another Northamptonshire school (All Saints), a digital camera was
used to support the children’s investigation of bean growth. The children
recorded the growth and made up their own ‘Bean Diary’ to record their
findings (Figure 8.8).

The children loved using the cameras . . . They enjoyed looking at their
images after they had taken them and decide whether to re-take or if
they were content. The children recorded their own serial numbers of
photographs for printing purposes.

(Mia Hobbs, All Saints)

Sorting and branching

Science began when people first recognised patterns. They recognised
that there were patterns and regularities in nature that allowed them to
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predict the occurrence of natural events in advance. The most spectacular
achievement of Thales of Miletus, who is often identified as one of the
earliest scientists in Europe, was to predict the eclipse of 585bc.

In Sammy’s Science House: Sorting Station (Edmark/Riverdeep) children
sort pictures into categories, identifying similarities and differences as
they begin to learn how plants, animals and minerals are classified (Figure
8.9).

Simulation and modelling

Whilst it presents an American environment, Acorn Pond from Sammy’s
Science House (Edmark/Riverdeep) provides an excellent example of how
software can support a visit to a pond for some ‘dipping’, or other work
associated with animal habitats (Figure 8.10). The CD-ROM supports
children exploring animal habitats, seasonal changes and the effects of
changing variables.

Figure 8.8 Using a digital camera to record a ‘bean diary’.
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Figure 8.9 Sammy’s Science House: Sorting Station.

Figure 8.10 Acorn Pond, from Sammy’s Science House.
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Off-computer activities might also include looking at butterfly books,
colouring and printing butterfly wing designs. It might also include art
work associated with the seasons, investigations of other animal habitats
(under rocks, logs etc.), animal tracks and/or physical development ses-
sions where the children ‘fly’ like butterflies, ‘jump’ like frogs, ‘hop’ like
rabbits and ‘slither’ like snakes. Sammy’s Science House also includes a
‘Weather Machine’ that allows the children to control the key variables of
temperature, moisture and wind. Like a television presenter, Frederick the
Bear then reports on the weather (Figure 8.11). The children learn how
the changes in the key variables cause changes in weather conditions and
also influence the dress and activity of the animated cartoon characters.

With adult support, there are a lot of other simulation and adventure
CD-ROMs available that children will benefit from. One excellent example
is provided by Oscar the Balloonist Discovers the Farm (Tivoli). The story
line is described in an Amazon.com review as ‘. . . something along the
lines of Doctor Doolittle meets Monty Python, meets Beatrix Potter’. Oscar
tours the world in a hot-air balloon that enables him to travel through the
seasons. In this adventure he crash-lands his balloon in a farm and meets
an eccentric animal researcher, Balthasar Pumpernickel. In their explor-
ations of the farm environment, children interview the animals and
learn about them through a variety of virtual interactions and games. The

Figure 8.11 Frederick the Bear, also from Sammy’s Science House.
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software also provides a wealth of possibilities for investigations and activ-
ities away from the computer. One of the games invites the children to
agree or disagree with suggestions such as ‘Cows love to eat frogs’! Another
title in the Tivoli series is Oscar the Balloonist and the Secrets of the Forest.
Here, in addition to the changing seasons, the forest environment changes
from day to night so that the children meet the nocturnal animals as well.
The children will also discover whether squirrels are forgetful, whether
ants freeze in the winter and why badgers get fat in autumn.

Conclusions: ‘being a scientist’

I have argued that the best way to begin science education is for children
to play together and, with adult support, at ‘being scientists’. The fact that
children in the Foundation Stage are too young to use many ICT applica-
tions on their own without adult support shouldn’t trouble us at all.
‘Science’ in any event has never been the product of any individual. As
Newton suggested, even the greatest contributions are only made by those
‘standing on the shoulders of giants’ – and that is just what adults are to
young children.
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9

USING ICT TO SUPPORT
SCIENCE LEARNING OUT

OF THE CLASSROOM

Nick Easingwood and John Williams

Introduction

Society in general, and children in particular, are becoming increasingly
reliant upon ‘virtual’, rather than ‘real’ environments, both for entertain-
ment and education. The latter unquestionably provide opportunities to
develop the key scientific skills, based as they are on first-hand experiences
of observation, hypothesis and recording; however, these could easily
become lost in the virtual world. Although it could be argued that the use
of new technologies as an integral part of scientific investigation negates
the need for ‘old and traditional’ scientific investigative skills, the fact
remains that practical, first-hand experience is crucially important in good
primary science and primary practice in general (DfES 2003a; Chapter 3 in
this volume). The key for teachers is to use new technology, and their
pupils’ sophistication in exploiting its power, to enhance the learning
experience.

This chapter will examine how ICT can be used to support learning in
‘out-of-school’ contexts, focusing on some of the oldest scientific learning
environments of all – museums. Because ICT provides interactivity, func-
tionality, personalisation, speed, automation and instant feedback, it
enables pupils to gain so much more from a museum visit than they might



 

have done previously. Thus, we will review ideas about learning in
museums, exemplify how a museum visit can enhance pupils’ learning of
primary science, suggest how ICT can enhance pupils’ learning in a
museum and examine and suggest how digital imaging can be used to
enhance pupils’ learning of primary science in a museum context.

Learning in museums

It seems clear to us that the focused use of a museum, in which a teacher
helps pupils to learn by encouraging them to interact with exhibits in a
structured and directed way, can provide a range of learning experiences
that simply cannot be simulated accurately or meaningfully elsewhere.
Indeed, Howard Gardner recommended that all children engage in
museum learning, as it has considerable scope to stimulate their ‘multiple
intelligences’ (Hawkey 2004). Museum learning also has the potential to
break down some ideas about teaching and learning that are sometimes
associated with schools by those who are not involved in education –
namely, that learning must be constrained by a curriculum; that it is a
simple acquisition of facts and skills; and that it involves transmission of
knowledge from teacher to pupil. Museum educators – to some extent
historically (sic) free from public scrutiny – have been at liberty to
develop their ideas about learning and to engage in alternative
approaches (Anderson 1999; MLA 2004). In so doing, many have been
strongly influenced by the ideas set out below and drawn from Hawkey
(2004).

Hawkey (2001) summarised how thinking about learning has been
influential in enhancing museum learning opportunities. Bloom’s (1984)
Taxonomy suggests that learning may occur in any or all of three domains:
cognitive, psycho-motor or affective. The cognitive domain is divided into
several levels, the lowest of which is factual recall. Appreciating the low
level of simple fact presentation has provided museum educators with an
impetus to diversify their approach to learning. Gammon (2001) sug-
gested a taxonomy into which museum learning experiences in particular
could fall: cognitive, affective, social, skills development and personal.
Hooper-Greenhill et al. (2003) established a similar taxonomy including
the following categories: (a) knowledge and understanding, (b) skills, (c)
values and attitudes, (d) enjoyment, inspiration and creativity, and (e)
activity, behaviour and progression. These two analyses bear some relation
to Gardner’s multiple intelligences.

Wider definitions of learning and attempts to describe the learning pro-
cess sequentially have also been useful. Sharples (2003) described learning
as construction of understanding, relating new experiences to existing
knowledge. Kolb (1984) attempted to develop such ideas by defining a
model of experiential learning, which examines four components of a
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cycle of learning: immersion in concrete experience, observations and
reflections, logical or inductive formation of abstract concepts and gener-
alisations, and empirical testing of the implications of concepts in new
situations. He suggested that learners often have strengths in particular
components of this cycle, and defined learning styles (accommodator,
assimilator, converger and diverger) accordingly. Serrell (1996) identified
types of museum learning activities, and the outcomes to those activities,
preferred and looked for respectively, by individuals with these learning
styles. (Table 9.1)

Given the increasing focus on classifying learning styles as visual, audi-
tory and kinaesthetic (e.g. DfES 2003b), there appear to be intuitive and
obvious ways in which museum experiences may target students with
such styles. For example, the range of visual and ‘hands-on’ opportunities
that could be offered within a museum would appear to appeal to pupils
with kinaesthetic and visual styles (Stephenson and Sword 2004). It
should be recognised that controversy exists about the applicability and
reliability of the range of learning style models.

Another productive approach is to distinguish between theories of
learning and theories of knowledge (Hein 1995, 1998), and to keep those
classifications in mind when designing learning opportunities:

• Views of knowledge exist on a continuum, the extremes of which are:
� knowledge is absolute truth
� knowledge is the creation of the human mind.

• Views of learning exist on a continuum, the extremes of which are:
� learning is passive with museums’ purpose to pour learning into an

‘empty vessel’ of the mind
� learning is actively assimilated into existing cognitive structures by

the learner.

Table 9.2 shows the four ways in which these views of learning and know-
ledge can combine to yield four domains of learning.

Table 9.1 Learning styles and preferred activities and outcomes (Serrell 1996)

Learning style Preferred activities Outcome sought

Accommodator Imaginative Hidden meaning
Trial and error

Assimilator Interpretation that provides
facts and sequential ideas

Intellectual comprehension

Converger Try out theories Solutions to problems

Diverger Interpretation that encourages
social interaction

Personal meaning
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To design museum learning opportunities that respond to the ideas
above cannot be done using a ‘one size fits all’ model. Learning from,
rather than about, objects, providing the opportunity for a variety of
active and enquiry-based learning activities – and structuring and
coordinating a range of meaningful learning choices within a particular
context – are essential components for success (Hawkey 2004; Johnson
and Quinn 2004). Provision of motivating learning experiences that are
stimulating, enjoyable and relevant is essential. Embedding such experi-
ences in the interdisciplinary approach facilitated by museums is also
more likely to enable pupils to make links between areas of learning
(Hawkey 2004).

How can a museum visit enhance pupils’ learning of
primary science?

A recent case study shows very effectively how the ideas outlined above
enabled primary pupils’ learning of science during a museum-based
investigation (OFSTED 2003; Stephenson and Sword 2004). This investiga-
tion concerned the challenges facing ancient civilisations and was cross-
curricular, drawing upon science, history, and design and technology. The
museum work involved unravelling the story of the granite sarcophagus of
Rameses III in the Fitzwilliam Museum at the University of Cambridge.
This was followed up with classroom-based investigations, which allowed
pupils to test hypotheses developed in the museum.

Stephenson and Sword (2004) found that the museum experience can
encourage pupils to think autonomously about science with versatility,
imagination, individual creativity and tenacity. Their activity enhanced
motivation, and encouraged the development of sophisticated informa-
tion processing skills (OFSTED 2003). The museum’s enhanced funding,
by comparison to primary schools, enabled pupils to have access to
appropriate authentic materials (inspiring ‘awe and wonder’), which
appeared to give learning more meaning, particularly as the tasks were

Table 9.2 Domains of knowledge and learning

Domain Knowledge Learning

Didactic Knowledge is absolute truth Learning is passive

Heuristic Knowledge is absolute truth Learning is constructed from
ideas and experience

Constructivist Knowledge is constructed Learning is constructed from
ideas and experience

Behaviourist Knowledge is constructed Learning is passive
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situated within a contextualised cross-curricular approach with which
pupils could empathise. By using open-ended problem solving, pupils
were enabled to engage with learning at a level appropriate to them, facili-
tating differentiation. In the museum, pupils seemed less likely to pre-judge
the ‘correct’ answer to investigations and to immerse themselves in the
learning context.

Structuring the opportunity for focused discussion around museum
artefacts, as part of a ‘journey of enquiry’ (OFSTED 2003) was key to facili-
tating learning. This ‘journey’ encouraged pupils to ask questions of those
objects in relation to problem solving scenarios that required comparison
and close observation, fostering learning and providing the opportunity
for development of pupils’ creativity. By exploiting the museum’s own
science educators and practitioners, pupils had access to specialists and
specialist information, which could extend their discussions to broaden
and deepen their learning.

Pupils’ scientific principles and skills were also developed. In the
museum, pupils had to search for evidence to support or refute their
hypothesis. In the classroom, pupils subsequently carried out investiga-
tions, which were still ‘situated’ within the contexts developed in the
museum. Across both locations, they were asked to think creatively to
explain how things worked, to test and refine their ideas in the classroom
and museum, to present their ideas to their peers and to interrogate each
others’ solutions; this developed their skills of reflection and evaluation
and helped them to review their own learning. The group work involved
in the whole process gave ample opportunity to assess pupils’ learning.

How can ICT enhance pupils’ learning in a museum context?

Museums have had a dual role in scholarship and education since their
inception. These two roles have come together in recent years and this
fusion is being facilitated by ICT, which is increasingly being used to
enhance learning, both of schoolchildren and of lifelong learners (Hawkey
2004).

Of course, the lifeblood of the educative role of museums has tradition-
ally been exhibited objects. Such artefacts can be awe-inspiring (such as
the Flying Scotsman); alternatively they can challenge visitors to compare
and contrast reality with popular image. For example, the popular image
of George Stephenson’s Rocket is of a large, yellow locomotive; yet
modern-day visitors to the exhibit in the Science Museum in London will
see a small, black locomotive, with a very rough iron outer casing.

ICT can enhance learning from such artefacts, both by facilitating and
accelerating traditional learning approaches, but also by expanding the
range of learning experiences available (Hawkey 2004). Museum educa-
tion officers have increasingly tried to design exhibitions and experiences
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based upon defined learning objectives, interactivity, learner participation
and collaboration, and the facilitation of learner initiative in interacting
with exhibits. Although this has taken place both with and without the
aid of ICT, ICT has certainly facilitated the process, and has helped to
develop museums as places of exploration and discovery (Hawkey 2004).
In fact, ICT may have become so pervasive so quickly in museum educa-
tion because learning from museums and learning from digital technolo-
gies, share many of the same attributes, including learning from objects,
rather than about them, and developing strategies for discovering infor-
mation, rather than being presented with the information itself (Hawkey
2004).

ICT has considerable power to enable pupils’ learning in museums
because it can facilitate interactivity and participation, collaboration
between learners (both onsite and online) to construct ideas and the
personalisation of learning experiences to account for prior knowledge
and learners’ preferences (Hein 1990; Hawkey 2004); it may also exploit
mobile technologies (Naismith et al. 2004). For example, personalisation
of pupils’ experiences may begin even before they reach the museum.
Even using the museum’s website (including maps, gallery information
and virtual tours) to help plan their route around the museum, in response
to activities suggested by the teacher, gives pupils immediate autonomy
and enables them to make choices about their learning in the museum.
However, other technology may also benefit learning in the museum con-
text, including still and moving images (video and animations), simula-
tions and presentations, games, and the increasing use of the Internet and
the museums’ own intranets (Littlejohn and Higginson 2003). Of these,
the use of digital imaging appears to have very considerable potential.

How can digital imaging enhance pupils’ learning of primary
science within a museum context?

It is almost part of folklore that, in the past, pupils had to make a written
description of every educational visit, with such writing often containing
little reflection or analysis upon what had been seen. Although creative
and imaginative teachers have always found alternative means of getting
children to analyse, record and report educational visits, ICT can bring
new opportunities that were largely unimaginable ten years ago. Central
to this is the use of digital imaging.

Still images

Effective use of ‘still’ images must start with appreciation that the original
capturing of the image or taking the photograph is no longer the end of
the process, but the beginning of it. From here the images can be inserted
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into different types of applications; for example, they may be used in a
multimedia presentation or web page, where children can point and click
on hyperlinks to link to another slide. This means that information is not
presented in a linear way, which in turn means that an element of creativ-
ity and imagination has to be employed by the designer and an element of
choice by the user. Unsurprisingly, it is important for pupils to take
account of their audience when designing such a website or presentation.

The STEM project at the Science Museum in London worked with pri-
mary pupils to help them design a website, based around their museum
visit, which exploited digital images in this way. The children designing
the website had to be able to analyse and synthesise what they had seen
in order to present ideas in a manageable form and users commonly
needed to be able to think laterally in order to exercise an element of
choice. This means that both designer and user have to exercise higher-
order thinking skills, an immediate validation of the use of ICT in this
context. Previously the ‘designer’ would have written a simple report or
description of what had been seen and the user would have simply read
what was written. However, the use of web-page design or multimedia
presentation ensures there is interactivity and engagement with both
roles.

Much presentation software also enables further functionality to add to
pupils’ analysis and teachers’ assessment of their learning. Examples
include the embellishment and annotation of images by the use of
callouts (speech bubbles) and draw tools and the embellishment of reports
as a whole by the addition of a commentary, which itself could be
recorded by the pupils in the museum.

Video images

Digital video is video that can be stored, manipulated and edited on
computer. Digital video cameras can record museum experiences more
effectively than still cameras and have advantages over analogue video
cameras (Becta 2003) for the following reasons:

• digital cameras are smaller and lighter than VHS cameras, facilitating
their use in a mobile museum context;

• picture quality is enhanced;
• digital video is easy to edit, enabling students to produce high-quality

films in a short time;
• digital video can be integrated with other forms of technology, such as

presentation software and the Internet.

Because digital video editing software is now so accessible and ubiqui-
tous (for example, iMovie and Windows Movie Maker are both free with
Mac and Windows operating systems respectively), primary school pupils
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now have access to functionality that until recently was restricted to pro-
fessional television and film makers. This means that a child can video
aspects of a museum visit, or indeed any ‘out-of-school’ work, and on
returning to school can download the recorded ‘footage’ into a computer
and then edit the movie into a manageable form for viewing. This could
include adding a soundtrack such as narration, music and sound effects, as
well as titles and transitions between clips. By dragging, cutting, copying
and pasting into a storyboard at the bottom of the screen, children can
edit and create a complete film in the same way that they can edit a piece
of word-processed text. This flexibility means that the video can sub-
sequently be used in similar ways to those images captured with a ‘still’
camera, as described above.

Making digital videos centred on museum visits appears particularly
suited to enabling pupils’ learning because many of the learning
opportunities provided mirror – to some extent – those of the museum
itself (Becta 2003). Digital video lends itself to cross-curricular activities
(Becta 2004), facilitating the interdisciplinary approach highlighted as
important earlier and exemplified in the case study (Stephenson and
Sword 2004). Making digital videos can enhance motivation, enjoyment
and self-esteem (Burn and Reed 1999; Ryan 2002), is more likely to draw
on pupils’ out-of-school interests (Parker 2002) and can enable self-
expression and creativity (Becta 2002). Its motivational effects are
exemplified by the length of extra time spent on digital video projects by
students. Digital video also enables differentiation according to students’
learning styles and attainment levels (Burn and Reed 1999) and removes
literacy difficulties as an obstacle to learning. For example, rather than
capturing and analysing data on paper, or recording their museum visit
through words, pupils can now make simple records using moving images
(Becta 2002, 2003). The process of working collaboratively in groups to
produce and edit digital video encourages learning through discussion
and problem-solving (Becta 2002) and encourages children to think about
their learning (Swain et al. 2003). The flexibility afforded by digital
video software and its timeline also allows students to draft and redraft
sequences quickly and easily, encouraging creative experimentation
(Buckingham et al. 1999; Burn and Reed 1999), and developing under-
standing of narrative and structuring of scientific argument (Becta 2002).

Despite the value that making a video may have for pupils’ learning, the
audience to the final product will usually take on the role of a passive
viewer with little opportunity for interaction. Although still useful, en-
abling interactive engagement with the video can also help to maximise
the learning of the viewer. For example, when inserted into a presentation,
the user must point and click to select a video clip. The nature of this
type of activity will mean that the clips will be shorter, and the investi-
gative skills developed will engage the viewer with the material through-
out, maintaining concentration more effectively.
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To use digital video successfully within a museum visit will require
planning and preparation by the teacher (Becta 2002). Hardware issues
include the requirement to have modern computers with high-capacity
hard drives and fast processing speeds (Yao and Ouyang 2001), enough
digital video cameras for each group in the class and the facility to save
products to external media, such as CD or DVD writers or USB memory
sticks. Frequency of use by pupils is important, particularly if a specific
subject focus is to be emphasised (Becta 2002), and the skills required to
use the cameras effectively and edit the product clearly need to be taught.
This might involve the addition of titles, soundtracks, fades in and out and
special effects. Elements of production are also important. As the children
become more familiar with the art of movie making, they will learn how to
create movies that engage and keep the viewer interested, e.g. by using
several different camera angles or ‘cut-aways’. There is evidence that mak-
ing a film for an audience, such as parents or peers, maximises the benefits
to motivation and self-esteem (Buckingham et al. 1999). It is also import-
ant to ensure that the children record short clips of just a few seconds. This
is because it is easier to edit short clips than longer ones and it will reduce
download times. Key teaching questions include: ‘Why are you recording
that?’ and ‘How do you hope that it will fit with your final presentation?’

Exploiting the benefits of digital video in the context of museum learn-
ing of primary science requires a structured approach by the teacher. The
stages of implementation include:

1. preparation, which is likely to occur before the visit;
2. identifying an audience;
3. producing storyboards and flowcharts;
4. making the film at the museum;
5. editing the film in school;
6. showing the film or using it as part of a presentation.

Evaluation of the outcomes by peers is an important part of the learning
process (Becta 2003).

If we take primary science to include not only scientific observation and
experimentation, but also aspects of role play and drama, then we can
include not only the historical artefacts in the museum itself but also the
scientists and engineers that first discovered or invented them. For
example, in the past, personalities such as ‘Doctor Who’ have been used to
take the audience back through time to meet such notables as Galileo,
Newton, Faraday and Darwin (Williams 2000). Providing pupils with the
opportunity to use museum websites to plan their approach to the science,
to storyboard such a drama prior to the visit and then to use the museum
for filming ‘in role’ and ‘in situ’ provides an excellent foundation for
learning.

Another important example addresses the need to encourage and
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develop children’s investigative skills. Many museums now have inter-
active investigative galleries aimed directly at school pupils. A good
example of this would be Launch Pad in the Science Museum in London.
Using digital video and other relevant ICT to record quantitative and
qualitative results of investigations enables pupils and teachers to exploit
the learning benefits outlined above and to provide a springboard for fur-
ther learning. For example, during the case study of Stephenson and
Sword (2004), pupils could have used digital video to record information
collected in the museum, and then to produce a film of the whole investi-
gative process. Again, as with any use of ICT, it is essential in this example
to provide pupils with tightly focused tasks, which stem from tightly struc-
tured prior preparation in school and from regular progress reviews.
Expecting pupils to arrive at a museum to record a digital video ‘ad-hoc’ is
misguided and a waste of an effective learning opportunity.

Concluding and looking forward

Using digital imaging to record a museum visit enables pupils to learn
during the visit, provides a record of what they saw after the visit and gives
further opportunities for follow-up learning back in school. Such benefits
would apply to other educational visits as well. Of course, the museum will
often have its own website, or may produce a CD-ROM which can be used
in the same way, but whatever type of ICT is used it is important to
remember that all of the ICT mentioned in this chapter is relatively easy to
use. Although time would be required to learn how to use the hardware
and software, such skills can subsequently be reinforced and extended in
much the same way as the other skills that a child learns and develops
during the primary phase. This is a sound investment of time and
resources. Combination of these new technologies alongside the oldest
and most traditional of scientific environments, by an imaginative and
creative teacher, can access levels of learning previously unimaginable.

So what opportunities will be available for exploitation by creative
primary science teachers in the museums of the future? Mobile resources
appear to have considerable potential to enhance personalisation and
interaction in the way that visitors learn from museums. Indeed, the
functionality of PDAs, mobile phones and digital cameras are already
beginning to overlap and mobile resources of the future are likely to have
ever-increasing computing power, enabling fully functional interaction
with the Internet and access to communication networks, on the move.
The integration of ‘context-aware’ functionality in mobile devices, which
provides information to users according to their location, is becoming
increasingly visible in museums and other centres of ‘informal’ learning,
enabling some personalisation and direction to a visitor’s learning experi-
ence and enhancing the exploitation of novel learning experiences such
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as augmented reality gaming (Naismith et al. 2004). The ability to interact
and collaborate both with other visitors (such as classmates in the
museum) and extended groups of learners across more and more extensive
learning networks (such as classmates back at school, or with pupils from
other schools) is also ripe for exploitation (Naismith et al. 2004; Chapter
10 in this volume). Pupils are also likely to see an increase in what are
becoming known as tangible technologies, part of the ubiquitous comput-
ing vision (Weiser 1991) in which technology becomes part of the
environment and within which inputs (which conventionally were made
via a mouse or a keyboard) become more physical, and more closely tied to
outputs. Examples could include augmented museum displays, in which a
soundtrack is initiated by moving a hand over some text, or simply by
moving towards an exhibit; or exhibits in which visitors can manipulate
physical objects to have a digital effect, for example on a simulation
(O’Malley and Stanton Fraser 2005).

This chapter began with a statement about the importance of first-hand
scientific experience for all pupils. We have described in detail the benefits
of digital imaging, and examined some of the opportunities provided by
ICT in museum education, but perhaps we should now remind ourselves
of the primary reason for a museum visit. It is by visiting museums that
most children will have direct contact with science and with the science
that has led to the technological advances associated with the rise of
numerous civilisations. Museums have changed considerably over the
years. Not so long ago they were just collections of artefacts, models and
specimens. Indeed, we still remember the first ‘hands-on’ exhibits, which
caused much excitement because for the first time children could actually
work machines, or by pressing a button actually observe some biological
processes in action. Since then we have had specially designed ecological
galleries which show the specimens in their natural environment. Today,
we even have a dinosaur that moves (but only from side to side) and makes
sounds (which are rather unlikely to be authentic!). Although more and
more museums have become far more engaging, the balance between
learning and entertainment may still need refining, and the work of
Stephenson and Sword (2004) makes clear the very great continuing
potential for developing science activity and engagement in ‘traditional’
museums. In all cases, however, the way in which teachers and museum
educators exploit ICT will be a key feature in getting that balance right.
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VIRTUAL LEARNING IN
PRIMARY SCIENCE

Helena Gillespie

Introduction

Since the mid-1980s the Internet has been connected with science teach-
ing and learning. Originally the invention of professional scientists, the
Internet was first used to communicate findings and ideas. Since then, its
use in teaching and learning in schools has become common in all phases
and subjects. Some would argue that the future of education will continue
to be substantially affected by what the Internet can do.

However, the case for computer use in general, and Internet use in par-
ticular, has yet to convince some teachers and educationalists. Substantial
funds have been invested in ICT in schools over the past few years (in UK
schools, the total investment for 2005/06 is in the region of £700 million).
Despite this investment, some studies (Harrison et al. 2002) have pointed
to the difficulty of finding clear and conclusive evidence that ICT can
enhance teaching and learning.

It is increasingly clear, however, that teachers, teacher trainers, academ-
ics, administrators, advisory teachers and members of government believe
that computers can positively affect teaching and learning. In 2004,
Charles Clarke, then Secretary of State for education in the UK, asserted
that although the ‘potential for transformation remains largely untapped’,



 

ICT can ‘undoubtedly’ be beneficial for education (DfES 2003). This chapter
will examine what this potential for transformation might be in the con-
text of virtual learning environments (VLEs) and how the transformation
might take place in primary science education.

In 2005 the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) set out their
requirements for a VLE. Elements include a mapped curriculum, based
on some sort of electronically delivered content, with the ability to track
student activity with a communications system. However, whether this is
a comprehensive and universal description is open to question. In essence,
a VLE is a place where learning takes place via the Internet. It is different
from a web page because it brings together resources, allows communica-
tion and has the tools to enable teachers to track how the resources are
being used.

Very few primary schools are currently using VLEs, although they are
widespread in higher and further education and are becoming increas-
ingly common in secondary education. The intention of this chapter is to
look to the future and to examine the potential of VLE use in primary
schools, drawing upon what we have learnt about VLEs from their use in
higher and secondary education. The ‘real transformation’ (DfES 2003)
should be to the benefit of real, authentic, meaningful primary science
teaching and learning.

Identifying the potential of virtual learning environments

Since the end of the 1990s, there have been a number of enthusiasts
who have suggested ways to bring together content and communication
electronically, not only to support traditional face-to-face pedagogies, but
to enable new types of learning to take place over the Internet (Laurillard
2002; Pittinsky 2002; Salmon 2004).

Laurillard (2002) champions an approach to learning technology which
begins with a consideration of how students learn best. A ‘conversational
framework’ should be constructed using the technology to support learn-
ing. Laurillard (2002) also considers the different media of teaching, which
she calls narrative, interactive, adaptive, communicative and productive.
In this way, the process of learning becomes central to the potential for the
use of technology in the classroom.

In The Wired Tower, Pittinsky (2002) sets out the pedagogical, theoretical
and economic case for the use of VLEs in higher education. In particular,
the idea that higher education can be delivered effectively by the ‘brick
and click’ method advocated by Levine (Pittinsky 2002) supports the
theory that virtual learning can be delivered alongside traditional learning
in a single programme.

Salmon (2004) developed an approach to teaching and learning using
VLEs which she calls e-moderating. This is the bringing together of online
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databases (such as library catalogues and archives), digital teaching mate-
rials and communications – either synchronous (happening at the same
time) or asynchronous (happening in the same place but at different
times). Her ideas about how these elements might combine is exemplified
as a ‘5-stage model’ (Figure 10.1), where access to and motivation to use a
VLE lead to online socialisation and information exchange and then to
knowledge construction and further development. In this way Salmon
shows how online learning can be truly interactive and enable learners to
develop new ideas.

The enthusiasm of these leaders in virtual learning is grounded firmly
in pedagogical thinking. Rather than developing technology for its own
sake, such thinking is likely to continue to have the greatest impact on
development of VLE usage in higher, secondary and primary education.

Exploiting the potential of virtual learning environments

A recent literature review (Becta 2003a) outlines the stage of VLE devel-
opment throughout education. In the higher education sector VLEs are

Figure 10.1 Salmon’s 5-stage model of e-moderating (Salmon 2004).
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now reasonably common. Some institutions have bought ‘off the peg’
solutions and others have introduced their own in-house solutions. JISC
is funding developments in this area, transferring from VLEs to MLEs
(managed learning environments), where the VLE works in a connected
way with other in-house data and systems such as the student data-
base and library services, through a single portal. In a study of MLE
activity in further and higher education (JISC 2002) significant levels of
MLE development activity were evident in all the institutions in the
survey, with four in five further and higher education institutions using
a VLE.

The Becta report on VLEs describes the VLEs in the schools sector as
both immature and volatile (Becta 2003a). At the time of writing, research
about VLEs at the level of compulsory education was very limited and
inconsistent, but recent developments in the broadband network, along
with the work of Regional Broadband Consortia, have begun to give UK
schools access to VLE technology. However, there is still some work to be
done before the available technology becomes successfully embedded in
the pedagogical approach of schools. This is most likely to happen in the
secondary sector first, where the text-based nature of VLEs is likely to be
more appropriate for learners and where schools have the dedicated ICT
personnel necessary to drive forward such innovations.

By contrast, VLEs are rare in primary schools. However, many primary
schools are beginning to use the constituents of a VLE separately in various
ways. E-mail communication and online discussion can be restricted by
problems with connectivity, but has substantial potential; the Internet is
often used as a source of information and as more primary schools have
effective connections to a broadband network more children can access
quality online learning resources (Murphy 2003).

Use of a VLE is beneficial for communication, databases and the deliv-
ery of resources because the teacher can present, edit and shape the
learning tools and resources to suit their purposes. Imagine a teacher
takes her Year 4 class to the school resources centre, gives the children a
topic to research, then asks them to talk together about what they have
learned and produce a presentation as an outcome. Under these circum-
stances the learners are being offered the resources and given the task but
it is difficult for the teacher to monitor and intervene in the learning at
each step.

A VLE enables the teacher to have far more control of the task through
the creation of ‘learning units’. Teachers can select the web resources
pupils will use and enable and monitor communication about what has
been found out. When presentations are made they can be shared elec-
tronically. Thus a VLE can ‘repackage’ the learning experience to make it
more focused and enable the teacher to monitor and intervene far more
effectively than if the resources are used separately. The relevant potential
uses of a VLE are shown in Tables 10.1, 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4 below.
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Table 10.1 Effective usage of a VLE to facilitate communication (a) through
e-mail, and (b) through a discussion board

(a)

Aim To e-mail.

What can VLEs do? Provide secure e-mail facilities to communicate as
individuals or groups.

Examples of effective use E-mail can be used in a variety of ways to support
learning. Not just for communication between
learners and their teacher, but also to communicate
more widely with the science communities,
perhaps even globally (Murphy 2003)

(b)

Aim To use a discussion board.

What can VLEs do? Provide a space for learners and/or teachers to
discuss the topic at hand.

Examples of effective use This has the advantage over a ‘face-to-face’
discussion in that it can be reread and added to,
therefore deepening the level of reflection. A
teacher might ask learners to use a particular set of
resources as part of their project and learners might
post messages to the discussions about the
usefulness of the resources.

In this way a range of learning styles and skills are
supported by the use of the discussion board
enabling the learners to develop a range of deeper
and strategic learning styles (Gibbs 1999)
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Table 10.2 Effective usage of a VLE to access databases and other resources
(a) to access a library catalogue, and (b) to work with computer simulations

(a)

Aim To access a library catalogue, and other online
resources.

What can VLEs do? Provide direct access to the relevant part of online
databases and resources, ‘packaged’ with tasks and
selected by teachers, to meet groups’ and
individual needs, into ‘learning objects’.

Examples of effective use Online databases of such things as History
resources can be used in research projects. Teachers
can direct learners to the relevant parts of the
database, rather than have them sort through
layers. This saves time and reduces the possibility
of learners going ‘off task’. Increasingly this idea of 
construction of ‘learning objects’ is progressing
and more complex packages of learning materials
are being developed, including those which can be
tailored to individual needs.

(b)

Aim Work with computer simulations.

What can VLEs do? Provide access to teacher-created simulations.

Examples of effective use Teachers and pupils can create simulations of
events in video or animation software, which can
allow learners to experiment with ideas and ‘walk
through’ situations and work creatively. The
National Endowment for Science, Technology and
the Arts (NESTA) have funded a range of projects in
the field of ICT and learning, including Sodaplay
(NESTA 2005) which is designed to allow pupils in
primary and secondary schools to create
simulations as a design tool or to create science
scenarios through modelling using virtual springs.
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How can VLEs support effective learning in primary science?

The vast majority of teaching of science in UK schools is reported as being
satisfactory or better (96 per cent at Key Stage 1 and 95 per cent at Key
Stage 2 – OFSTED 2004), yet much of it is very tightly focused and doesn’t
allow for links to be made from one part of the science curriculum to
another or to other subjects. According to OFSTED, effective teaching and
learning in science is characterised by pupils being actively involved in
thinking and carrying out scientific enquiry. Perhaps this priority might
best be achieved as the creative potential and possibilities of practical

Table 10.3 Effective usage of a VLE in using presentation technology

Aim Present findings and share outcomes with others.

What can VLEs do? Provide file exchange and viewing systems for work
to be transferred between teachers and learners.

Examples of effective use VLEs provide tools for teachers and learners to
communicate about work produced in flexible
ways. Using e-learning portfolios, learners can
construct their own areas to display written,
pictorial and multimedia work. Teachers can access
these when learners need support and comment on
work in progress. This method of teaching, which
is supported with formative assessment, is useful to
support learners’ individual needs. The Becta
quality framework for e-learning resources (Becta
2005) endorses this approach.

Table 10.4 Effective usage of a VLE to facilitate assessment

Aim To assess learners’ understanding and knowledge.

What can VLEs do? Provide teachers with tools to assess pupils learning
through tests and quizzes, which can give
immediate and formative feedback, or serve as end
of unit assessments.

Examples of effective use E-assessment is a rapidly growing field. Well-
constructed e-assessment can support and
augment effective practice (Becta 2005). There are
some straightforward ways in which VLEs can be
used to deliver tests made up of multiple choice,
ordering or matching exercises. However there are
also some challenges for e-assessment, where it
might be developed to assess metacognition and
thinking styles via simulated group work.
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cross-curricular working (inspired by the Primary Strategy in UK schools –
DfES 2004) are explored. Flexibility in teaching approaches seems central
here (OFSTED 2004).

Clearly, it is not just OFSTED that asserts that good teaching in primary
science is closely built around the investigative process. The Association
for Science Education’s (ASE) journal Primary Science Review (PSR) reflects
good practice associated with an active approach to learning in the
primary classroom. A good example is presented in Robertson’s review of
the ‘Let’s Think’ programme (Robertson 2004). Here, the theme of a prac-
tical approach to science closely allied to the investigative process is evi-
dent, with a focus on children’s ability to hypothesise, discuss and draw
conclusions about scientific ideas (Rowell 2004).

Accepting that practical investigative skills really should be at the centre
of teaching and learning of primary science means teachers must try to
give pupils opportunities to do the following, as set out in the National
Curriculum (DfEE/QCA 1999):

• Ask and answer questions
• Observe and measure
• Recognise a fair test
• Follow instructions to control risks
• Explore
• Compare and consider
• Communicate

The crucial question is how the use of virtual learning might support
this. To provide an answer we must first consider the prerequisite hard-
ware required to access VLEs in the primary classroom. Having done so, we
can examine ways in which VLEs might be used in the primary classroom
to facilitate investigative learning.

Using hardware to access virtual learning

Interactive whiteboards (IWBs) have become an ICT ‘essential’ in a very
short time. With funding dedicated to installing them in classrooms in
every school in the UK through the Standards Fund (DfES 2003) and
research showing that they can have benefits for both pupil motivation
and teaching strategies (Becta 2003b), it may not be long before most
teachers have access to this type of technology. In addition, with the
increase in wireless technology, portable ICT devices such as laptops and
– crucially for the primary school sector – tablet PCs are increasingly
common. Used together, these devices allow primary aged pupils to see
and interact with online resources in ways that were not previously pos-
sible. The ability to use ‘touch screen technology’, both in groups using an
IWB and as individuals using a tablet PC, means that children need not
wrestle with input devices such as mice or keyboards which are designed
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for adults. Small keyboards with fewer keys and pen technology mean that
even when text is needed, there are fewer possibilities for mistakes to be
made. In short, tablets, laptops and IWBs have made virtual learning more
accessible.

In addition, increasing bandwidth has led to the development of web
resources that are more suited to primary aged children because they util-
ise still and moving images to support learning. More imaginative website
design that exploits words and icons also means that web-based resources
are less reliant on text. Thus the multi-modal nature of the tools that
might engage children’s learning is strongly emphasised. These develop-
ments, coupled with the developments in hardware, mean that the tech-
nology is well suited to the introduction of more virtual learning in the
primary classroom.

As with all technological developments, teachers will only really inte-
grate them into their practice where real benefits for teaching and learning
can be seen. The answer lies in the link between the underlying themes of
this chapter: the uses of VLEs, the developments in hardware provision
and good practice in science teaching pedagogy, based around the practical
skills of scientific enquiry.

A VLE in primary science

The push to get broadband into UK schools has led the Regional Broadband
Consortia to investigate what kind of teaching and learning tools can util-
ise the power of broadband, not simply by allowing schools to access the
Internet quickly but also by making full use of the available bandwidth.
Most of these consortia are now providing a VLE with a range of content,
such as access to video and audio resources, as well as the opportunity to
create individually tailored learning units and objects for pupils.

Like websites, VLEs have a homepage which children would see when
they log on. This interface can be easily changed to reflect the users, using
text or pictures to indicate links and adding or reducing the tools available
to users as required. In addition to the notice board, pupils’ files, a calen-
dar, students’ folios and text and image files known as ‘learning objects’
are shown in Figure 10.2.

Indeed, one of the most powerful tools of the VLE is the ability to create
learning objects. In essence, this is a way to package up information,
images and web links so pupils can access all they need from one page.
This has advantages in that it saves time and keeps pupils on task. In its
simplest form, the learning object would contain a question or task and
a link or picture to use in answering the question (for example, Figure
10.3). Pupils can then either use paper or digital media to record their
findings and post their responses to the teacher via the VLE.

E-mail is a powerful tool for communication and it is also one of the
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simplest and most useful tools available via the VLE. This is a simple way
for pupils and teachers to communicate with one another in a secure
environment. A teacher might e-mail the class to remind them of home-
work or an assignment. Alternatively, imagine a teacher is working with
a mixed Key Stage 2 class on a project about animals and finds a useful
website. She e-mails this site as a link to all pupils (Figure 10.4), who are
able to log on to the VLE at home. This supports their homework for the
week, where they are collecting animal names and trying to classify them.

Let us consider some other simple examples of how a VLE could be
further used to support primary science, with an emphasis on aspects of
the science enquiry process. They do not represent complex or apparently
‘advanced’ use of ICT. In fact, using a VLE should make incorporation of
ICT into primary science much more straightforward. However, they do
show the range of opportunities that could be provided by a VLE.

Figure 10.2 Example homepage for a VLE (created via the Netmedia Virtual
Learning Environment).
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Ask and answer questions

Year 1 pupils follow a link in the VLE to the BBC website where they play
on a science simulation game about forces. After a 20-minute session,
working in pairs, their teacher asks them to work with their talking
partners to come up with a question about what they have seen and
learned on the site. They share these questions with the rest of the class and
then decide on a question they can investigate as part of their practical
science.

Observe and measure

Each week, children in Year 3 who are investigating the growth of plants
over a period of time photograph a bean plant, a sunflower and some cress,
all grown from seed. These photos are then put into three separate Power-
Point presentations and the children observe the changes which happen
over the weeks by viewing the presentations via the VLE.

Figure 10.3 A simple learning object containing a question, a link and a picture
(created via the Netmedia Virtual Learning Environment).
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Recognise a fair test

Year 2 and Year 3 pupils are working on devising a fair test. The teacher
constructs a simple investigation, rolling some cars down a ramp to see
which car goes furthest. He videos the investigation three times, once as a
fair test, once where he changes the height of the ramp and once where he
varies the covering on the ramp as well as the car. The children view these
videos via the VLE and are asked to say which is the fair test and why. After
this activity the teacher introduces the children to the idea of simple
variables and the children watch the videos again, this time naming the
variables in each investigation and saying which have changed.

Follow instructions to control risks

Year 6 pupils are planning investigations into their topic on micro-
organisms. Using links on the VLE they research practical investigations
that could otherwise be harmful. They then share their findings on a
discussion board and the teacher uses excerpts from this discussion to
construct a list of ‘dos’ and don’ts’ for the topic.

Figure 10.4 E-mail to pupils (created via the Netmedia Virtual Learning
environment).
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Explore

Year 4 pupils in an urban school could investigate their school habitat.
They use a link on the VLE which takes them directly to the BBC’s ‘bird-
cam’ where they can compare the birds they see in their school with the
countryside-based birdcam. They keep records of what they see via the
VLE’s discussion board, which logs dates and times birds are spotted as
messages are posted.

Compare and consider

Groups of Year 5 pupils construct a simple, one-page PowerPoint presenta-
tion about what they have found out about the effects of the sun and
moon on the Earth. They use links to the Science Museum website via the
VLE as a starting point for their research. Their finished slides are linked
together into a presentation by the teacher, who then posts this to the
VLE. In a subsequent lesson, the pupils are asked to summarise in pairs
what groups have found out.

Communicate

A teacher of a Year 4 class is working on a project about habitats around the
world. Linking up with teachers in different countries, the class exchange
e-mails and information about plants and animals in their local area.

Conclusions

Good use of information and communications technology in teaching
does not have to use complex hardware or applications. Virtual learn-
ing environments can make using technology in primary science
teaching simpler, by collecting together resources to support research, by
enabling pupils to interact with resources such as moving images and
by encouraging communication and collaboration. But the question is will
they and, if so, when?

The answers are not straightforward. Barriers to successful integration
of virtual learning still exist in areas like the professional development
of teachers, availability of suitable hardware and even in the curriculum
and assessment systems currently in place. However, if these barriers can
be overcome the possibilities for virtual learning in primary science are
diverse and numerous and could help to support the best practical science
teaching, which focuses on the investigative process and on children
engaging in real science learning.
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ICT AND PRIMARY
SCIENCE –  WHERE ARE

WE GOING?

Angela McFarlane

From the richness and complexity of human endeavour three domains of
knowledge have been selected and privileged above all others to form the
core of the UK education system. The study of language, mathematics and
science are legally compulsory for all students from the ages of 5 to 16 and
attainment in these subjects is the sole measurement by which the success
or failure of our primary education system is judged. For this reason, it is
worth considering why it is science rather than, say, humanities, creative
arts, philosophy or any other field that has been chosen for such special
investment, what we as a society hope to achieve through this focus and
the extent to which we are indeed doing so.

Castells (1996) in his definitive trilogy The Information Age: Economy,
Society and Culture sets out his analysis of the rise and implications of ‘the
network society’. In the early twenty-first century it seems we inhabit
a world where economic prosperity and all that depends on this –
democracy, health, our very survival and that of the species with which we
share our planet and on which we in turn depend – rests on the ability to
benefit from the effects of globalisation. According to the ‘Globalisation
Guide’ website (www.globalisationguide.org), ‘Globalisation is the rapid
increase in cross-border economic, social, technological exchange under
conditions of capitalism’. Globalisation is both fuelled by and fuels the



 

unparalleled ability we now have to share information across boundaries
of time and geography as a result of the web of communications
technologies we share. There is a network of social and economic inter-
dependencies which criss-cross our world and depend on communica-
tions technologies and a level of connectivity that is unprecedented in
human history. The technologies we use to support this web of communi-
cation are the result of over a hundred years of development that started,
according to the Smithsonian Institute, with Morse’s invention of the
telegraph in 1837. His was the first machine to transmit information over
long distances almost instantaneously. Today this simple notion has
developed into the enabler of the so-called ‘knowledge economies’ where
wealth creation depends on an ability to innovate. As a result our technol-
ogy and information-rich era is also known as the ‘knowledge age’, where
knowledge creation is or is predicted to be the basis of wealth and eco-
nomic growth in developed nations for the first half of the twenty-first
century. As a consequence of this vision there are widespread calls for our
education systems to change in order to prepare learners to take their place
in a knowledge economy.

It seems that to take a place in this connected world we have decided
young people need to be able to use language, work with number and
shape, and know about science (OECD 2001). It is interesting to note that
the curriculum requires only one language in the case of England – the
other global languages including Spanish and Chinese, which are used by
as many people as English, being almost entirely ignored in primary edu-
cation in the UK. It may be that the Anglophone dominance of communi-
cations technologies has reinforced this linguistic isolationism, although
change is on the horizon as we wake up to the need to work in languages
other than English. Currently, however, we are not only limiting the scope
of languages our young people experience, we are also taking a very partial
view of the necessary competences they need in English. It is the use of
the written form of language that has dominated schooling, with other
forms of communication such as film or multimedia almost ignored and
even speaking and listening skills being seemingly relegated to a poor
second place despite their central importance in everyday life. Nowhere is
this more evident than in the explosion in the use of voice-dependent
technologies such as telephony. Consider how many everyday business
exchanges that used to be undertaken in writing are now dealt with
entirely by telephone – albeit often through interaction with a semi-
automated system. Indeed, the use of voice-based technology is set to
undergo a further expansion with the use of voiceover Internet protocols
(VIP) making voice communication worldwide cheap and accessible to a
much wider user base. Even as I am writing this chapter the Internet search
engine company Google has announced their venture into the Internet
voice communications arena.

This, then, is something of the background of worldwide development
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against which structures and developments within the education system
might be held to account. Against this background, the following remarks
consider the place of science education and, in particular, some of the
issues associated with an examination of some of the more anachronistic
features of the UK school science curriculum.

The role of science in the curriculum

It seems that science is seen as a necessary preparatory experience for life
in a technologically framed world, where innovation and knowledge cre-
ation are seen as key to economic success for the individual and the
nation. So what is it about science that could have led policy makers to
this conclusion?

If the study of science is meant to underpin a technology dependent
culture, why is science and not technology itself the core subject? Is it
because the ‘pure’ sciences underpin subjects such as engineering and
computer science, biomedical sciences and material science? Will know-
ledge of the sciences aid an understanding of these more applied fields?
The domains of science chosen for the school curriculum, especially that
of the primary key stages, do not obviously suggest this. Indeed, it is dif-
ficult to infer the logic behind the selection of content in the school sci-
ence curriculum beyond a clear desire to represent the three traditional
school subjects of biology, physics and chemistry. These selections may
reflect the personal histories and allegiances of those who wrote the cur-
riculum since they do not necessarily map onto any significant practice of
science beyond school. After that an air of stamp collecting invades the UK
science curricula, with a smattering of pretty examples from a range of
countries in the album. Clear linking themes, or big ideas, or even progres-
sion of understanding across the elements or the key stages are, however,
sometimes hard to discern.

The identified skill sets behind the curriculum show a welcome coher-
ence in contrast, since they are present in all four key stages. These skills
are set out in detail in Chapter 2 and I will not repeat them here. The key
skills are predicated on an experimental model of science, where hypo-
theses are tested through investigation and observation and conclusions
drawn based on the evidence accumulated. However, this model of sci-
ence, and the so-called scientific method, is only one approach to the
development of scientific understanding. The use of models in science, as
discussed in Chapter 6, is just one alternative. It is not clear why we devote
11 years of schooling to one experimental method, or why even then we
do not apparently teach this very well, hypothesising being particularly
poorly developed (see the House of Lords 2001 and House of Commons
2002 reports on this topic). As pointed out in Chapter 3, the competencies
credited in tests of science learning used in England can equally well be
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acquired through drill and practice as through an experimental approach.
Moreover, there is very good evidence that if it is understanding of scien-
tific content that is the objective, the experimental approach leaves much
to be desired (see McFarlane and Sakellariou 2002 for a discussion of this).

A skill set vital to science that is not even mentioned within the defined
curriculum is the ability to recognise and take part in reasoned, evidence-
based discussion. This may be because this skill set is not unique to sci-
ence, but is central to an active intellectual life in any knowledge domain
in western society. However, there is little evidence of reasoned discussion
elsewhere in the curriculum, even as a desired cross-curricular aspiration
in the introductory parts of the curriculum orders (which encapsulate
many worthy aims but rarely seem to influence practice in teaching or
assessment). Fortunately, despite this absence in the curriculum orders,
debate and argumentation have been the subject of a small number of
highly important research and development projects and are certainly
achieving prominence in post–16 science courses, particularly those
dealing with bioethics, such as the Salters-Nuffield A-level biology course.

The ability to recognise and distinguish between ideas and beliefs is at
the heart of this process and in an ever more complex world is a vital skill
set for everyone who ever has to make a choice about the use of technol-
ogy – either for themselves, a dependant or society at large. We are faced
daily with questions about our own behaviours that affect others directly
through the process of globalisation – from which brand of coffee to buy,
to vaccinating our children, to who we should vote for if we care about
climate change policy. All of these issues have at their heart a need to
understand and respond to a range of views, arguments and counter-
arguments in order to make an informed personal choice. We also need to
be able to recognise when we and others make decisions from the head or
the heart, using ideas or beliefs, evidence or instinct. This is not about
making the right choice, it is about making informed choice; not about
being told what to think or do, but to understand how and why we think
and act and to take responsibility for the consequences. And all the while
to recognise that there will always be a degree of uncertainty, and that
there is almost never an entirely risk-free answer.

It will be clear from the above that there is much debate concerning the
nature and purpose of school science (see House of Lords 2000). If we
consider purpose, is the main purpose of school science to winnow out
what will inevitably be a minority for a science-related career, or to prepare
all for active participation in a scientifically based culture? Arguably, at the
moment the school science curriculum in the UK does neither well and in
fact needs to do both, with scientific literacy a requisite for all. We have
only to look at the level of science discourse in the popular media to realise
that whatever else science education has achieved in the last 100 years,
general scientific literacy is not among the accolades we can boast. We
have, however, been good in the past at educating science specialists. The
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UK leads the world in a range of scientific and technology enterprises as a
result, and we must not forget this in the gloom that tends to attach to
policy debates around science education. However, even here there is no
room for complacency; we have lost ground as undergraduate recruitment
stagnates and the numbers taking any science post-16 are not growing.1

As I have suggested, it is easy to find evidence of our poor scientific
literacy in the popular media, where even on otherwise intellectually
robust platforms we daily hear such remarks as ‘we need to be able to buy
our vitamins free of chemicals’ (as in a piece on threatened EU legislation
on dietary supplements on the Today programme on BBC Radio 4). A
recent exchange in a weekend broadsheet was more thought provoking. A
short and admittedly light-hearted piece advised readers not to look up
information on their health worries on the Internet on a Friday as the
result would be a certainty that they did indeed have a terminal com-
plaint. The weekend would then be ruined as they waited and worried
until Monday to get the reassurance they needed from a doctor that this
was not in fact the case. The following week saw a response from a reader
who had secured the treatment she needed for her daughter and avoided
the loss of sight in one of her eyes with the aid of information and support
she had accessed through the Internet. A rare condition – unlikely to be
seen by an individual GP – was diagnosed, a worldwide community of
sufferers and their parents joined and consulted, and a child’s life changed
immeasurably through the use of communications technology.

Surely an objective of good scientific education in the information age
should be to equip learners with the skill sets they need to deal with either
of the situations described? Indeed, patients turning up with printouts
from the Internet is now commonplace for primary healthcare profes-
sionals and the ‘expert patient’ initiative is a web-based project backed by
the National Health Service to encourage patients with chronic conditions
such as diabetes and arthritis to share information and experience in order
to make living with their condition as easy as possible.

ICT and scientific reasoning

The sheer amount of information now available to any individual is
enormous and pupils need to be equipped to evaluate it and build personal
knowledge. They need to know how to distinguish a statement which may
be true (e.g. our sun is 4.5 billion years old) from a fact (e.g. the earth
moves around the sun) and how to distinguish the knowledge produced
by pseudo-science (e.g. astrology) from science (e.g. astronomy). Moreover,
modern society requires citizens to make decisions on many issues related
to the cultural implications of scientific achievements (e.g. cloning). For
these reasons public understanding of science necessitates that pupils
understand not only the content of science, but also its methods. It is
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argued (Driver et al. 1996) that emphasising scientific knowledge is not
enough for pupils to be scientifically literate. They need to be introduced
to the ways that scientists came to these conclusions.

But the way that scientists come to conclusions is not entirely straight-
forward or uniform. Helms (1998: 128) identifies scientific method as all
the skills and processes, technologies and tools employed by scientists to
gather valid and reliable data in order to verify, falsify or formulate a
theory. This is very similar to the model that the UK National Curriculum
identifies above others. Other authors (Hodson 1985; Driver et al. 1996;
Leach 1998) argue that epistemology shows that there is not a single
method or an ‘algorithm’ (Millar 1996: 15) that scientists follow in order
to solve a scientific problem. Some scientists perform experiments whereas
others do not. For instance, astronomers cannot intervene to conduct an
experiment since they are only able to see what happened in the past
(sometimes millions of years ago) in systems they cannot possibly influ-
ence. In addition, while some scientists develop a theory after experimen-
tation, sometimes theories come first and experimentation supports or
disproves the theory later.

The above examples illustrate the diversity of strategies that real scien-
tists employ and also that scientific method cannot be templated. There-
fore, if there is not any simple algorithm which describes sufficiently the
ways that scientists work, can the scientific method be taught? It is difficult,
if not impossible, for pupils to learn all scientific strategies through school
investigations. Nevertheless, it might be realistic to introduce pupils to at
least some of them. Here I want to concentrate on the understanding of the
relationship between evidence, the conclusions based on that evidence and
the development of rational-calculative approaches to this relationship
which can be termed ‘scientific reasoning’. A very simple proposition can
usefully illustrate the underlying objective of a science curriculum aimed at
developing scientific reasoning. A student who has successfully completed
such a curriculum, when faced with the report of a scientific investigation
in the popular media, would automatically ask the questions ‘How do they
know that?’, ‘Who is writing this?’, and perhaps ‘Who is paying for this
work?’. Whilst the non-expert cannot be expected to interpret the raw data,
or even perhaps the arguments put in full in the original source, the scien-
tifically literate will have the requisite skills to interpret the more popular
reports and make a valid judgement as to the likely validity or otherwise of
their claims, as well as any likely bias in interpretation based on its proven-
ance and the credibility of its sources. In particular, it should be possible to
question whether the logical deductions in the argument are sound and if
the data offered does indeed support the conclusions drawn. This will
involve the understanding of and ability to apply such concepts as prob-
ability, risk and certainty2 which allow us to make judgements as to the
likely validity of such reports, and the personal and social consequences
associated with related behaviours or policy decisions. These skills have
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always been important to an individual who wishes to play an active role in
any democracy with a culture underpinned by science and technology.
Arguably, in this era of information overload they are essential. How else
are we to avoid intellectual paralysis as we are bombarded with information
and mis-information, claim and counter-claim on such important topics as
food safety, genetic manipulation, nuclear power, climate change and
environmental pollution? Anyone who takes any interest in these issues
can easily discover an overwhelming range of sources of conflicting infor-
mation through print and electronic media, some original research reports
as well as critiques and analyses based on them which may be interpreted
from very particular positive or negative perspectives.

Home access to the Internet is growing and access through libraries and
other public facilities such as learning centres mean anyone who wants
access to the World Wide Web in the developed world can have it pretty
much irrespective of income or age. The skills needed to turn this over-
whelming sea of information into authentic knowledge include an ability
to search vast multimedia sources, identify and interpret relevant informa-
tion, critique sources in terms of provenance including source, accuracy,
validity and reliability, weigh evidence which may be conflicting, and
finally collect and synthesise sources into an authentic representation of
personal knowledge. These are important elements of ICT literacy which
are relevant to scientific literacy and to the development of scientific
reasoning.

Extensive discussion of scientific literacy and the relevance of such lit-
eracy to science education has, of course, taken place elsewhere (see
Osborne 2002). Here I wish only to flag the importance of the role of the
Internet and the World Wide Web as contexts for the development of
these important skills sets. This is particularly so when the experience of
access to information sources, including broadcast and Internet media in
the wider community, is growing so rapidly and is such a central part of
young people’s experience of the world beyond school (Buckingham and
McFarlane 2001).

Electronic communications

Much prominence is given to the facility that electronic communications
affords educational users to access vast quantities of information from an
ever-expanding range of sources. Indeed, scientific sources are at the fore-
front of this trend as the speed of discovery and dissemination of findings
outstrips the rate at which print sources can support the culture of scientific
research. It is well known that the original protocols for communicating
information over what has become the Internet were devised to support
sharing of data between physicists working at laboratories in Switzerland,
Italy and England (CERN 2001).
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Unfortunately, education policy in the UK has tended to focus on the
ability of these networks to disseminate information rather than to support
communication. Whilst brief mention is given to student involvement in
production and publication, the model implicit in the ‘Curriculum on-
line’ consultation paper produced by the Department for Education and
Employment (now Education and Skills) is firmly one of broadcast of
digital content to a receptive audience (DfEE 2001). Much of the discourse
still tends to assume a view of education – including science – as a process
of passing on a discrete body of knowledge to the learner. This is to miss an
opportunity to use the developing ICT infrastructure as a means of devel-
oping students’ ability to be critically informed users and producers of
information and, in the case of science, to develop the skills needed to
apply scientific reasoning skills to the analysis and critique of related
information sources. There is an important role for the active learner here
in the manipulation and production of multimedia sources (Bonnett et al.
1999). Thus the model of science education which fully exploits electronic
media should incorporate both the location and analysis of scientific
information and the publishing of the resulting critique as part of an
active electronic community of learners. In this way school pupils can
expose their interpretations of science to peer review and truly experience
the way research proceeds in an authentic fashion.

Reasoned argument in the primary classroom

So if this degree of scientific reasoning is a key objective of science educa-
tion, how might the foundations be prepared in the primary curriculum?
Work with philosophy in the primary curriculum shows that even young
children are capable of engaging with debate and reasoning (Lipman
1988). We know that Key Stage 2 children use the Internet regularly and
have a worrying degree of confidence in what they find there (McFarlane
and Roche 2003). We also know that children are very aware of politicised
scientific issues such as conservation and climate change and that they
can be left feeling disturbed and disempowered as a result (Chapter 2 in
this volume). The context for work on authentic consideration of scien-
tific issues is set and indeed there is a real need to support children’s
engagement with issues that they find troubling.

To map how such issues might be tackled in the classroom it is useful to
point to much relevant and important work in this area that is already
ongoing. Of particular concern is how pupils might be brought to a critical
awareness of (and engagement with) the nature and methods of science
(Warwick and Stephenson 2002). Put another way, the challenge is to
‘design instructional sequences and learning environment conditions that
help pupils become members of epistemic communities’ (Duschl 2000:
188). This is the primary concern of the ongoing EPSE project (see Chapter 1
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in this volume), whilst the ASE and King’s College Science Investigations
in Schools project (AKSIS – Goldsworthy et al. 2000: 4) has ‘explored the
effects of Sc1 in the National Curriculum on current practice and made
recommendations for its future development’. AKSIS has had, as a central
concern, the exemplification of different types of scientific enquiry and
the production of materials to support pupil thinking in relation to the
processes of scientific enquiry. A substantive part of this work has been
predicated on the notion that if procedural understanding and a wider
understanding of the nature of science are to be developed, a vital element
of the process is necessarily the extent to which evidence is questioned. It
could be argued that the interpretation of evidence is the activity around
which all the understandings in science, and of science, pivot. With refer-
ence to science education, Duschl (2000: 189) cites Driver et al. (1996) in
stating that the evaluation of evidence is one of three strands of curric-
ulum emphasis that ‘explicitly establish an epistemological basis for
scientific knowledge claims’. Thus, research into the uses and interpre-
tations of all forms of evidence is central to elucidating pupils’ develop-
ing understandings of the personal relevance of science. Warwick and
Siraj-Blatchford (in press) recognise that ‘the development of a science
education that includes a focus upon the nature of science suggests the
need for “pedagogic tools” that can be used to engage children with the
procedural understandings that are central to a scientific approach to
enquiry’. Amongst these tools they report that the use of secondary data
for comparative analysis of secondary and investigative data can provide a
basis for such engagement. However, they note that ‘such comparative
analysis will only mirror the collaborative nature of the scientific enter-
prise where children have guided opportunities to discuss their under-
standing of the issues revealed by the comparisons . . . (and where) . . . the
data is contextualised through connection with the knowledge claims
made in science’.

But it seems that in some cases the curriculum is still a long way from
even recognising the importance of teaching such critical engagement,
whilst the uses of information technologies do not seem to be strongly
allied to this purpose. In recent work with post-16 teachers it was surpris-
ing to find frustration with students’ rather unthinking use of electronic
sources, with claims that students tend to use cut and paste uncritically
rather than engage with the sources. Yet even though these same teachers
and students had been in the same schools for some six years, there was
no recognition that this inability to make meaningful use of electronic
sources might highlight a deficit in the study skills developed while in the
school. Science teachers, it seems, are commonly ill-equipped to teach
science in a way that prepares students for citizenship and decision-
making (Levinson and Turner 2001; House of Commons 2002). Children,
however, do want to know about contemporary science and to engage
meaningfully with investigations (Osborne and Collins 2002).
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Given the level of use of the Internet even in Key Stage 2 we cannot wait
until secondary school to begin to teach children how to make meaning-
ful, critical use of information sources. By the age of 12 bad habits may
already be well established. Rather, we need to develop good questioning
skills from the earliest stages, and where better to begin with the develop-
ment of these skills than in science? Science, after all, is all about asking
questions and the best scientists ask the best questions. Yet all too often
the questions we explore in science are not particularly good or inspiring,
and they are certainly not the questions the children would ask. In many
lessons we set up contexts that are full of pitfalls for anyone who diverges
from the set path as the science around them is complex and hard if not
impossible to demonstrate in the classroom. Whoever decided the physics
of running cars down a ramp was easy?

However, by talking about systems we are examining and facing up to
what we can and cannot deduce about them; we can learn as much, if not
more, about both the system and the processes of scientific reasoning as
we can through manipulating apparatus in search of an answer. In science,
knowing what we cannot know is as important as knowing what we can
know. Pretending that science has all the answers is perhaps the greatest
disservice we can do, to pupils and to science. And all too easily this can
be the impression gained by young investigators, who have to leave an
‘experiment’ with an answer. In fact, all too often their observations are
not adequate to get to an answer. For example, you may have seen that
large sugar crystals take longer to dissolve than small ones, but can you be
sure why this is just by observing them? One memorable training video
showed a group left firmly convinced this is because the large crystals had
an invisible coating on them. This conclusion had their teacher stumped
and with no time to challenge this view as the class had to move on to
another topic. Yet it is perhaps one of the commonest failings of the
trainee experimental scientist, and social scientist, to extrapolate their
conclusions beyond anything the data can support.

Conclusion

To speak of the role of ICT in science education it is necessary first to
identify the objectives of that education and then disaggregate the various
forms of ICT in order to discuss the potential relevance or otherwise of
each. Where investigative science plays a central part, there are applica-
tions of ICT which can both support ‘live’ investigation and some which
can replace it, providing a virtual system to investigate using the same
principles as in the laboratory. Moreover, models of the idealised system
can be animated alongside a simulation of the real system to reinforce the
relationship between practice and theory.

A second and complementary method can be to adopt an analytical
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approach to scientific information found in popular and scientific litera-
ture, especially the wealth of each available on the Internet. Where an
understanding of various scientific methods and the relationship between
evidence and conclusions are required this can be a more potent experi-
ence, dealing as it does with science that cannot be replicated in school
and topical subjects of greater inherent interest to pupils than much of the
rather stodgy content still found in the school curriculum.

In following either of these approaches exclusively there may be a dan-
ger of creating a social divide in school science, where perhaps the more
able follow an empirical science curriculum and the less able the more
populist model. In order to avoid such a potentially divisive curriculum, it
might be better to model a curriculum for all which has an equitable
balance between investigative empirical science, supported with ICT so
that it is more effective, and investigative critical science which is sup-
ported through access to scientific sources and published analysis shared
and discussed with peers. In this way pupils will experience a range of
approaches to science which will be more likely to enthuse them to follow
a career in science, and ensure they become scientifically literate citizens.
This process cannot begin too early.3

Notes

1 A recent report by the higher education funding council into the state of vulner-
able subjects at university level concluded that the closure of university physics
departments per se was not a cause for concern since the number of students
studying the more contemporary but related branches of physical science was
compensating for the decline. Time will tell if this interpretation of the situation
prevails.

2 Probability and risk remain poorly understood concepts as illustrated by a per-
sonal favourite, when media reports put the odds of winning the lottery at less
than those of contracting new variant CJD (Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease). Mean-
while government sources were encouraging the population in the one hand to
buy lottery tickets and on the other to continue to eat beef.

3 Some parts of this text appeared in an earlier paper written with Silvestra
Sakellariou and published in 2002.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING PRIMARY SCIENCE WITH ICT

This book provides a range of insights into pupils’ learning relevant 
to the use of information and communications technology (ICT) in 
primary science. The contributors, who are all experts in their field, 
draw on practical and theoretical perspectives and:

● Provide specific examples of software and hardware use in 
the classroom

● Consider innovative and creative uses of technology for pupils
engaged in science activity in the primary and early years

● Indicate future possibilities for the use of computer-based 
technologies

Key themes running through the book include: setting the use of ICT 
in primary science within theoretical perspectives on learning and 
on pedagogy; the importance of using ICT in developing talking and 
listening opportunities in the science classroom; and the potential of
learning through ICT enhanced science investigations. Contemporary
issues such as inclusion, creativity and collaborative learning are also
examined, making Teaching and Learning Primary Science with ICT
essential reading for students in science education, and for teachers 
who want to use new technology to improve learning in their science
classrooms. 

Paul Warwick is a lecturer at the Faculty of Education, University 
of Cambridge. Previously he was a primary school deputy head teacher 
and an adviser for science for a local education authority. 

Elaine Wilson is a lecturer at the Faculty of Education, University 
of Cambridge. She has taught secondary science in a range of schools. 

Mark Winterbottom is a lecturer at the Faculty of Education, 
University of Cambridge. He taught science in upper schools in 
England for five years. 
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